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LOCAL AFFAIRS,
HEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

DON’T TEMPT FATE

Strand Theatre.
Lo>t~Bank-books.
Wanted— Boarders.
For sale— Shingles.
Burrill National Bank.
Q A Parcher—Druggist.
Irving A Stack pole—Cream separator.
Notice of Foreclosure—L W Jordan.
**
—Benjamin R Stubbs.
A W Curtis—Doors, windows etc.
Adiftr notice—Clara E Ford.
—Alvab Dolliver.
"
—Henry A M Joy.
—Sarah J Bunker.
Exec notice—Frank T Bridges.
—Mary H Lewis.
Probate notice—Samuel W Bridges.
•*
—Charles E Cate.
—Charles A Candage et als.
Blush ill, Mb.:
O Welland Clay—Monumental Work.
Buckspobt, Mb:
E B Gardner A Son
Insurance Statements.
AuBumw. Mb.:
Wanted—Man.
Bostqb, Mass:
Wanted—Girls.

day will protect your valuables, papers
Burglar and Fire-proof vault of the

when lew than a cent a
etc., in the

burrill national bank,
OF ELLSWORTH
Even

though just Interested, won’t

double key-system

—

only safe

the

you call and have the

one

demonstrated ?

—

will gladly do so, whether you conclude to rent

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

or

We

not.

—

Sat. 9 to-1 p. m.

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.43 a. in.. 4.28, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
m., 6.22, p. m.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

GRASS SEED

AT BLLSWOBTH POSTOrHCB.

In

effect Dec. 28. 1914.
MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Fbom W bs*—6.48 a
Fbom East—11.10 a

m;
m;

4.28, p m.
6.22 p m.

991=2 per cent. Pure

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

I

$3.75 a Bushel

tute

Registered mail should be at postoOce half
an

For Week

IN

sbe

'Receives

which

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
April 13, 191ft.

[From

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Temperature

department deposits made

to you the best of banking Service,
much
and would very
appreciate your account.

We

tbe

Hancock

been receiving clerk at the Holl-

to

Ellsworth

guarantee

ter how small the amount.”

ingsworth & Whitney mills in Waterville.
He was burn in Orland flity-eight years
came

can

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
save and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

or successor.

ago, and

before the

or

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Frank W. Qrindall, a native ot Orland,
and for fifteen years or more a resident of

years

on

first of each month draw interest from that date.

Ellsworth, died April S at his home in
Winslow, after a long illness following a
general breakdown. He bad for many

ELLSWORTH.

Deposits Subject to Cheek

LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN

complete arrangements
postoffice to a substi-

can

over

Surplus, 9100,000
Asaets, 91.700,000

press.
Dr. C. H. Gibbs and wife and Mrs.
Gibbs’ parents, Jacob Frost and wife,
have moved back to Ellswortb from Lisbon Centex, where they have been located
for some time.
Dr. Gibbs and Mr. and
Mrs. Frost are already here.
Mrs. Gibbs,
who was recently appointed'postmistress
at Lisbon Center, will join tbe family as
as

ME.

Capital, 9100,000.

tbe

turning

Company

CLLS^ORTH,

street. Rev. R. B. Mathews officiated.
Only members ot tbe immediate families
of tbe bride and groom were present. Mr.
and Mrs. Alexander left on tbe evening
train for a wedding trip.
Tbe omission of the little word “not”
changed tbe meaning of tbe report of tbe
special committee on back taxes presented
at last week’s city meeting, as printed in
The Americas last week.
The committee reported tbe list of taxes as “not
marked ‘paid’ or ‘paid in full’ ”,
Tbe
“not” was omitted in The American’s
copy of the report, and the error was not
discovered until half the edition was off

for

m.

Union Trust

Joaepbine H., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Higgina, and Char lea W., son
of Mrs. Olive Alexander, of
Calais, were
married iaet Wedneeday afternoon at the
borne of tbe bride’s parents on State

soon

MAIL CLOSBB AT FOSTOFFICB

Going Wbst— 10.40 am; 6 80 p
Going East— 6.16 a m; 3.65 p m.

«iJtrt!»tmtnt«.

pastorates in Central* Falls, R. I.,
Rockland and Biddetord. He ia eurvived
by a widow and three sons— Dudley M.
Holman, of Taunton, Haas.; C. Vey Holman, of Bangor, and F. Erneet Holman, of
Portland.
had held

We pay interest

on

$1.

County Savings Bank,
Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873.

a

young man.
Something over twenty years ago he
moved to Winslow.
He wsb made a
Mason in Lygonia lodge in 1881. He
leaves a widow, one son
Harry S., of
Winslow, and a brother, Melville If.
Qrindall, of Waterville.

CITY MEETING

STATE HIGHWAY.

—

C. W. GRINDAL

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Snn
Mon
Tues

4am
m—
36—

12 m
46—
55—
49—
-4551—
5554-

forenoon afternoon

cloudy cloudy.fair
fair
clear

fair
fair

Forest Commissioner F. E. Mace and
.06 Deputy Commissioner
E.
rain,cloudy cloudy
A.
Mathes
.35
cloudy cloudy,rain
were in Ellsworth last Thursday, for conWATER STREET.
EbLSWORTII
fair
rain,fair
.15 ference with wild-iaad owners of this vifair
fair
cinity, with a view to improvement of the
forest protection service. Mr. Mace plans
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. P. a
great extension of the telephone Bervice
A. A. Killam Friday at 2.30.
for reporting forest fires. So far as possiLyonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work ble he will place in the lookout stations
the fellowcratt degree to-morrow evening. men familiar with the locality in which
Miaa Clara M. Marsh, of
Dexter, la they are stationed. The same will be true
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Horace B. of Are wardens and patrols. Another plan
Haskell.
proposed by Mr. Mace is the issuing of
commissions as Are wardens to foremen
Mrs. Cnrtis K. Foster, who has spent
on log drives.
They will be without pay
the winter in. Massachusetts, arrived
from the State, but in case of Are may call
home yesterday.
upon the crew to aid in putting it out, or
The Odd Fellows and Hebekahs will
pat other mennt work it needed.
as last year.
New 1915 line at name
officially attend the Unitarian church on
K. P. Mitchell, State leader of boys’ agriSunday morning, April 2S.
attractive line of cut-out and
cultural clube for the University of Maine,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl H. Lord are receivis in Ellsworth for a few days arranging
ing congratulations on tile birth of a son, foil the organisation of clubs here. He
borders.
born April 10. (Shirley Wilson.)
visited the east and west side grammar
Archie L. Cushman had wife are in Ells- schoola and the high school yesterday,
worth for a few weeks. Mrs. Cushman is and to-day will visit the school at the
better remembered here as Miss Evelyn Falls, and, if time permits, some of the
Atkins.
smaller schools of the city.
He reporta
Dr. Ralph M. Tburlew, of the Natiooal that the lists are being well filled and the
Homeopathic hospital, Washington, D. C., outlook for strong clubs and good work is
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Horses B.
promising. This evening at 7.30 otctMIk,
Mr. Mitchell will address a general meetHaskell.
Rev. J. W. Tickle will address the ing of citixens and boys and girls at the
Woman’s Alliance next Wednesday after- board of trade gooms in Hancock hall.
of children interested in the club
noon! at 2.30. The subject of the talk will Parents
work are especially urged to be present to
be “A Plea for Norsnalism”.
learn the many advantages which the
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney,
club offers.
which has been hauled up in Burry, was
About thirty-five Ellsworth women met
is to inform every reader of The American, who has need of any kind of in- taken to Bayside aaill to-day to load. The
at the home of Mrs. John A. Peters yesterschooner Lulu W. Eppes is loading wood
surance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
day afternoon, and organized the Ellsfor Bangor at Contention Cove.
Qients with the lowest possible rates.
women’s clab.
Officers were
worth
Mrs. Mary Jordan Leighton has reelected as follows: Mrs. Austin H. Joy,
turned home, after a brief visit in Bangor
president; Mrs. F. M. Gay nor, vice-presiA reat the home of Mrs. Charles Frey.
dent; Mrs. W. B. Titus, secretary; Miss
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
ception in her honor was given Thursday Alice H. Scott, treasurer; Mrs. R. B.
evening by Mrs. William Frey.
Mathews, Mrs C. D. Wiggin, Mrs. J. A.
Mrs. Ueorge 11. Grant, with little grand- Peters and Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, executive
MOREY
Colors
New
daughter Loisette Holmljuist, of Albany, committee. The club is organized for
N. Y., is with her sister, Mrs. W. A. general self-development, and for the
Alexander, for a short time, before open- social and literary betterment of the enEllawortli, Me.
ing her Hancock Point cottage.
It is confined to no
tire community.
The literature club has elected officers church or ’’set”, and it is hoped to have a
Doors,
for next year as follows: Miss Mary H. large and general membership of the
Screen Doors, Window
Black, president; Mrs. Harvard C. Jordan, women of Ellsworth. It is not a moneysecretary; Mrs. Harry K. Rowe, treasurer; raising proposition, and the membership
Miss Carrie Baker, member exeputive com- feeiis only 25 cents. Meetings will be held
Wall
mittee.
fortnightly. The next meeting will be on
Hardware,
THE BOSTON DERBY
An Ellsworth man, Hollis C. Joy, is Tuesday, April 27, with the president,
82—
41454436—

prices

applique

Very

J. A. THOMPSON,

The

E'llf

of this
Advertisement

C.

W.
HATS,

Object

&

F.

Spring

L.

I

MASON,

N

L'

nonumental Work
Latest Designs

in Granite and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and

Q. Welland

A. W. Morlarty Co., Mf*rs.

7'

Ask Your Neighbor
About his
De Laval
THING
we can gay for the
I)e Laval
is that all the farmers around
here who use It are boo-ters.
IT DOES GoOD WORK FOR
and
them and pleases them,
we
know it will please you.
Local agent,
ABOUT

THE

liarkers.

Clay, Bluehill, Me

Look out for your automobile lights.
new ordinance requiring all automoEllsworth streets at night,
biles on

The

whether

Electrician and Contractor
Electric

Supplies and Fixtures.

Estey Building,

•

Ellsworth.

Telephone 37-11.

IRA

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil

Engineer,

Land Surveyor.
CsmsfMtose* SsHcltst
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

The locoi merchant who does not ad
is throwiug open the door to the
TS; n ocoMton of low price* it Mooing vertise
mail-order house, which does advertise,
right along, headed 6y advertiterting and which is looking for just such openings.
AMERICAN.

moving

two white

light,

is

The

Albert N. Cushman

BEST

Irving A. Stackpole, Ellsworth, Maine

of the Massachusetts Single Tax
league, which is making an active campaign (or tbs adoption of the single-tax
method of assessing property in Boston
and the state.

president

Lead.

Smith & Head, Agents

nates

sermon

lifhts

now

or

at

a

standstill,

forward

and

one

to have
red

rear

in force.

Unitarian minister will deliver
next

Sunday morning

at

10.30

a

on

Type of International Qood Will”.
Immediately after service, the adult class
“Can
will meet to discuss the question*
person be made moral by an act of Congress?”
The special election in ward 5 on Monday brought oat seventy-nine voters, an
unusually gpod showing in view of the
William
fact that there was no contest.
Small, republican, was elected alderman,
receiving seventy-one votes.
Henry S.
Adams received
votes, and five
Mr. Small took
blank ballots were
his seat on the board Monday evening.

His

Seat.

State

Portland, Mr., April 9,1915.
Hon. Ward W. Weacott,
Bluehiil, Me.
Dear Mr. Wescott: I am sure yon will be
interested to know that the State highway
commission at its regular meeting yesterday
voted to lay out a new and additional State
highway in Penobscot and Hancock counties,
as follows:
Commencing at Bangor, proceed-

ing via Brewer, Orrington, Bucksport, Orland,
Penobscot, Bluehiil and Surry to Ellsworth.
I think you will recall my statement to you
that I thought the only proper solution of
this very difficult problem in your county
would be the final designation of both routes
from Bangor to Ellsworth, and this view is
now officially taken by the commission, the
former route, State highway M, from Bangor
to Ellsworth and Bar Harbor direct, via
Holden and Dedham, refnaining as heretofore.
You

are ubo aware,

am

sure,

tutu

tue

commission will not have sufficient funds to
thoroughly reconstruct from one end to the
other both of these roads, and as the route in
which you have taken so much interest is
now formally designated, I hope you will endeavor to arouse the towns through which it
goes to devote their energies, as far as possible, to assisting in the development of this
route.
Working together, I think we can
eventually accomplish something worth
while, and shall surely count on your aid in
this matter.
With kindest

regards, I remain,
Yours very truly,

these committees four instead of thre e as
customary.
A petition for street lights on the Bangor road above Ellsworth Falls, presented
some weeks age, was referred to the committee

on

lights.

The street commissioner was instructed
to make necessary repairs on Oak lane,
running from Pine to Elm street. At the
last meeting of the board, petition was
presented for laying out this street as a

public

way.
The amendment to the automobile ordi-

on the
Ellsworth to have two white
lights forward and a red rear light, from
one hour after sunset to one hour before
sunrise, whether moving or at a standstill, was given its second reading and apnance

requiring all automobiles

streets of

proved by the mayor.
Adjourned.
ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Miss Gladys Miles is visiting in Belfast.
Howard Kincaid and family have moved
into the house recently purchased of
Edward P. Lord.

Eugene Whittaker and family moved on
Monday to Brewer, Mr. Whittaker having
work in Bangor in a barber shop.
Mrs. Charles W. Smith was called to
Amherst last week by the illness and
death of her sister, Mrs. E. K. Giles.

Lyman H. Nelson,
Chairman State

Highway Commission.

Bartlett L. Smith,

wife and daughter
Steuben, who had been in BanJohn Carter is having his bouse repaired. gor several days, were here over
Sunday.
Ora Carter has gone to Bucksport to
Alvah Hanscom,
of Hull's Cove, is
work.
working in tbe mills here, and boarding
t
The grange will hold a meeting next with the family of Thomas W. Grindell.
Saturday evening.
Herbert A. Ash is substituting for PostSchool began April 5; Miss Iva Tre- mistress Mrs. A. E. Foster while she is
Mrs. Joy.
home caring for her son Arthur, who is
worgy, of Surry, teacher.
A. K. Guptill has gone to Billerica iliof tonsilitis and rheumatic fever.
!
Seeds for Free Distribution.
The many friends here of Mrs. K. R.
Mass., to take charge of a farm.
Congressman Peters has received from
Alex Taylor has returned to his home Giles were sorry to learn of her deatn Satthe agricultural department at Washingin Sullivan, after
spending the winter urday at her home at Amherst, after an
ton a lew*vegetable and flower seeds for
illness of a few days of pneumonia.
his daughter, Mrs. A. K. Guptill.
The variety is rather with
free distribution.
of
limited, consisting principally
beet,
S&brTtiscnuiUB.
cucumber, lettuce, turnip and cabbage
seeds for vegetables, and a few common
flowers, but Mr. Peters will be glad to
send these to anyone desiring them so
long as the supply lasts. Write to him at

WKST K.LL8WOETH.

Doris,

AND

Towed to Swan’s Island.
The three-masted schooner Herald, of
New York, was towed into Swan’s Island
by fishermen yesterday afternoon. She

picked up at
waterlogged. The

was

sea,
crew

abandoned and
of the Herald

some

B.

OF

THE

Sadler,

KIVKK.

who has

lieved.

extract.
been

ill

time, is out.

Mrs. Sarah Doyle, who has been very ill
of pneumonia, is better.

Rev. W. O. fiolman, a retired Baptist
clergyman, who formerly held a pastorate
Capt. G. C. Fullerton is loading pulpIn Ellsworth, died last Wednesday at
Rockland, aged seventy-seven years. He wood in Surry, for Brewer.
was pastor of
Bunker Hill church *n
Mrs. George Day, who was threatened
Charlestown, Mass., for many years, and with pneumonia, is slowly recovering.

USEIS

Witch Hazel i§ made from witch hazel brush during the winter,
when there are no leaves and no sap in the twigs. Dickenson's
Witch Hazel, from Essex, Connecticut, considered the best brand
on the market, is the only kind sold by the l’archer Drug Store.
We buy it by the barrel and bottle it in our store. The kind we sell is
the U. 8. P. requirement
made from full 20 pounds of brush to the gallon
calls for only 8 pounds to the gallon.
For Scalds, Burns, Wounds,
For Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Sore Feet aud Chilblains—Bathe
Sprains or Bruises
Apply *
is best—wet with Witch
with
Witch
cloth—linen
the parts freely
Hazel,
then apply a wet compress of the
Hazel, keeping saturated until re—

f
MOUTH

MANY

—

taken off by a Gloucester Ashing
schooner last week, and landed at Liverpool, N. 8., Saturday.
were

Capt. F.

ITS

of

HAZEL.

WITCH

Ellsworth.

“A

a

Alderman Small Sworn In and takes

Two Routes In this County.

A recess meeting of the board of alder*
highway commission has
solved the difficulty oi designating the men was held Monday evening. The voteof the special election in ward 5 was
route (or the State highway in Hancock
county by laying out two routes'— the tabulated, showing that William Small
direct route from Bangor to Ellsworth, republican, had seventy-one votes, Henry
and an additional highway by way of 8.
Adams, democrat had three and five
Brewer, Orrington Bucksport, Orland,
blank ballots were cast. Mr. Small took the
Penobscot, Bluehiil and Surry to Ellsoath of office, and the board was complete.
worth.
This solution of the problem is contained
Mayor Hagerthy announced the apin a letter to Representative Ward W.
pointment of Aid. Smay to the comWescott, of Bluehiil, from the chairman mittees on
streets, fire department and
of the State highway commission, which
electric lights, making the membership of
follows:

The

A. W. CURTIS

Windows, Roofing,
Screens,
Moulding and.Gutter,
Sheathing Paper,
Board, Glass, Putty, Zinc,

Highway Commission Desig-

State

For Lameness, Chafing, etc
Cleanse the surface carefullv and
then sponge the parts with Witch
Hazel. If too strong dilute to half
strength with water.
—

For Ivy Poison, Sunburn and
Make a paste of
Insect Bites
Witch Hazel and Baking Soda and
affected parts. This
apply to the relief.
gives instant
—

DRUG
STORE.
Bottled at PAROHERS
Pint bottle*, 25c.
One-half-pint bottle*, 15c.
One-quarter pint bottle*, lOc.
Quart bottle*, 35c. Gallon, 31.00

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson HI.—Second Quarter, For
April 18, 1915.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of tho Lesson, Ps. xxii!—Memory
Verses, Pe. xxiii—Golden Text, Pe.

xxiii, 1—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.

EDITED BT

Ita Motto:

44Helpful and Hopeful.”

communications, and its
depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
success

all communications

ror tnem.

i

■oeep anytmng really good
Pastures of tender grass and waters
of quietness iPs. 11, margin), such
would He have us enjoy always If we
would only keep close to Him and not
stray away like a lost sheep, choosing
our own pasture and causing Him to
grieve over us, saying, “Oh, that my
people had hearkened unto me and
Israel had walked in my ways" (Pa
luil. 11-16).
Although none of His

sheep

*¥

M,

■w

I

!

r’SI

perish, they may wander and need restoration, as when David said, “1 have gone astray tike a
lost sheep; seek thy servant” or, again,
“Restore unto me the Joy of Thy salvation” (Fs. fill, 176; li. 12). He will be
glad to lead us In the paths of righteousness if we are only willing to be
thus led. Thus only can we foretaste
the kingdom and know something of
Its peace and quietness and assurance.
The expression “the shadow of
death” is just one word and is found
ten times in Job, four times In the
Psalms and four times In the prophets.
can ever

"AUNT MADOB".

The purposes of this column are succinc y
stated in the title and motto—it Is for the mut i»l
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopefull
Being for the common good, It is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

This most familiar of all the psalms
lb man; people Is as farreaching as
any anti will have Its complete fulfillment only in the kingdom when Isa.
xl, 10, 11; Jer. xxiii. 5, «; Ezek. xxxvii,
11-28, shal' lie fulfilled in the eyee of
all nations, with every other prediction
concerning Israel’s future glory. All
the true shepherds and shepherdesses
of the Bible are suggestive of Christ
and Israel, with some reference also
He is prito Christ and His church.
marily the Shepherd of Israel, leading
Joseph like a flock, dwelling between
the cherubim (Ps. lxxx. 1). He is also
the Good Shepherd giving His life for
the sheep and giving eternal life to His
iheep. the sheep of His pasture (John
He is the
x, 11, 27, 2«: Ps. c. 3).
Great Shepherd risen from the dead,
by whom God works In His people
that which Is well pleasing in His sight
(Heb. xiH, 20, 21). He is also the chief
Shepherd, who. at the resurrection of
the just, will give the crowns to those
who have won them and among others
the crown of glory to those who have
faithfully fed the flock (I Pet V, 1-4).
All the shepherds, such as Abel, Jacob, Joseph. Moses and David, were
wondrously typical of the Good Shepherd, and the women also, such as
Rachel and Zipporah, who kept sheep,
give us much to meditate upon, but aU
centers upon Him who is altogether
lovely and of whom our souls say,
“My meditation of nim shall be sweet;
I will be glad in the Lord" (Song v, 16;
The sequences of ScripPs. civ, 34).
ture are most interesting and helpful
studies, and in Psalm xxii, xxiii,
xxiv, we have one of the most wonderPs. xxii tells very fully of His
ful.
sufferings, as if written by an eyewitness; speaks of Ills hands and feet
pierced, His garments divided and lots
cast upon His vesture, and quotes some
of the very words flung at Him as He
hung upon the cross, but it also tells of
the resurrection and the kingdom.
Pa xxiii suggests Israel's glory in the
millennial kingdom, and Ps. xxiv tells
of the King of glory ruling the whole
world in righteousness.
No one can truly say "The Lord is
my Shepherd" who has not seen Him
dying in their stead, bearing their sins
in His own body and received Him as
their own Saviour (Gal. it 20; I Pet.
11, 24; John i, 12; Eph. L 6, 7). Then
only can we be sure that we shall
never want any good thing, for He
who spared not His own Son will
with Him also freely give us all things
(Pa xxxlv, 9, 10; lxxxlv, 11; Rom. vilL
82). It U impossible that such a Shepherd could withhold from any of His

flftfrn+ltnnfntft

JHutual Benrfit Column.

WOMAN REFUSES
OPERATION
Tell* How She Was Saved
by Taking Lydia E. Pinkham'* Vegetable

Compound.
Loganaport, Ind.
oyer a

to

The amrricam,
Ellsworth, Me.

#

COURT YOUR BLESSINGS.

like millions of
needles were prick-

ing

me all over.
At
last my doctor told
me that all that

different stings
That imagination pictured as my own.
I was grumbling loud and kicking at my most

would

unlucky bed.

I

was

thoroughly discouraged and defected,

and I said
There isn’t any luck in life for me.
1 haven’t any reason to rejoice and lift my
head.
I'm as miserable as a man can be.
Then I saw a little fellow lead a poor man by
the hand,
From whose eyes had passed the shining

light of day;
And the folly of my whining I’d begun to
I

understand;
better off than be

was

was

anyway.

to look about me, and it seemed that
I could find
Great numbers whom I envied not at all;
They were bearing heavy burdens and were
patient and resigned.
In comparison, the woes I had were small.
I was whimpering at trifles, and I tell it now

I

began

with shame.
My troubles were but little.ones and few;
I began to sit and wonder if a real sorrow
came.

What

a

cowardly

heart like mine would

was

my feet and I felt

was

And I finished every sentence with a sigh;
Then a cheery whistle sounded, and it stopped
me on the spot
When I saw a cripple slowly limping by.

"My baby

year old and I bloated till I was
a burden to myself.
I suffered from female trouble so I
could not stand on

feeling discontented and dissatisfied
with things,
I was counting my reverses with a groan;
And I made myself the victim of a thousand
I

—

save me was

operation, out
this I refused.
I
told my husband to get me a bottle of
E.
Pinkham's
ComVegetable
Lydia
pound and I would try it before I would
submit to any operation. He did so and
I improved right along. 1 am now
all my work and feeling fine.
‘I hope other suffering women will try
your Compound. I will recommend it
to all I know.” —Mrs. Dantel D. B.
Davis, 110 Franklin St, Logansport, Ind.
I -/7 / J

a n

! I

doinf

Since we guarantee that ali testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has the
virtue to help these women it will help
any other woman who is suffering in a
like manner?

If you

are

ill do not drag along until
is necessary, but at one*

operation
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co^ (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. Tour letter wil be opened,
read and answered by a woman
an

take

COUNTY NEWS,

® ranger*

?.mong tt)t

Thl« column In InoM to the Grunge, e»pccUtlf to the granges of Hancock county.
The column In open to »11 grangers for the
discussion of toplcn of lOMitl lot*rent, end
lor report* of (rouge meetings- Make letters
•hurt end eoncme. All commnulcetlono ranet
be nlgned, but nemen will not be printed except by permieeion of the writer. All communicetionn will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

reeeon.

Wednesday, April 28—Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Cuabman
grange, Uouldaboro. (An error waa made
in the announcement of
the date last
week

April

aa

FRANK UN.
Mr*. Roeooa Gay. who has been ill three
weeks, is improving.
Fred Donnell b»« moved his fsmlly to
eemp at L. C. Bragdon's quarry.
Mrr. Anstin McNeL, with son Imslle,
attended the wedding ot a niece in Bangor

R.)V. O. Mayo’s horse broke through the
flooring in the stable a tew nights

_

478,

ELLSWORTH.

first and second degrees
were conferred on
one
candidate. The
lecturer
furnished a short program.
There will be a harvest supper next Saturthe

day evening.
SEDGWICK,

244.

April 9, about eighty members and visitors were present.
Supper was served by
brothers, beaten in the brown-tail
moth contest by the sisters.

the

NEW CENTURY, 858, DEDHAM.
The literary program April 10 was made
up of siDgiug by the grange; recitation by

Wafers.

W. B. Blaisdeli A Co.’s quarry opened
The
out curbing.
stone-cutters started in Monday.

Prune Souffle.

Thursday, getting

HIGHLAND, 884, NOBTH PENOBSCOT.
ago, audgeceived severe injuries.
April 2 the program conaialed qf music,
George Foes, who has been foreman of
readings and a cracker contest, which was the section crew, occupying a house at
won by Edwin Soper.
There will be work
Shipyard point, has moved his family
upon four candidates at next meeting.
back to Dexter.
were
9
the
first
and
second
degrees
April
Kev. W. H. Dunham leave* Tuesday to
to
four
candidates.
Program:
given
attend conference at Dover. It is hoped by
recitaMerle
Hatch;
Song, choir; story.
people generally that he may be returned
tion, E. E. Gross; reading Mary Grindle.
to this pastorate.
Alamooeook and Halcyon granges are inMail service is being quickly adjusted
vited for April 16. There will be a public
and
meeting April 17 at which Mr. Worden at the new postofflee. L. C. Bragdon
will speak.
assistants have the thanks of all for untiring endeavors to serve the public In

BATBIDK.

Tartar Sauce
Vaal Cutlet
Cream Sauce.
Mashed Potatoes. Aapatacua
Romatne and Pepper Salad. Cheeao

Smeltn

Mrs. Lorento Bragdon and daughter,
Mrs. Harris Bunker, were in Bangor
Thursday and Friday.

stall

April 10,

DINNER MENU.
Soup 1 la Botfertno.

last week.

8.1

MAMSAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Program: April 7:
Music, readings,
dialogue and the topic: “If every farmer
in the county were given an automobile,
what would be the condition of the farm
in two yearsT” Refreshments were served.

SOLFERINO SOUP.

years

past.

Mrs. Warmingbam was obliged to cancel her engagement and close evangelistic
work here Tuesday evening, leaving for
Boston Wednesday. Her efforts were successful, and it was with regret her friends
parted with her.

Coffee.

soup la made after a
Sardinian recipe aaid t<> |lilVp
been used by Victor Emmanuel'*
troopa during the famous battle of that
To two quarts of well
name in 185ft.
Seasoned clear bouillon add the dumplings made ill this way: Heat four
eggs In a stewpan. add a half pint of
cream, two ounces of fresh butter, pepper and salt to taste and encngli flour
to form the mixtures Into the consistMold It Into round
ency of dough.
»r egg shajied halls the atxe of large
walnuts and fry them a delicate brown
In butter; lay them In the bottom of
the tureen ami pour the hot bouillon
*Ter them.
Fried Smelts.
After the smelts are prepared, dip
them In egg and flne crumbs, place
them In a wire frying basket and fry
• delicate brown In deep fat.
Drain
well and serve them In a napkin with
slices of lemon and cresa garnish.

SOLFERINO

Schools begin this week with the follow ing teachers: Bgypt, Stella B. Dyer;
B.
Hester
Weat Franklin
grammar,
Clarke; primary, Beulah Hooper; Beechland, Nancy H. Smith; Georges Fond,
Josie Abbott; Franklin grammar, Meta
U. Springer; primary, Haiel L. Clarke,
Kyefleld grammar, Verna Lawrie Baton;
primary, Beatrice Gordon; Bast Franklin
grammar, Marion L. Coombs; primary,
Feodora Woodworth; South Bay, Uoaie
Bowden.
B.
April 12.

Veal Cutlet.
After the citlet ha* been fried in
batter remove from the pan.
Then
poor Into the pan with the batter *
capful of milk and a half capful of
rich cream; thicken with a little very
smooth floor and water, season and
poor over the cutlet
The asparajn* may be served boiled
with batter sauce or scalloped with
cracker crumtw. butter, salt, pepper
and a little grated English cheese.

M’KI.NLEY.

Romains Salad.

After careful washing cut the ro
Wakefield;
reading, Mary
Miss Violet Thurlow is visiting it Mm.
.'tnd held in strict confidence.
malne for the salad Into strljei with
burrill; piano solo, Maude Brewster; E. L. Kelley’s.
Count your blessing when you're troubled.
the kitchen scissors, and cot the peporigins! poem, "Easter Day,” Gertrude
Count the joys tbmt yon possess.
Warren Stanley 1* at borne from Higwith the hope that we might have the blessed
Before
Wakefield; anecdote, Clifford Burrill;
pers also In very thin strips.
Thank the lucky stars above you that you're
here
the
of
on
shore
classical
institute.
meetiug again
privilege
gins
reading, Hszel Cowing; song, mixed
making the French dressing rub the
strong;
of time.
Susan.
Eugene Kelley and family have arrived Inside of the how! with a bud of gnrllt.
Just gaze out of your window for an hour or
quartette.
I wish to thank all who remembered me
from Jonesport tor tbe summer.
even leas,;
Prune Souffle.
The greetings were
MARI AVI LLK. 441.
And count the crippled men that pass along. with Raster greetings.
Mrs. J. W. Stanley has returned from
The souffle nis.v bo made by stoning
See the tragedy and sorrow that are broaden- greatly appreciated, even if I have not been
April 10, the third and fourth degree* Somerville, Mass., wbere sbe, with ber son
s cupful snd a half of stewed prunes
able as yet to send personal acknowledge were
ing men’s lives,
given, followed by a harvest supper. Irving, spent tbe vinter.
tnd chopping them fine. Add the lieatIt will set you to rejoicing if you do.
The lecturer pro tem. had a good program,
L. C. Gott and wife have opened an ioe- rn whlttsi of four eggs, two ten
It will give you truly courage to reflect when
spoonA sense of personal loss has come to many including a paper on co-operation of parcare arrives
who belong to, or read, our column, in the ents and teachers, by Tresaa Moore. April cream, candy and fruit shop on tbe shore fuls of powdered sugar, whip very light
Of the many who are far worse off than you.
in
one
of
M.
K.
Eaton’s
new
buildroad,
and turn Into a pudding dish which
passing away of Sara. Curtis Durgain, who has 17 there will be a pie sociable. The public
Selected by L. E. T.
been known to us for many years as “Aunt
ings.
has t>een very slightly greased. Bake
is invited.
West Lynn, Mass.. April 2, 1915.
Jana”. Ever ready with a cordial greeting to
P.
M.
Aprils.
until It puffs up. then remove from the
her numerous friends, cheerful, hopeful,
oven and sene with whipped cream.
SCENIC, 529, WALTHAM.
Mm. Stella Laity baa been quite ill.
Dear M. B. Friends:
helpful, widely known and esteemed, her
Three applications for membership were
We should thank L. E. T. for the telpMiss Katie Cbaffey has been visiting in
memory will long be cherished as a woman of
Degree work will be Nortbeast Harbor.
It is often worth who filled her place in the world faith- received April 7.
ful poem she has sent us.
The
was
and
well.
at
the
next
Her
will
have
much
the
little
fully
meeting.
the case that it is the trifles,
given
topic
family
CO
Manuel Sprague and sons Raymond and
ably discussed. The topic for next meet- Kenneth arrived
thingB of life, that cause people the moat sympathy in their great loss.
last week.
best
the
“Is
it
to
postpone
pleasing is,
annoyance; or, let me express it a little
EXTRACTS FOR MISS PERRINS* LETTER.
Mm. Vesta L'bafTey was called to Boston
ures and recreations of life until one has
differently, people allow the trifles to
ever

do.

Gertrude

_

_

annoy them. It would be a difficult thing
to establish a standard measurement of

the passing events of life. Great results
hinge oftentimes on what seems a trivial
matter; so it is hard to classify life’s ex-

periences..

_

You will bt interested in the following
glimpses of California life sent by Bnsan:
Pasadska,

Cal., March

28,1916.

Dear Aunt Madge:
It is 6 o’clock a. m. Tbegsun has not yet
cleared the peaks of yonder mountains on her
daily round, flooding this sectioned the old
earth with golden|streams of light.
Last night, or evening, I got my auto ready
for a spin to be taken to-day;th rough the
country. A bout twenty-five years ago I took
once-a-month drives through this same country, practically over* the same roads, behind
a span of spirited horses.
To-day we will
view this country from auto. Then we went
over dusty, dirt roads; now we will ride over
macadam boulevards nearly all the distance
of ninety-four
miles to Elsinore, and I
imagine I shall see great changes otherwise,
for the desert has blossomed 'as the rose in
the meantime.
Later—We have taken the above-mentioned
drive, and what I have jseen is a revelation to
me.
1 had not expectedgto see so great a
change in the face of old mother earth in tMs
section. The transformation |of the desertlike country as I saw it twenty-five years ago,
to extensive, well-watered and highly-cultivated acres, large vineyards and orchards
and extensive fields of alfalfa, the first crop
of the season partly harvested. “How sweet
the new-mown hay^smells!" exclaimed my
niece, who has recently come from her home
in Maine.
Our trip took us through country and small
cities. We went the foothill route, returning
by the valley, thereby obtaining views of

It may refer to the whole time of our
sojourn hire for we may be said to
be always In the shadow of death, but
the believer can always say. “1 will
fear no evil,” for to the child of"Ood
death Is always gain and very far
better (Phil, i, 21. 23). Death Is never
grand scenery on ev^ry band, and to cap the
ejioken of as the coming of Christ, for, jI climax, we climbed an inverted corkscrew—a
although death brings gain to the be- i small mountain—with^our auto on easy grade
liever. It la always an enemy, the last to its peak.
|
enemy to be destroyed (I Cor. xv, 2t>). I
O, what an inspiring |view we got from
In life or death, if we are His, He Is : that eminence! There was everything of
always with us to guide, comfort, sus- landscape for miles around and beyond in
tain, protect us and assures us that that picture, including silver threads of
winding streams and rocky points along their
He will never leave us or fall ns (Deut.
courses.
My niece {was at loss for words to
xxxi, 8; Isa. xli, 10. 13; Heb. xiii, 5).
express herself, so tilled was she with rapture.
The table In the presence of enemies I wish that you and all the sisters could
look
will have a great fulfillment at the beupon it.
of
next
when
The
the
lie
will
other
we
met
at
age,
ginning
Smith’s. The
evening
come in glory for Israel's deliverance. | older members of this Smith family resided
in Hancock at a time when red schoolhouses
It will then be a feast of fat things,
were common and bob-sleds were in general
when He will take away the rebuke
use in winter.
We not only met at Smith’s,
»f His people from off all the earth
but we also met Lamoinites there, with whom
6-91.
For
believer
there
the
(Isa. XXV.
we spent a pleasant three hours.
Capt. Fred
Is always a feast, and we may be day
Hodgkins and wife and his wife’s sister were
with
the fatness of there, and they showed by their beaming
by day satisfied
His house and drink of the river of His countenances that they were enjoying the
climate and beauties of southern California.
It is a repleasures <Ps. xxxvl, 8).
proach to the Lord when His people They had also been to the San Diego fair, and
were on their way to see the larger one at
sre seen seeking satisfaction at the
San Francisco.
When truly anointed
world's table.
There were eight of us Mainites at Smith’s.
with the Holy Spirit we shall so enjoy
Two cnce had homes in Massachusetts; but
the Lord and nis fullness that there
we were ail
in harmony on this occasion.
•hall be an overflow for others, but After we hud talked and talked, the Smiths
how few seem to overflow! Some one treated us to ice-cream and cake. We parted
has said that with the Lord going beYour Child’s Cough la a Call for Help
Ibre (John x. 4> and with goodness and
Don't put off treating your Child’s Cough.
mercy following (verse Ot we are cared
It not only saps its strength, but often
for as only heaven can care for us.
leads to more terions ailments.
Why risk?
You don't have to. Dr. King’s New DiscovThen to think of onr forever home,
ery is Just the remedy your child needs. It
from which we shall go no more out is made with soothing, healing and antiseptic
balsams.
Will quickly check the Cold and
(John xiv. 1-3); only unbelief can make soothe
No odds
your Child’s Cough away.
ns sad.
May our hearts ever respond how bad the Cough or how long standing. Dr.
King's New Discovery will stop it. It’s guarto “Let us be glad and rejoice and give
anteed, Just get a bottle from your druggist
honor to Him” (Rev. xix, 7).
and try it.

Amoy, December 28.
You may be surprised to see that we have
not been spending Christmas in Foochow.
Here is our log from Manila on. Monday was
a fine day at sea.
We were sailing north, so
the heat was decreasing and our cabins quite
comfortable.
We had our first indication
that the powers were at war when we sighted
an armored cruiser steaming toward us to
learn who we were. The United 8tates flag
reassured them, and they turned about.
Tuesday, before breakfast, we anchored in
Hongkong harbor, and there we stayed till
12.80. We realized that something to do with
war regulations was the cause of the delay.
Early that day the wireless apparatus had
been taken down, as ships were not allowed
in Hongkong vicinity thus equipped.
A
launch came alongside, and members of the
police in helmet and regalia came aboard.
Soon it was announced that one of our passengers had been suspected of being a Oer
man spy and had been arrested.
At half past one we landed and learned the
boat to Foochow was leaving at two. “Cook”
telephoned the boat and they said they would
wait till 880 for us. We had to go to the
provost marshal to get permission to leave
Hongkong. Our passports must be viseed by
the United States consul. Back we hurried
to the consulate. Vice-Consul Carleton was
very courteous, but nonplussed us by asking
if we were so fortunate as to have had our
photographs taken without our hats, of a certain size and showing both ears.
When he
learned we were going only to Foochow and
not to India or other belligerent country, he
said the vise was not necessary, and wrote a
note to the provost marshal in explanation,
with which we hurried to the barracks and
secured our permits.
out of the place,
I said to the coolies: “Cook's, chop-chop!’*
which i* pidgin English for “hurry". One of
the coolies said to the other: “She herself is
It was 3.30 when we came

his work all

SCHOODIC, 406, WINTER HARBOR.
Schoodic grange had a pleasant meetAfter the
ing on Thursday evening.
discussion of the question1, “Is it a good
business proposition to buy goods on tbe
installment plan?” readings were given,
also a song by the members.
Refreshments were served in honor of Rennie
Bickford's birthday.
NORTH CARTIN’E.

Don’t you think it would be pardonable for me, having signed myself for over
sixteen years in this column as Aunt

Leals Smith baa gone to Bluebill, to
operate a barber abop.

Mias Grace Gott baa returned from a
visit to school friends In Millinocket and
Cbarleaton.

Eugene Walla, of Mt. Deeert, visited his
mother, Mrs. Roland Chrter, last week.
Misa Gertrude Bragdon went to Bangor
Friday to remain a few daya on business.

Schools commenced Monday, with Mine
Russell in tbe grammar and Miaa Gott in
the primary.
H. P. Richardson baa been indoors tor
several days with a severe “kink” In bis
cheat and back.
Lawrence Kelley spent tbe Easter vacation with bis parents, returning this week
to Tuft’s dental school.

David M. Dodge Ik home from Bucksport for a short visit,
Mrs. Lila Dnnbar, of Bucksport, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Laura Dunbar.

Beaton

Delmont Dnnbar has returned to the
M. C. I., Pittsfield, after tbe Easter recess.
K. Dodge has a new rotary saw installed in his mill, and is sawing long
A.

lumber.

Ospt. C. M. Perkins has gone to New
York to take command of his veasel, the
Chrrie N. Bucknam.
April

5.

L.

Gustine Ward well is ill of measles.
Mrs. Or$ann Dunbar, of Somerville,
Mass., is here for the summer.
The school in the Dunbar district be*
gins to-day, Miss Annie L. Dunbar
teacher.

K.

Gray, who was employed at A.
Dodge's mill, has returned to bia home

in

Brooksville because of illness.

Parker

Hay

Harborside, with his
children, recently visited his
parents, Fred F. Wardwell and wife.
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins, of Vinalhaven, visited his parents, Clarence HutchWard well, of

wife* and

ins and

wife,

last

week,

after

a

year’s

ab-

sence.

Oapt. Watson Thurston left Monday for

Osprey
panied

to

bring

here.
bim

as

tbe

Underwood boat

Perry L. Robbins
engineer.

If you haven’t the time

to

exercise regu-

larly, Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of the bowels without griping.
Ask
your druggist for them. 2fc.—Advt.

Itching piles provoke profanity, but profanity won’t care them.
Doan’s Ointment
cures itching, bleeding or protruding
piles
after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
Advt.

Walla went laat weak to Bomesbe employed lor the aaasou witb
Ernest Kitlradg*.
Alvira

ville to

Mlas Helen Read, who baa been emat H. E. Anatin’a, baa returned to
her home In Tremont.

ployed

Mrs. J. W. Bowden, of North Destine,
to-day to remain with bar brother,
Hollis Anatin, daring tha apring term of
coart, bar bus band being one of tbe jurycomes

men.

accom-

April

Mm. Mary A. Bunker returned Saturday
from Malden, wbere she spent tbe winter
with ber sister, Mm. George Workman.
Mias Retba Gott also came borne from
Malden.
p. m.
April 12.

IVtys-pep-lets
ft

Miaa Ruth Allen baa returned to Waterville.

Miaa Irene Connera
N'orthHeld, to teach.

left Saturday for

Maud Corr, siater of Dr. F'rancia
Corr, of Boaton, arrived Sunday.
Mrs. Mary (Doyle) White, widow of
Aaa D. White, aged eigbty-aix yeara, died
Tueeday. April 6. She waa a faithful wife
and mother, and did much good in her
loug life. She waa noted for her aervicea
in the sick-room, and her devotion to the
needa of those about her.
She waa efficient in caring for beraelf up to within a
few days of her death. Her buaband died
about ten years ago, and in 19U8 Harriet,
her only child, wife of Dr. Francis X.
Corr, passed away. Since then. Dr. Corr
has been devoted to her. Services were
Miaa

X.

held

Thursday afternoon,

at

the

home

Y.

12.

SbbnttirmmU.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

conducted by ltev. K. H. Moyle. “Dead
Mrs. Mary Conner, aged eighty-seven
Kindly Light” and “Abide With Me”
Madge,
myself just for this
and six mouths, died Friday, after were rendered by Mrs.
years
once
Seavey, Miaa BartA Grandmother?
a week's illness of grip.
She was the last lett and Leon Orcutt.
survivor of the large family of Capt. James
H.
April 12.
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
and Hannah Leach Dunbar, and was a
Schools opened this morning.
life-long*resident of the Dunbar district.
didmiBnnnUA
The Bangor boat was put on the Bangor Possessed of a
quiet and retiring nature,
& Brooksville route this morning.
Bhe “made known her moderation unto
Fred D. Jcnes, of Belfast, spent the all”, which no doubt added to her length of
week-end with his sisters at the home- life. Bhe was in full possession of her
stead.
faculties, and was in her usual health unArthur Fair brother has gone to Fair- til suddenly stricken with her brief illfield, where he has employment fur the ness. Her cordial greeting and cheerful
presence will be |long remembered by her
season.
friends. Bhe leaves one daughter—
Schooner Lewis Oandage is loading long many
Mrs. Augustus Coombs, of Castine, and
lumber for Bluebill.
Schooner Helen
one son— George P. Conner, with whom
Barnes is loading pulp wood for Brewer.
she made her home, besides a nephew—
Schooner Harriet Rogers is loading kiln
Isaac D. Dunbar, to whom she gave a
wood for Rock port.
All are loading for
mother's love and care from infancy to
E. E. Cummings.
manhood. The funeral, conducted by Bev.
Tombon.
April 12.
Hoemer
McKoon, was held at the
home Sunday afternoon, aift was
Condi manta.
largely
Excessive use of all condiments, pep- attended. Interment,was in Castine cemewill
In
time
per, mustard, etc„
destroy tery.
the digestion.
April 12. ______
L.
to subscribe

NOKTU LAMOINE.

by tbe illness of ber aunt.
Mm. Julia Tbumton la caring for Mm.
Amanda Kich in ber illness.

Roscoe Wardwell is visiting in Rockland.

so

chop-chop, so we must chop-chop!" And
they did. Arriving at Cook's, we found them
ready with our tickets, which we paid for
in United States gold; and we made the last
mad rush to the Haiyang. The day was saved.

done?”

M

■

““*•

°"'» b» C. I. HOOD CO.

B contain

the digestive prlncl pie of the gastric juice.
One crushed In the mouth
and swallowed slowly, almost Instantly relieves sour stomach.
Indigestion, heartburn and nausea.
Sugar-coated; do not seem like medicine, but like a delicious confection.
Your
Why not try a bo* todayT
druggist has them at 10c.. 25c. and URemember n_■-Take no
the name VjS P©P lOtS Substitute

fll

SIMPLY BREATHE IT
rhttt'a the Way You Us. Hjomel, the
Safe Catarrh Itemedy.
The moat pleasant, easiest, harm
less, and the really sensible method
for the cure of catarrh is Hyomei.
which can be had from any drug
store. Just put twenty drops of the
liquid in the small inhaler that conies
with every complete outfit
then
breathe it. A few minutes’ use almost instantly clears the head and
stops that annoying sniffling.
—

When using Hyomei every particle
of air that enters*the breathing organs
is charged with an antiseptic, healing
balsam that destroys the catarrh
stois the unclean discharges
rom the nose, relieves the irritation
and quickly heals the sore and inflamed tissues. Tne first day’s use of
Hyomei will show a decided improvement, no matter how distressing the

?erms,

troubie.

Catarrh, >w hich usually begins

with

neglected cold, often becomes a very
serious ailment, so don’t wait but
a

start using Hyomei to-day
it is inA. Parcher always
expensive, and
sells it on the "Xo-cure-no-pay1’ plan.
—

Do Not

Gripe

W• have a pleasant laxative that will
do just what you want it to do.
We sell thousands of them and we
have never seen a better remedy for the
bowels. Bold only by us, 10 cents.
E. G. Moor*.

KirrKRY TO OARinoU.
of Moniioii,
Edn* Mwson, »g*d *•*•!*.
instantly killed Saturday by bor lenwho eimed *t
year-old brother Robert,
revolver be did not know wen
h,.r »ilb «
was

FOR PEACE.

loaded.
of Fred Henson, at
The term buildings
burned last Tburaday night,
Riley, were
willi tbirty-Bve heed of llolatein cows,
poultry, end term implements, Inmachine. The
cluding e fl.OOO milking

|B,000.
Emery Ward, aged twenty-two years.
taken suddenly
Of Limestone, apparently
and Fort Fairfield
inssiie, kept Limestone
several hours last Tbursday. He
,n terror
of dynamite at a
purchased 100 sticks
Limestone store, and going to a held near
his borne, exploded ninety-seven sticks,
nesrly wrecking his father’s bouse and
breaking glass in houses in the vicinity.
With the remaining sticks of dynamite he
went to a danoe, and amused himself by
lighting the fuses, then blowing them out.
loss

is

shout

Thi dance, It la needless to say, came to a
sudden end. He would up his wild career
by shooting and dangerously wounding
an officer who attempted to arrest him.
The bullet entered just below the officer’s
heart and taking a downward course,
lodged in bis hip. It la believed he will
recot er.

SWAN'S ISLAND.
K. Qott end wife hive returned
from Florida for the summer.
Mrs. O. L. Milan entertained tbe ladies’
There were singing.
aid society Friday.
Miss Kuby Morse presiding at the piano,
and s recitation by Mrs. Mildred Norwood. of Tremont, who is seventy-nine
years old and blind, bat remarkably bright
and active.

Cspt.

By R. B. Hale, Vice President

K.

of

The Last Pipeful ^of Sickle Is
as Fresh as the First

the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition, Who First

Suggested

the

Holding

of1
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing t'i
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor ?
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

the Great

Exposition^
Celebrate the Opening
of the Panama Canal.
_

following Interesting article
by R. B. Hale, vice president of
tbe Panama-Pacific International
Exposition of San Francisco, expresses
the keynote of this greatest and most
w onderful celebration of all time.
Ur.
Hale Is one of tbe foremost pnbtic men
•f America, and his thoughtful article
shows a marvelous grasp of the subject and will prove of value and Interest to every reader of this paper.

THE

Most

COUNTY NEWS

StfttttfMnunt*.

ALL UNIVERSAL
Colossal Colonnades of the Greco-Roman
EXPOSITIONS STAND
Wings to Palace of Fine Arts.

Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried c it
that wfien you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of’its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.

so

Whittling

COUNTY

Mrs. Lida Qilley came home from Ban*
last week, and is with her parents,
Robie M. Rumill and wife.

gor

Guy If. Cole has gone to Norridgeorock,

Several men have gone to Portland to
work for the Casco Bay Steamboat Co.,
among them Wilder L. Robbins, Willie
Reed, Nathan Richardson, Alvin Walls,
Raymond Robbins and Schuyler Rumill.
Thelma.
April 5.

employment.

Marshall Young and wife, of Uouldsbero, moved into Irving Whitaker’s house

Monday.

R.

B. HA LB.

Harvard

aimmtsnnmte

liEM THE MO
MOTHER GlftS OUT
What Then?—The Family Suf-

fers, the Poor Mothers SufMeets
fer—Mrs. Becker
This Distressing Situation.
Collinsville,

111. —“I suffered from a
break-down and terrible headaches, and was tired all over, totally
worn out and too discouraged to enjoy
life, but as I had four in family and
Sometimes eight or nine boarders, I kept
nervous

working despite my suffering.
l saw Vinol advertised and decided

to try

it, and within two weeks I
noticed a decided improvement in my
Condition and now I am a well woman.
—Mrs. Ana Becker, Collinsville, 111.
There are hundreds of nervous, run-

down, overworked women in this vicinity
w ho are
hardly able to drag around ana
who we are sure would be wonderfully
benefited by Vinol as Mrs. Becker was.

Vinol is so successful in
and strength in such
cases is because it combines the medicinal tissue building and curative element*
cod's livers together with the blood
mg. strengthening properties of
iron. We ask every weak, nerrun-down man or woman in this
*ty to try a bottle of Vinol on our
"nntee to return their money if it
to benefit.
U. A. Paroher,drnggist, Ellsworth, Me.
reason

building up health

WHY SUFFER ANY
STOMACH DISTRESS
"lifn >ll-o-nu’ls

a Quick mid KIImHempdy.
If your stomach is continually kickin? up a disturbance, causing distress
after
coated
heartburn,
eating,
tongue, gas, sour taste of food, and
you feel blue, irritable and nervous,
you are suffering from indigestion and

tive

railroads are granting low round trip
rates, and one can see the United
States under more favorable conditions
than have ever before obtained. Forty three nations nre participating In the
Exposition upon a vast scale. Head
Mr. Hale's wonderful article and you
will gain an idea of the purpose that
Inspired the builders of the i’annmaPacific International Exposition. He
says:
Universal expositions, of which the
Panama Pacific International Exposition is the fourth In tV* United States,
In Philhave always stood for peace.
adelphia In ISTd the lion. Joseph R.
Hawley, president of the Centennial
Exposition. In his opening remarks said:
“Prom the association hereof welcome
visitors from all nations there may result not alone great benefits to Invention, manufacture, agriculture, trade
and commerce, but also stronger international friendship and more lasting

peace.**
“Acquaintance Softens Prejudice.”
“Acquaintance softens prejudice" has
been ringing In my cars ever since
those three words were uttered by a
foreign graduate of one of our American universities In a speech delivered
The learned statesyears ago.
man, Hon. l-.'Uhu Hoot, voiced the same
Sentiment when about to leave the
high office of secretary of state In substantially these words: “It were Impossible for any nation to be at war If the
peoples of the con dieting countries understood each other.”
Universal exjiosltlons soften prejudices. remove commercial antipathies
differences
settle political
and
by
bringing the people of all nations into
friendly Intercourse for the discussion
of Ideas, the exchange of commodities
and for the advancement of mankind
socially, morally. Intellectually and
commercially. They redect the thought
and action of peaceful pursuits and
some

reach their greatest successes (luring
or following long periods of national
and International peace. Their exhibits are the product of the arts of peace,
and their object Is the promotion of
peaceful activity In thought and word
and deed. They are the antithesis of
Their
war, the embodiment of peace.
grounds are set apart as extraterritorial, devoted to the use of all nations
and all peoples on a parity and equality. The Panama-Paelde International

Exists it! on grounds today are common
It's needless for you to suffer, and to all. So creed or race Is barred; all
now is the time to
quickly stop the have equal rights and privileges. It Is
distress and regulate your upset stom- neutral ground for warring or tranquil
ach.
It Is one great democnations alike.
Simply get from G. A. Parcher, or
unite In contributing to
any drug store, some Mi-o-na tablets racy where all
—a simple prescription that does more an expression of gratitude for the presthan give quick and lasting relief. ent and Inspiration for the future, and
Mi-o-na soothes the irritated lining of ! because the exposition Is really the
the stomach and stimulates the flow child of
pea^e do we deem It a privof the digestive juices so that what J
even a duty—to enter our
llege—aye.
you eat is quickly converted into
the terrible conditions
against
protest
healthful nourishment, then you are
well and strong, and no longer worry now prevailing In Euro|>e.
about trifles or have restless nights.
“Peace—Peace For Humanity.”
S Go not allow iudigestion to wreck
It Is Idle to presume "hat anything
Tour health and happiness but get
we can do here today will have
some Mi-o-na tablets at once
they that
In the Immedi-

dyspepsia.

—

are

cheap

and harmless.

If You Are Nervous
lowing weighty we recommeod

in

that you take

Olive Oil
Emulsion
E. G. Moor*.

any material Influence
ate settlement of the greatest war in
the
history, Involving more than half
but we
people of the civilized world,
ran raise our voices In earnest protest
terriagainst conditions In Europe too
ble to contemplate In loss of life. In the
destruction of property, In the sufferchildren
ing of homeless wamen and
and in the effect upon the world at
large. Commercial activity Is checked.
Industries are paralyzed! civilization la

Bangor

from

she

where

spent the past

month.

Linscott, jr.,

Hollis

WEST TREMONT.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

The

NEWS

Miss Hazel Reed is home from Bangor,
where she is attending school, for the
Easter recess.

8.

Colwell arrived Saturday night
from Cnarleston, where he is a student at
Higgins classical institute for the Easter
vacation.
C.
April fi.

trouble, amply repaid
Try this experiment and

is little

quantity.

Intsrosting In History.

__

On

pipeful

Tbe l'anama-l’adfic International Exosltlon. which Is now finished, stands
revealed as the most Interesting Expolion In history. Those who have not
j t visited the Exposition should make
ear!} plans to visit Ban Francisco. The

two

where he has

a

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

Tbe remains of Mrs. M. J. Stinson, of
Rockland, were brought hen Tuesday for
bnrial. Mrs. Stinson died at tbe home of
her daughter, Mrs. Rodney Sadler. She
was highly esteemed by all who knew her.
The funeral was held at the home of her
son, 1. W. Stinson, Rev. Mr. Doran officiMrs. Stinson leaves four sons fad
ating.
daughters.
April 12.

.

week

was

in

town

last

business.

on

Mrs. Carrie Miles was the week-end
guest of Mrs. Frank Miles.
A. E. Tracy and wife spent last week
witfh relatives in Holden and Dedham.
Arthur Graves has moved his family to
Harbor, where he has employment.

Bar

Mrs. William Miles

from

a

visit with her

returned last week
Henry at Mill-

son

town.

Butler,

Hiram

the

ment for

of

Franklin,

season

has

employ-

8. C. Thor-

Mrs.

at

_

Mrs. Edwin Marshall has gone to Owl’s
on a visit.

Head
h

Miss Mildred Young, of Islesford, spent
the week-end with Leola Rumill.
Miss Frederica Norwood, of McKinley,
visited Mrs. W. H. Webster last week.

rnrced backward, human impulses are being supplanted by the brutal praetiees of war. The cries of the
Innocent have sounded a call for relief,
and with dynamic force that call la
generating a sentiment through the
length and breadth of this country for
Every one seems sobered and
pence.
That one
aerlous and determined.
word has taken on a new significance,
a new meaning—peace—peace for humanity, peace to pursue the upward
and onward course of civilization, peace
and rest and tranquillity for the millions who suffer, suffering in spirit as
those unfortunate soldiers are suffering
In body, royalty and subject together
In the present awful European conflict. They desire a cessation forever
of the super-cruel methods of warfare
ns a means of settlement of international contention.
Each closing day hope looks forward
to the morning,'longing that word shall
come that our brothers in Europe shall
have laid aside their arms. That glorious day must come, and when it does
will it not be possible to respond to the
world's wall that the sword of anger
and of hate be sheathed forever? Then
shall come the time for international
convention and treaty. Great statesmen will lie engaged In negotiating the
tremendous document
Spending out
of inexperience nnd from afar among
myriad minds, wo ourselves hope that
in this treaty there shall be established
such n basis of defense on land ns is
alone necessary to protect local peace
and that such armed ships ns are necessary to police the sen shall alone lie
permitted, each nation contributing Its
quota to this international naval police,
which shall be controlled in its movements by an International admiralty,
whose whole duty shall be to preserve
peace Instead of prepare for war.
Site of Peace Conference.
The Exposition in Sun Francisco will
have reached Its highest purpose If It
can In any way assist In the settlement of the terrific conflict which la
now being waged with such titanic
fierceness, hellish weapons and awful
The Exposition being
consequences.
set apart on extraterritorial grounds,
dedicated to the use of all nations on
terms of equality, could fittingly, without prejudice or embarrassment, be

used for a pence conference designed
to settle the differences of the warring
nations and bring about the signing of
a treaty of peace for which the world

Is praying.
New Cycle of Brotherly Love.
One effect of the war now In progress will be to emphasize the Importance of and Intensify the Interest In
the great International peace congress
projected by the management of the
Exposition. Let us hope that this war
may be recorded history before this
The horrors of
congress convenes.
present day warfare will then be fully
appreciated, and those most directly
affected may be available with their
experience and advice to assist In preparing a code of International law and
police powers and provide such other
recommendations as may be best fit-

April

M. M. M.

12.

The W. T. I. society will meet with Mrs.
John Kenny April 15.

Curving 1,100 feet around the follaged shores of the Fine Arts lagoon. Pan
ama-PacIflc International Eli position, these mighty pillars are reflected, mirror
like. In the limpid water* of the lagoon, affording one of the prettiest views at
San Francisco's great Exposition.

Being

son’s.

EDEN.
Oscar Leland
Mrs.

ill,

is employed at Hull’s Cove.

Flora Allen, who has been quite

is better.

B. V. Grant, who has been in Aurora the
is home.
*Reed, who has been em- past month,
And when we look Into the future ployed at Lamoine, came home Saturday.
Miss Lois Leland has gone to Bar Harmay we find the new cycle of brotherly
Mrs. Jason Kane, of Roxbury, came j bor for the summer.
;
love superseding the discord of today.
to stay over Sunday with her |
Margaret Leland is visiting her cousin,
Saturday
May the settlement of International brother, Robie Rumill, who is not at all Mrs. Linnie Smith, at Bar Harbor.
strife by war nnd blood und suffering
well.
Mrs. E. E. Leland is visiting her daughand devastation be supplanted by conMrs. Everett Parker and baby, of Manter, Mrs. Howe Smith, at Bar Harbor.
ference and negotiation and arbitrathe week-end with her motLer,
Miss Josephine Leland has gone to Bar
tion; then will follow rest and peace set, spent
Mrs. Dennis Norwood, who is in poor Harbor where she has employment for the
and contentment for the everlasting
health.
summer.
enjoyment of mankind. As John G.
There were no services at the Methodist
Whittier beautifully expressed It In
Boland Leland and wife, who have been
church Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. Emma in Rockland the past w inter, are with O.
his Centennial hymn In 1870;
Oh, make thou us through centuries long E. Harrison, left Saturday to attend con- B. Leland for the summer.

ted to insure lasting peace.

Miss

In peace secure, in Justice strong;
Around our gift of freedom draw
The safeguards of thy righteous law,
And, cast In some diviner mold.
Let the new cycle shame the old.

ference.

Hour I* the Rul* In
Championship Games.
What Is the average length of time
that a chess player in an International
championship contest takes to move?
Among mere human players there
are many traditions of how these peers
of the game scorn to make a move in
less than an hour; nay, more, how they
consume whole evenings and oftenSuch
times days In a single move.
tales are rife In rural chess circles.
Now, In hurd fact, these superplayers move more rapidly than the everyday expert. The common limit In
International championship matches Is

moving.
In practical play the

conOf course
testant gets mote than the four minutes. The tirst eight or ten moves are
almost always book plays, made In less
than a minute each. This allows much
Furtime as credit on later moves.
thermore, even when his opponent is
moving, a player studies his own next
move, based on the probable move of
llut the day long or
his opponent,
even the hour long move exists only in
the Imagination of the village champion.—Washington Post.

His Finish.
Junior—I fear Briggs got into

a

lot

Soph—Yes? How’s that?
New*.

married

her.

—

will

begin

April 13,

as

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Miss Esther Emery spent her Easter

va-

cation at home.
Mrs.
were

Denver

Emmons Hodgkins

and

last week for

Toronto,

where

Jerome Young and son, of Surry,
funeral of Nelson

here to attend the

ton,

|
;
1

j

be

V.

Norwood is visiting at

Mrs. Mildred
Swan’s Island.

Mrs. Amanda Rich is very ill.
Julia Thurston is with her.

Young,

of

I ton, and Clarence, who is at home, and
] one brother, Ed. Young, of Surry,
j Funeral services were held at the Baptist
j church Sunday afternoon, Rev. W. H.

officiating.
April 12.

Rice

Hubbard.

John L. Pray has gone to Jonesport to
teach.

Liston Mayo is employed
Harbor

police

on

the

came

Rockport Saturday.

Marcia

Miss

Fernald
a

will

commence

vacation of five

taken his vessel up
load for New York. Charles

Norwood weDt

as

mate.

Mrs. Ida Norwood, who spent the winter
with her niece, May Rich, has gone to
Northeast Harbor for the summer.
Kin.
April 12.
INDIAN POINT.
has gone to Rath for
visit with his brother, Arthur Higgins.
Charles

An

Higgins

Easter concert

Sunday school

at the

was

a

given by the

schoolhouse

Sunday

afternoon.

Little Bernard Higgins, who spent his
with his grandparents, F. L.
Higgins and wife, has returned to Northeast Harbor to attend school.
vacation

recently destroyed a barn belongL. Higgins, containing two tons
of hay, sleigh, sleds and farming implements. Nothing could be saved.
H.
April 5.
Fire

ing

WEST EDEN.

Mrs.

Mrs. Leslie Rich and $on Everett
home from

the Sound to

Boston, came Friday
morning, called here by the illness of nis
Edward Young, of Surry, also
father.
came Friday.
This place was saddened by the death of
He had been in poor
Nelson Young.
health for some lime, and Wednesday
night be had a paralytic shock. He failed
rapidly, and passed away Friday night.
He was a good citizen and a kind neighbor.
Much sympathy is felt for those
who are left—two sons, Linwood, of BosLinwood

j

left

will

employed on the yacht Oriole.
April 12.

Young.
school Tuesday, after
Mrs. Bayard Salisbury is seriously ill. weeks.
Her daughter, Mrs. Maude Hood, of BosCapt. John Latty has
is with her.

!

they

TREMONT.
Thelma.

12.

to F.

Bar
BIRCH HARBOR.

force.

Master Charles Ingalls, of Bar Harbor,
is visiting his grandmother, Mrs. M. W.
Hamor.

Grover
called

Smith is

by

the

home

illness

and

from
death

Boston,
of his

mother, Mrs. Rose Rice.
Granville
Rose Smith, widow of D. M. Rice, died
Higgins was here from
Brewer recently, to see his mother, Mrs.
at her home on her sixtieth birthday
O. C. Higgins, whose health is very poor.
April 9, after a few weeks’ illness of
After a brief service at the
Miss Muriel Tripp,"a student in the Bar paralysis.
home Sunday morning, conducted
by
Harbor high school, came home last week
pn account of illness.

She is much

better.

E. S. Hamor, who has been in Bangor the past week, came home Saturday.
Mr. Hamor, who is still in the hospital, is
gaining slowly.
D. G. Hall and Mrs. Hall are at NorthMrs.

east Harbor

making extensive repairs on
market.
Mrs. Hall
has secured Mrs. Melinda Quinn as housetheir restaurant an'l

of trouble with that girl he was going
with.
Junior—He

day.
April

an

fifteen moves an hour; u player falling
to get within this limit loses the game
no mutter how commanding his position; uu average of four minutes to the
Inmove Is considered ample time.
deed, when Capablanca challenged
Lasker for the world's championship
he was held to be Justifled In refusing
Lasker’s condition that the limit be
lengthened to twelve moves an hour.
In championship games a chess clock
This has two dials,
la always used.
each dial controlled by a plunger. Immediately after black has moved white
strikes his plunger, which starts the
hands on his dial recording time. At
the instant he moves he strikes his
plunger again, haltiug the mechanism.
Black then strikes the plunger of his
dial, starting his clock In turn. The
dials thus record the net time each
consumes in

Ludolph

the
primary teacher has gone to the teachers’
convention. The grammar teacher, Leila
Christie, of New Brunswick, came SaturSchools

CHESS IS NOT SO SLOW.
Fifteen Move*

Helen

keeper.

April

M.

5.

WEST HANCOCK.|
Calvin Graves is ill.
Miss Vera Johnson

returned Monday

Rev. E. S.
to

Drew, the remains were taken
her former home, for burial.
C.

Jonesport,
April 12.

BAS9 HARBOR.
of the scallop fishermen have
hauled up for the season.
Scallops are
Several

scarce

and

prices

low.

J. Walter Richardson and son George,
of Indian Point, and Watson Lunt, of
Town Hill, are here fishing.
A. J. Babbidge, of Bar Harbor, called on
friends here last week. Mr. Babbidge and
wife have spent the winter in Florida.
X. Y. Z.
April 12.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
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FARM DRMOXSTRA TIONS

<£b* Ellsworth American

EDMCND BONSEY.

News of Interest to Hancock County
Farmer..

HANNAH, WIFH OP EDMUND

(From the office of the county Agent. O. N.

An Ellsworth borne hu

Worden. Ellsworth )

ELLSWORTH, MAINS.

week is

BT m

for

coming

the

follows:

ns

Thursday, April 15
community conference

Ckstine; address
give demonstration in pruning and grafting. PenobtBoacrtption Price—$2.00 a year; #I.001oratx scot; farm of H. C. Perry; headquarters
mouthi-.; SO cents for three months, If paid
•crlctly in advance. $1 90, 79 and !S cents while in Penobscot, A. E. Varnum's.
reapertlvely. Single coplea 5 cents. All arFriday, April 16
Penobscot;, farm of
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pet
C. C. Hodgdon; address grange in evening.
▼earAdvertising Rates—Are reasonable and trill be
Saturday, April 17 North Penobscot;
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBL18HINO CO
W. H. Tirus, Editor and

—

Manager.

and

—

—

made known

on

application.

H. W. Lowell and N..H. Ames;
in evening.

farms of

Business communications should be addreaaed
u>, and all checks and money orders made pay
*ole to Thb Hancock Couktt Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

address

Highland grange

Monday, April

19

Bluebill;

—

farm of

North Sedgwick;
(paries H. Dodge.
farms of John Orcutt and G M. Allen.
Tueaday, April 20- Bluebill; H. W.
This week’s edition of TUe
Herrick’s. Surry; Howard Young’s.
American ia 2.450 copie*.
Wednesday, April 21—At office, 10 High
»
street, Ellsworth.
2,500
Average per week for 1914,
While this schedule calls for definite
visits with certain farmers in eaf b town,
as many others will be vigited along the
WEDNESDAY, A PHIL 14, 1915.
Watch for the
way as time will permit.
for he will be watching for
We print on page 6 a summary of county agent,
you.
Congressman Peters' speech before
While a complete list of the demontbe Portland ciub last week.
strators in each town will soon be given,

9

it

Another candidate is in the field for

seems

best at this time to call

special

orcharding,

which

attention

those in

to

republican nomination for gov- are as follows:
O. W. Fosa,
Hon. George G. Weeks, of Hancock,
100 trees
73 trees
Fairfield, former speaker of the North Hancock, W. E. Foss,
C. L. Morang,
50 tree*
House, has formally announced him- Ellswofth,
North Ellsworth, H. F. Maddocks, 50 trees
self as an aspirant for the honor.
8. S.
6tf treea

the

ernor.

Bayside,
Surry Road,
The State highway commiseion has
Ellsworth Falla,

found a solution for the State highway problem in Hancock county,

having

officially
the

designated

—

one

direct

Bncksport,
Ellsworth.

two

roate

thence to Bluehili and
This is eminently better

than the
in the

compromise plan suggested
Toddy pond route, and should

please all sections
only bad feature

The

“batter” will

of the county.
of it is that the
have to be spread so

Pruning

B. Cushman, 64 treea

Staples,

100 trees

—

nearly completed, which

is

process consisted for the most part in removing all dead, broken and crossing

much

thinner, bat we can get along
with a little less batter per mile than
was nsed on the Trenton section of the
State highway last year.

branches.

Such

operation

an

at this time

of year promotes the development of wood
growth, and it will be followed up by
moderate summer pruning which will
stimulate the formation of fruit buds and
get the trees into the yearly bearing habit.
With
the exception of
the
Maddocks orchard,
which is being managed by the sod-mulch method, all
demonstration
plots will be plowed

State Committee Chairmanship.
Col. F. H. Parkhurst, of Bangor, has
tendered his
of the

R.

J. B. Carter,
Lamoine,
41 trees
All of these demonstrations am going
to serve as evxllent object lessons in the
best known practices of orcharding, and
will merit the closest attention.
If you
are interested in the production of fine
fruit, make it a point to watch the progress of the demonstrations now under
way. Special attention is called to the
Cushman and Carter orchards, because of
the fact that the old bearing trees were
in sod and very poor condition when work
started.

from
Bangor to Ellsworth, the other by
way of the Penobscot river towns to
routes

Estey,

Oscar

resignation as chairman
republican State committee to

the campaign as a candidate for
the nomination for governor. He is
succeeded as chairman by Frank J.
Ham, of Kennebec county, selected
enter

years she had been active in the social and
religious life of the community, and devo-

be worked,
and kept thoroughly cultivated until the
as

soon

middle

because of his qualifications for organization and leadership.
Coi. Parkburst retires from the
chairmanship with a record for selfsacrificing devotion to his party and

.the

as

of

July,

land

at

can

which

time

a

tion itself to 1

cover

was

crop of buckwheat will be sown. This
will check wood growth, allowing the

already

wood

formed

ripen

to

untiring energy which were the
wonder of all who came in contact
with him during tne strenuous time
of a political campaign.
He was elected chairman in 1913 to

buds

are as

exposing

near

open

j

possible without

as

first week in

campaign audiences.

Another Analysis by Director of State
of

Hygiene.

Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine

laboratory of hygiene at Augusta. The analysis, the figures of which
are for parts in.100,000, is as
follows;
Date of

collection, April 5, 1915;

tion, April
Appearance

examina-

6.

—

Turbidity, 0.2; sediment, 0;

color. 2.1.

Odor-Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
Solids—Total, 2.5; fixed, 1.0; volatile, 1.5.
Ammonia—Free, .0012; albuminoid, .0108.
Chlorine—0.38.

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed, 0.36.

none.

Hardness—0.9.

are

thrown into the

WARNING.

Hancock county farmers
last year
who sold

by

being true to
will

soon

desire of

a

poor

a

name.

satisfactory drinking

ble

TOWN MEETINGS.

season

did

not

come

true to

If you do not understand how to do this
work yourself, be more cautious of the
who

comes

around to do it

for

you,

“expert”. In all probability
“kit”, an inexhaustisupply of scions of whatever variety

posing

water.

The grafting

top-worked.

he will have in his

Analysis of the spring sample of water from
your public water supply shows the water to
be in its usual condition for this season of
The entrance of surface wash,
-the year.
which is evident in this sample, is to be expected at this season, and, as it is unpolluted,
is without effect ou the health of the users of
the water. At this time the water is free from
both chemical and bacterial evidence of contact with sewage wastes, and is both a safe

nursery agent,
far from

came

be on, and it seems to be the
large number of farmers to have

those trees which
name

which

victimized

were

traveling

trees

Iron—.032.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus—None.
Bacteria, per c. c.—200.

a

habit.

Watch these demonstrations. Oo to the
they are located and talk
with the demonstrators. Ask them what
they are doing, and why, and how, and
they will be only too glad to tell you all
about it. What we are after is a spread
of influence from the demonstration farms
to the other farms in the neighborhood.
The demonstrators are on ibe firing line,
and every last one of them may be relied
upon to “deliver the goods”.

man

and

yearly bearing

as an

of fruit you want.
them?
The facts are
such scions have

Where did he get

been

known that
taken

from

some

trees

borne, supposed to be
such a variety, but nobody
could swear to their trueness to name until they have borne.
It is a bad enough crime to sell a man
trees which are not as represented, but it
is worse to graft them, with the idea of
giving a man good varieties, and using
Look out for
any old thing for a scion.
the grafter. Be sure that the scions used
have come from trees which bear fruit of
merit, or else three years hence when you
go out to harvest your crop of McIntosh,
which have

never

of such and

lemons instead.
The county agent will be glad to locate
scions for RTTyone* who does not know
where to get what he wants, and his
recommendation of a man to do your
work would be a pretty safe guarantee of

PLANTATION NO. 21.

R Jordan; clerk,
Moderator, Anton
assessors,
Fred E
Macef selectmen,
Anton {^ Jordan, Fred E Mace, Adeibert
& Giles; treasurer, George C Jordan; collector, Watson L Mace; road commissioner, Nahum M Jordan.
Total appropriations, f746.58.

satisfaction.

Watch next week’s American for the
an
all-day demonstration
program of
field-day meeting to be held at Meadowview farm, Lakewood. Martin A. Garland,
manager, on May 3. it’s going to be well
worth your while to attend.

PHILLIPS.

of liosea B.

one

bis

of

home

years of age.

Mr. Phillips lived in Ellsworth until a
young man, graduating from the Ellsworth high school. He studied law, and
was admitted to the bar tu Boston, where
he since practiced.law, except for a year
two

or

busiuess.

in

In

Melrose

a

widow* and

one

son

by

a

former marriage; also, besides his father,
one brother. Pearl J., of Ellsworth, and a

!

sister, Mrs. Albert J. Lord, of Meriden,
Conn. There will be services at Melrose
Highland* Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The body w ill be brought to Ellsworth for
interment.
home here

Services will be held at the
afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Sunday

Work.
The young fellow who starts out
with the Idea that he must work even
though he tloes not feel like It is the
one most likely to reach the point
where he need work only when he does
feel like It.—Youth’s Companion.

TODAY'S BURDENS.
No one ever links under the
burden of today. It is always the
tomorrows
and yesterdays that
overwhelm us. If it were not for
the sorrows of the past and our
fears and anxieties for the future
we could very well bear the cares of
today and do its work. Every day
holds its strength and its compensations as well as its troubles, but
it has no provision for that which
does not belong to it
There is

more

Catarrh in this section of the

country than all other diseases put together,
and UDtil the last few years was supposed to

be incurable.
a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and bv constantly
failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced *t incurable.
rtcience has proven
Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney k Co.. Toledo, Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internally. It acta directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer
one. hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold b> Druggist. 75c
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Wm. Okf

the
called,
THE
Ellsworth, Maine,
on

or John Header
east aide Harry

piece,

so-

Hoed, in

food tonic that win
build up wasted tissue

rapidly

Olive Oil
Emulsion
containing Hwophoophite*
is a most reliable prescription which we

always recommend for that purpose.
E. G. Moors.

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYNA ENT

—Haring oocgbt alt furniture
of Hotel Bluffs, Mt- Desert Ferry. 1 am
offering it at great bargains, private sale.
Macomber’s. cor.
May be aeen at J. H
Franklin and Pine street*. Telephone either

FURNITURE

c

St-&or M llor lnfonwatton. Frame R. Moore,
El la worth.

Oa

on Elm St.,
Will accept part cash and
Raebt L. Craitbbb, tt William ^fr., New York.

1

bars a car of shingles In
Ellsworth April 10, which I will sell in
any
quantity. Maybabd H. Yocwo. La*
moine. Telephone.

SHINGLES—Will

G3.int.-6.
Who can sing, dance, plre
recitations and monolognea, rive vocal
and instrumental selections, etc. Pay satisfactory. Address Pio Jk Palvsv, Gen. Del.,
Ellsworth, Me

AMATEURS

man. It or 10
years of age, to work la drug store.
to W. I. Pastsidos. Bloehill. Me.

Competent younr

In privais family; central
location
Address. A. B. C., care Thb
Ambbicam, Ellsworth.

BOARDERS

—

ONCE—Man to bock orders for fruit
trees and ornamentals. Whole or part
time.
Outfit free. Attractive
pay to the
hostler. Hombr Crass Co., Aoborn, Me.

AT

GIRL8 WANTED.
FTW) learn a trade la factory near Bo.ton.
A Standard wagea, • 10-40 per week. Uood
while learning. For particular, Addreu
la, O'CoNNoa, Box 1*13. Boatoa Mas,.

&iy

Ho*.
no. im
the savings <\tptriment of Union Trust Co of R)lsworth. Finder will please return to Chios
Taper Co., Ellsworth.

Bank-book

Zo Itu
Moore’s drug store, vacated
by Dr. Oibbs. Hot water beat and toilet.
Apply to E. O. Moors. Ellsworth.
over

iptn.il Moticra.

CITY

ORDINANCE.'

that the Clly Ordinance regulatmotor
ing the u*e of
vehic.es be
amended by the addition of article 9, as fol-

VOTED

ABTICLE

9.

the
one

I^gg*

FINDING MONEY.

Parcher Offers Popular Medicine at Half Price.

G. A. Parcher, the

poplar druggist,

is

is just like finding
money, for he is selling a regular 60 cent
bottle of Dr. Howard’s celebrated specific
for the cure of coustipstion and dyspepsia
at half price.
In addition to this large
discount he agrees to return the money to
any purchaser whom the specific does not
an

offer that

cure.

It is quite unusual to be able to buy fifty
pieces for a quarter, but that is what
this offer really means, for it is only recently through the solicitation of Druggist G. A. Parcher that this medicine could
be bought for less than fifty cents.
He
urged the proprietors to allow him to sell
it at this reduced price for a little while,
The
agreeing to sell a certain amount.
result has justified his good judgment for
the sale has been something remarkable.
Anyone who suffers with headache,
cent

dyspepsia, dizziness,

sour stomach, specks
before the eyes, or any liver trouble,
should take advantage of this opportunity,
for Dr. Howard’s specific will cure ill
these troubles. But if by any chance it
should not, G. A. Parcher will return your

money.

For Sale!
Several
lett’s

acres

Island,

of land

on

Bart-

to

one

E.

Wareham St.,

E.

Stuart,

19

Boston, Mass.

\

Lhi,.H

fourthd?
,b,“ hr

cauae.

■

Charlaa A. Cardagn, late of Mt d~„
aald county, deceaeed.
p.aa!
Arthur H. Candace and Thom., Se
L*
tore, died for a. tt lement.
Willard C. «ray, late of
Prnobacot.
|, _o
county, deceaeed. Second and laat
O. M. Staple., admlnl.tr.,or. Bled

arc^t?’2
acconi.?2

KS

merit.

Arthur L. FUrnham, a minor of Orlaad
aald eonate. Petition Hied by Unna F.
license to laaae
guardian.
late o, aald minor, aa dcacribe.1 in

u

gTwL
certain'moll

Jor

wid^wT

Leonard O. Grant, late of Hancock la-u
county, deceaeed. Petition flle.1 br
Martin. admlnUtralor, for llcenae
tain real relate of aald deceaaed. u
"-r“"
In aald petition.
Uaaie A. Oooglna. late of Ellaworth. la aid
couotr. deceaaed.
Petition Bled by Kdmoad
J. Walah. executor, for llcenae tc aell nntit
real estate of aald deceaaed, a.
deacribtdu
aald petition.
Cbailee Nelaon Leach, late of renoham.ii
aald county^ deceaaed.
Petition Bim
Keeralt E.
executor, that an order ki
leaned to diatribote nmonc the helre-at-lea
aald deceaaed, the amount ieniaii,ln« In tk.
band* of aald eaecutor, on the eer.iemenia
bit flotj koconnt.
Willard C. Gray, lata of Penobscot, la ni4
Petition filed ot « g
county, deer a* ad.
Hlaplrs, administrator, that an order b«b*
sued to distribute among the heirU*tf
•aid deceaaed. tbe amount reruaitiinelath*
band* ot aald administrator, on in* ftti*
meat of bis second and last account.

(i'eoraT?
toieliLr

del .SL

Leach,

NOTICE or rOKJCCLOtirKK.
of Martaville.
sod State or
county
Maine, deceased, and to all persons interested
in his estate:
Whereas the said Benjamin Thompson, on
Mamas
wr. numoD.
late or Wssbinftoa
the eighteenth day of December, a d. 1918, D. Cm deceased.
Petition filed bj ttcrosrd H
mortgaged to L. W. Jordan, of EUawortb. in Fowl* and Bet Jam in 8. Minor, both of Wukaaid county and State, "one bay gelding ; inf ton, I>. C., pray in* mat theappointaaM
(horse) two vears old last spring ana being of aald petitioner* nain<d a* tiusires in Uu
same raised or said Thompson," to secure the ! laat will and Uptamentof aaid dei e**ed.
n»y
payment of Ofty dollars, which mortgage is | t>r confirmed b« aaid court.
recorded in fhe town records of the said town
Fannie M. Miller, late of Eden. in tad
of Mariaville. in book 4, page 23k;
and county, deceased.
Petition fliei l» Myrx0.
whereas the condition of said mortgage baa Joyce, executrix of the last will and tut*
been broken, and remains broken, now theretneut of aaid deceased. that the amoxxt of
fore, notice is hereby given of my intention
inheritance tax upon the eat ait- of said d*to foreclose aaid mortgage for breach of its
ccaaed. be deter mined by the Judge oi pro*
condition
L W. Jobdak.
| bate.
Dated Ellawortb, Maine, April 9. a. d. 1915.
Harriet K.llen Henderson. late of fiocln
Second acpoll, in Mid county. deceased
count of Minnie L. Hnuw, executrix. fl;edfor
STATE or MAINE.
I aett.ement.
Hancock as.— At a probate court held it
Lydia J. Cobh, late of Buck* port. tn said
Ellsworth. in and for said county of Hancock,
Petition fib-r! y Hrrt*n
county, deceased.
on the thirteenth day of April, in the year of
8. i'obo, administrator, for liceus- '.’^..cerour Lord one thousand nine hundred and flftain real «state of said daces*
rihei
in aaid petition.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
Freeman <» Leach, late of
!«wor,b, ia
aaid county. deceased. a certain iusiruinest
copy of the iaat will and testament aud
purporting to be the laat will and <*txmrat
codicil of
of satd decreed. together with j-tttioafor
.SAMUEL W. BK1DGH AM. late of El»T
thereof. presented by Maggie A.
each, the executrix then in named.
PROVIDENCE.
Howard K. Lorvjoy, late of \V**i (icu'dt*
in the state of Rhode Inland, deceased. and of
v err tailiathe probate thereof in s*«d mate of Rhode boro, in aaid county, deceased.
strumrnt
.: xU
Island. duly authenticated, having been prepurporting to be the
testament and one codicil tb«
of »aid
sented to the Judge of
for our said
probate
probate
county of Hancock for the purpose of b*»ng deceased, together with peltii-.; f
thereof. presented by Old ( o;
Trust Comallowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our aaid county of Hancock.
pany, exeun tor therein named
-tidco#**
Guy Multan, late of Hancock
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
A cerfajuini.ru
purportpersona interested therein, by publishing a ty. deceased.
it
of aaid
copy of this order three wet ks successively in ing to r*« the laat will tu
deceased, together with petition
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
probate
thereof,
at Klitworth, in said
by Kdiuoi-d J. Wa.ab.tks
county of Hancock, executor presented
therein name
prior to the fourth day of *Iay. a d 1915,
Linda M. i.ynao-, late of Mount Desert,iB
that they may app* ar at a probate court thru
A certs: :r ruiaeat
to be held
at
Ellsworth, iu and for aaid said couuty, drcca«ed.
amroi
purporting to be the last w
county of Hancock, at teu o'clock in the fore>n for
noon, aud
show
if any they have, of said deceased, toge'her si.
cause,
<• L. Lyprobate thereof, presented by
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CL \ RK. J udge of Probate. natn, the executrix therein narr.<
in
llltt I. Jordan, la e of Wa
A True copy of the original ordt r.
•:»( parA certain inAttest: —E. E. C'ussb, Register. county, deceased.
v.eatof
porting to be the las! will tn
said deceased, togetner wu..
STATE OF MAINE.
bate thereof, prtaeuted by Howard L JorHancock as.—At a probate coart held at dan. the executor
thrreiu nano >1
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Eunice L. Williams, late of Kii-worib, i*
on
the thirteenth day of April, in the year aaid
iiramsat
deceased. A certain
county
of our Lord ooe thousand nine hundred and
put porting to be the last will and ttstaaMrt
fifteen.
>iu>a for
of said deceased, together with
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
probate thereof, presented by ai iaey H.
a copy of the last will and teatameut of
J
williams, the executor therein n »
CHAKLEB E. CATE, late of CLEVELAND
George M. Roberta, late of Malden cos atJ
of Midaiessex, commonwealth of Maswxcho*
HEIGHT*.
Petition that Virginia
setts, deceased.
in the county of Cuyahoga, and state of Ohio,
Roberta or some other suitable perso M »P*
deceased, and of the prooate thereof in said pointed administrator of the tiiat* f said dtcounty of Cuyahoga, duly authenticated, hav*
ceased, pteaented by Virginia U Robert*, »
ing been presented to the judge or probate for daughter
of said deceased.
our said county of Hancock for the
Hudson U. Gray, late of Orland. in »*i»
purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
deceased.
Petition that J •-h“» *•
county,
probate court of our said county of Hancock. Gross or some other suitable petson be spOrdered. Thai notice thereof be given to
of uw
pointed administrator of the estate
all persons interested therein, by
publishing deceased.* presented by Maria C Me «ie a «**
a copy of thia order three weeks
ter and aetr-al-law of said decease-i
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a
t harles Nelson Leach, late of
enobscot,*
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in aato county of Han- aaid
«
county, deceased. Filial « count
cock, prior to the fourth day of May, a. d.
setiis*
Everett E. Leach, executor, filed
1915, that they may appear at a'probate court
then to be held at Eliaworth. in and for aaid
rsunle M. Miller, UK of lut.-i.. >«
couuty of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forehrit end fin*1 ac coast
county. deceased.
noon, and show cause, if
any they have, of Myra D. Joyce, executrix, tiled for settle*
against the same.
BERTRAND E CLARK. Judge of Probate.
Cornelius B. Smith, lute of the city county
A true copy of the original order.
and na’f uf New York, decease*!
Attest:—E. E. L’hask. Register. Anal account of Lincoln Cromwell •*'"»
’‘*T
ence Bishop Smith, executors, tiled for sett.**
subscriber hereby fives notice tbst
he has becu duly appointed executor
Buck*port,
Josephine H. if ay ford, late of
«
of the last will aod testament of
said county,
deceased. First account
FRANK T. BRIDUES, late of BROOKLIN, Widber T. Hill, administrator, filed for »etU**
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
Arthur L. Faruham. a minor of On*nd, is
being reuuirtd bv the terms of said will. All said
&•
Second account «>f I.inns
persons having demands against the estate of CJfbba,county.
guaruiau. filed for settled*' r»t>L/I
said deceased are desired to present the same
m
Edward
of Sedgwick
late
Byard,
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
couuty, deceased. Petition filed b)outAboie»*
requested to make payment immediately.
ol •“
Byard, widow, lor an allowance
R C. UaiooKfl.
personal estate of said deceased.
April 6, 1916.
BKRTRANI) K. CLARK. Judic« o' Mid *'*>or'*
A true copy of the original order.
subscriber hereby gives no* ice that
Attest: —E. E. Chskk. Register^
she hae been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
subscriber hereby gives nou-e
She haa been duly appointed adm»t»
X
MARY H. LEWIS, late of MT.
DESERT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and tratrix of the estate of
SOCTHWfis*
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons ALVAH DOLLIVEB, late of
having demands against the estate of said
HARBOR.'
deceased are desired to present the same foi
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
bonds as the law directs. All
quested to make payment immediately.
a.iug demands against the estate ol
Makv E. Lkwis,
deceased are desired to present the s*®*1
April 6, 1916.
Northeast Harbor.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
*“lacr»b«r hereby gives notice that quested to make payment immediately
Nilui M. N*wsuM.
®he has keen duly
appointed adminis- i April 18. 1»15.
•V
tratrix
dr boats non of the estate of
_--r
HENRY A. M. JOY,
of ELLSWORT^J, !
iT*jcrtx«muu&.
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
given bonds aa the iaw directs.
All persons
having demands against the estaM
of said deceased are desired to
present th*
tame for settlement, and all
indebted tteieto
are requested to make
payment immediately. i
Olivb M Joy,
j
394 Hammond 8t.
18, .Q1_
1918Bangor. Maine.
.ab.cno.r bereny „,n notice
E.LSdVORTM, MAINE
*f,pOUU'J
lurch., mad* and abstract*
SARAH J. BUNKER, 1.1c ol
FRANKLIN,
and copies furnished on abort
In the county ol
Hancock, deceased, and
notlco, and At tmWUlF PRICES.
gi.en bonds aa the law dirdeta. All nerdemands
against
the
OPPICSi
tat*
of
said deceased are
desired
to
,or *«iu*“ent, and all tnrettneated to make pay•TATB »TN«ET.

j
]

A

THE

j*

THE

of the group
bf beautiful Mt. Desert islands

Apply

pnbllebnd

<

and Chicks from
profit producing
prize winning strains of W. Wyacdottes
and S. C. K I Kod% the top non h In Maine.
Price list, terms, etc., free. A setting for a few
hours’work
HERALD, Box S Belfsst, Me.

making

three week. aucceci.n,
Kllaworth American, a new.paper
at Kllaworth. in eald county, ih.t
appear at a probate court to be held J7
worth la aatd coo. ty. on the
May. »- d. !»!», at ten o! the clock
forenoon, and be heard thereon ,f

Lrobate

About Hens. Ducks. <iee*e, Turkeys
as cared
for. fed and
pleasure and profit in Meine, in
Fine Tree Poultry Herald, Maine's new
poultry magazine.
Sample copv and 25c
Belfast. Me.
coupon free. HERALD. Bo* S
Pet Stock,
ALL.
housed for

G. A.

or^rSd^Ii*

indicated,
hereby
nfttlne thereol be (teen to all

A

sunrise,
whether in motion or st a standstill, shall
have at least two white lights forward and
one red rear light.
Approved by mayor April 12. 1915.

l-IKK

V*

d.wiA

b.„

X

BANK-

OFFICES

April,

following matte,a bavin.
lor the action'thereupon'? **
THEtented
alter
it la

Thompson, late
rpO inBenjamin
the
of Hancock

BOOK No. S9S7 of the ssvingsdT
psrtment tof Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth. Finder please return to Union Taper
Co., Ellsworth.

street,

harbor, Maine.
&cgaIRom».

WHEREAS.

FROM

Apply

Bar

To oil peraonn lium id t„
" °<
«»«• hereinafter named:
tt»
At a probate oooit held at
Klljwo.ti.
lor the county of Hancock on
*«
day of
a

NOTICK or rORKaOHURK.
Ins P. Moore and Perev F.
Moore, then of Bucksport, countv of
Hancock, Stale of Maine, by »h«1r deed of
mortgage dated Jane 38, a. d. 1908, and »e
corded Tn Hancoc k county registry of deeds
tn book ♦». pa«e «6. conveyed to me. the
undersigned. a certain lot or parcel of land In
said Bucksport >n northeasterly aide of road
from Back sport villa*? throo*h Cape Cod
settlement, so called, being a part of lot Na
89 in the fourth range of lota in said town
bounded beginning on said road at corner of
lot No 89 and corner of lot No. TO; thence by
said road northwesterly about 38 rods to a
large pine stump near a cherry tree; thence
easterly on aline parallel with line between
lota 89 and TO so far as to make sis and onehalf acres, also one other lot containing
twenty scree more or lea#, bounded northwesterly by N. Bassett's old farm, southwesterly by land formerly of Fbeneser Bassett,
easterly by the town road, westerly by land
Also
now or formerly of Benjamin Smi h.
one other lot containing three and one-half
acres, bounded northerly by land formerly of
N. Bassett, easterly and southerly by land
formerly of N. Basset. Jr., westerly on the
road. Also one other It t tn said town being
the easterly end of lot No. one hundred and
sixty-nine in fourth range of lota bounded
by land formerly of N. Basset, northerly and
to extend westerly one hundred rods to a
fence and a tree in the fence, being the southeasterly corner of ssid lot No. 189 containing
twenty-flve acres more or leas, together with
the buildings thtreoa. and being the same
premises conveyed to said Ina F Moore and
Percy F. Moore. June 18, 1908 by Harriet L.
Moore, and Eben B- Moore, by deed to be recorded, and whereas tbs conditions of said
mortgage bave been and now remain broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of
conditions thereof. I claim a foreclosure of
aaid mortgage and give this notice for that
Besuamin R. Bream*.
purpose.
by T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, April 10, 1915.

6. W. Dennett's sail loft: Singer
sewing-machine for L'rmvy work, beam
scales, grindstone, hanging store, tackles,
sail maker’s tools, etc. Apply to Carr. Jos.
M. Hiootirs, Ellsworth.

DCSIReq

w main

legal Rotirn.

THREE

MAN

IF"

»*a*ory bouse

I ft. ahow cases, S upright show
cases, 1 soda fountains, t large Vore
table • by I. 6 large store tampe. 1 Regina
Pneumatic cleaner, model A.—w. I. PabtRiDoa. Blaehtll, Me.

—

NONE BETTER
MADK

TERMS

Ifl
FMFNT
J.
ILCmeni,

mortgage for the balance.

rp~HE

Eiven

fFUKu

la|e

WOMEN

It tikes but an afternoon to earn a beautiful pair of $4 Shoes anyone can do is—
j coati
notbirir to iry—a card will bring
particulars. Bay State Hosiery Co., Inc.
I.ynn, Mass

legal Xotitle.
A Convalescent

requires a

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customer.* In'
tercets. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

Dam forth. Foicroft, Maine.

Ellsworth.
HOUSE—My

ISBS

* •» Haste to Bm i Inal n»m t,,
Mbeet Manic and Manic Book*.
Motocycle*, Ricxfle*. Bewi„„
.Machine*, Victor Iand Editon Talking Machine*, Typewriters,
Machine*,
Vacuum Cleaners, Poet Cards of local views.

consisting of about fifteen
acres of land and good dwelling house and
outbuildings. For particulars inquire of
Pane L. Mtsoie, Ellsworth, Maine, or John H.

ilDoctustmtma

*

ESTABLISHED

far Satt.

High-

lands, where he made his home, be was
a prominent citizen, and had held important town offices.
lie leaves

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

and

Phillips,

died Last evening at

you’ll pick

Officers Elected for the Year in Hancock County Towns.

son

M.

Highlands, Mass., after a long
illness of Bright’s dL-tease. Me was fifty-

fruit buds is stimulated and the trees j

Alkalinity-0.6.

In • letter accompanying the analysis
Dr. Evans says:
*•

of

the

at Melrose

development of perfect fruit, the kind
that brings the highest price, and, when
this practice of thinning ia supplemented
by light summer pruning, the formation I

farms where

ELLSWORTH WATER.

Laboratory

j

M..

Alanson

His first campaign
supreme court.
as State chairman was for the election woolly aphis, eggs of the tent
caterpillar
of Hon. John A. Peters to Congress (the “tents” of these caterpillars were exnumerous
last
from the third district in the
year, but the
special ceedingly be
entirely eliminated by sprayelection, and his leadership at that pest may
bud
moth
and
cigar-case bearer.
time proved beyond a doubt that the j ing),
The second spraying will come
just as
proper man had been chosen as chair- '■ the buds show
pink, and notice will be
man of the committee.
before
that time regarding material
given
The story of the unparalleled cam- to use and reasons.
All fruit will be
led
Col.
Parkhurst in 1914 thinned so that apples will not be clos*r
paign
by
has often been told, and men have than three inches, which will allow the

marvelled at the virility which made
it possible for him to direct the campaign fifteen hours a day for three
months, besides taking an active part
in it himself by speaking many times
to county committee gatherings and

ALAXSOX

Ellsworth,

will consist of five gallons of lime sulphur, fifty gallons of water and three
pounds of arsenate of lead, which will be
fbr the purpose of killing and
controlling
brister mite,
scab, oyster-Bhell scale,

succeed Hon. Warren E. Pbilbrook, of
Waterville, when the latter was appointed associate justice of the

of

The double funeral will be held at the
home Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

leaves, probably about the
The material used
May.

the

member

family. She
Congregational

home and

r

O. E. S.

furnish

the

an

a

iHiim

OMnt aat Ini it tartan I

church, of the woman’s relief corps and a
All automobiles or motor tracks upon
past worthy matron of Irene chapter, public street* of Ellsworth. Meine, from
hour after sunset to one hour before

up, and

protection f^r the roots during
winter.
All orchards will be sprayed, and the
first spray will be applied when the leaf

suddenly

bereft of both beads in the death of Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund Bonaey witbin a few
hours of each other, and the sympathy of
tbe community goes out in double measure to the stricken family.
Mr. Bonsey was stricken last night,
just after retiring. Though he bad not
been in good health for some time, having
suffered several attacks of acute indigestion which affected a weak heart, be was
about as usual yesterday, and retired
about 9 o’clock last evening. He was
reaching up to extinguish the light when
he suddenly expired.
Mrs. Bonsey had also been affected by
heart trouble, but seemed as well as usual
when she arose this morning.
She had a
slight attack about 7 o’clock and a physician was called.
She rallied quickly from
this, but at 10 o’clock suffered another
attack, and died in a few moments. Tbe
shock of Mr. Boosey’a death doubtless induced her attack.
Mr. Bonsey was born in Ellsworth, and
this bad always been his home.
He was
in tbe seventy-eighth year of bis age.
As a boy he entered the machine shop and
foundry of Uording A Standieb, on Qrant
street, as an apprentice, and learned the
molding trade. Later, with his brother
Samuel, be purchased the sash and blind
manufacturing business of Thomas Bros.,
then located on Qrant street adjoining
tbe foundry. The business was later
moved to Water street, first to the west
side and then to the east side, where it is
still continued. Mr. Bonaey bought out hit
brother’s interest in the business years
ago, and later took his eon, Wilton P., into partnership, the firm now being E.
Bonsey A Son.
Mr. Bonsey wm a veteran of the Civil
war, having entitled aa a musician in the
6lh Maine regiment July 9, 1961, and receiving his final discharge on August 16,
1862. He was a charter member of Wm.
H. H. Kice poet, and had served as junior
and senior vice-commander. He was also
a member of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.
He leaves three children
Wilson P.t<
and Misses Helen and May Bonsey, all of
fills worth. He is also survived by four
brothers and three sisters—Capts. Roland
and Alexander Bonsey, Mrs. Charlotte A.
Clement and Mrs. Susan Murch, of fellaworth; Vernon Bonsey, of Philadelphia;
Samuel Bonsey, of Colorado, and Mrs.
Eugene Austin, of Nevada.
Mrs. Bonsey was a daughter of the late
Ifeman Cousins, and was born sixty-nine
years ago in that part of the town of
Trenton which is now Lamoine.
Ellsworth had been her home ever since her
For
marriage to Mr. Bousey Jan. 9, 1885.

AT

The Agent's schedule

BONSKY.

been

lStobcrttarmtittf.

“Do yoa Know, my dear,” inked the
huabuud, “there'a something
young
It dceen’t taste
wrong with the cake?
right." “That is all your imagination,"
answered the bride, triumphantly, “tor
it says in the cook book that it is delicious.

subscriber hereby jives uotice thst
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CLARA E. FORD, late of HANCOCK,
*n the county ol
Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said decessed are desired to
the same for
present
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
qnested to make payment immediately..
Wnur I. Fobd.
April S, 1915,

THE

Wm. O.

TITLES

I

THt

Ui^t

lau*

'la-

t™torofthheV,ur“o?U'T

MORRISON, JOY 0 CO. BLOCK,

Sib«StthIs"t*m*
April «, 1915

EMERY

Eco,‘!'•

125*2.

f.

When /he mail-order houee
find» a
whose local merchants do not ad
I
The mail-order house is
vertisCt it fattens its catalogue
mailing for your business. What are you
to do about itf
town

j

,

HANCOCK

APPOMATTOX DAY.

8. J. COURT.

AT THE STRAND.

NORTH

OBITCA3Y.

KlUworlh o. A. R. Observes Signlfl- “’’lira. Wigga, of the Cabbage Patch,”
o»nt Day la Country’s History.
Next eaturday
W m. H. H. Rica poet, Q. A. R.. and the
At tbe Strand next Saturday afternoon
relief corps, last Friday appropriately ob- and evening, tbe five-part photoplay,
served Appomattox day—the fiftieth anni- ‘•Mrs. Wigga, of tbe Cabbage Patch,” will
TRIALS
8HORT TERM
looks LIKE a
versary of V e surrender of Lee at Appo- be prevented by the World Film CorporaLIST OF GRAND
BEOIN TO DAY
mattox Courthouse. The note of Jubilation tion.
AND traverse jurors.
which marked the celebration of Lea's
Tbe atory aa revealed by tbe film, comsurrender throughout the North titty years binea Mra. Alice Hegan Kice'a two novela,
TH* COOST.
ago, waa noticeably absent. Even the fact “Mra. Wigga, of tbe Cabbage Patch,” and
Presiding JatMce—ALianT M. Began, Gar- that
the observance marked the surrender “Lovey Mary”, which were ancceaafully
diatr.
of Lee waa kept in the background, and dramatized by Mra. Anne Crawford Flexf'lsrk—T. F Mahomsy, Ellsworth.
Fano L. Maso*. Ells- as Appomattox day simply tbs day waa ner under the former title. An apparently
County Attorney
TERM BEGAN
MORNING.

APRIL

Mrs. Basan Leach Franks, born in
North Ellsworth June 14, 1839, died in
Lynn, Mass., April B, IBIS. Bhe was the
daughter of Reuel and Mary (Wharton)
McOown, her father being one of eight
brothers, pioneers, who settled at North
Ellsworth on adjoining lots of land.
Bhe was matried to Kimball Leach. They
bad four children—Reuel Jr., now deceased;
Mrs. Jenness McOown and Mrs. Alyin E.
Maddocks, of North Ellsworth, and Edward K. Leach, of Bangor. Her second
husband was Levi Franks, of Brookavllle,
who died in 1810.
Mrs. Franks leaves
three sisters—Mrs, Harriet Damon, Mrs. |
Louise Ramsdell and Mrs. Aiancy Hanson,
allot Lynn, and one brother, Frank R.
McOown, of North Ellsworth.
Bhe took an active interest in all public
affairs tending to advancement and betterment.
Her good intellect, her high
standard of morality, her eharming per- j
sonality and gaiety of spirit, made her
very popular. Bhe was an active church :
member, and did touch in soliciting aid
to build the North Ellsworth chapel.
Funeral services were held in Lynn,
1
April 11. The remains were brought to
North Ellsworth, where funeral services^
were held at the chapel on Monday, Rev.
Henry W. Conley, of Ellsworth Falls,

TUESDAY

—

—

—

known.
The observance of the day waa in keeping with this spirit of brotherhood between the North end the South—no longer
conquerors and conquered, but fellow
countrymen. The program arranged by
Commander William Small and the members of the post waa dignified and appro-

Rilsby, Ellsworth.
^Shcrifl—FoannsrL. O.Oaoooo,
Blaehlll.

J}rler_En!«B8T

Deputies N. L. Gbisdbh,, South PenobWinter Harbor;
scot; Pass* E. Wasron,
Island.
Bttssos Hooraa. Swan’s
Stenographer—Psan A. Hatdsa, Portland.
Messenger—PniUF D. Mason. Ellsworth.
—

priate.
AboutJhirty members of the post and

The April term ol the supreme judicial
for Hancock county opened yesterJustice Alday morning, with Aaaociate
bert M. Spear, of Gardiner, preaiding. At
wen offered by
(he opening of court, prayer
Rev. it. B Mathews, of tha Congrega-

conrt

as many more members of the relief
corps and guests, assembled at Society
ball in tbe afternoon at 2 o’clock. The
exerciaea opened with “colors”,
while
Mrs. F. L. Kent at tbe piano and Mias
tional church.
*
Indicationa are that tha term will be Myrtle Monaghan, violin, played the
short, no civil cases being aaaigned for “Star Spangled Banner".
Commander Small tben introduced Roy
trial beyond this week.
Two new county officials made their C. Haines as preaiding officer for the
Mr. Haines, In taking the
afternoon.
court dehut at this term—Clerk-of-Courts
T. F. Mahoney and County Attorney Fred ebair, paid a tribute to the post, and
Mr. Mahoney fell into the urged the people of Ellsworth to greater
1, Mason.
and greater loyalty to the
place like an old-timer. He aeemed per- patriotism
fectly familiar with the datalia of the thinning ranks of the post in its various
clerk’s duties at the opening of the court, observances.
Tbe flrat speaker introduced waa Conand called the docket and bandied the engressman Peters, whose subject was “The
tries with eaay facility.
County Attorney Maaon haa also taken United States”. He reviewed briefly tbe
hold of Mi dntiaa in a manner indicating causes of the war and its reaults, and of
He tbe honest pride which the men of tbe
a thorough knowledge Of the dntiea.
bs-H had longer experience aa an attorney (Irand Army should feel in having been a
than most of bla recent predecessors in part of so important an event in the
the office, and tha prosecution of criminal ^world’s history.
One fact brought oat by Mr. Peters was
cases is sure to be well handled by him.
that the war was foaght by boys, sod in
ATTORNRYB PRESENT.
emphasising this he quoted the following
The attorney* present at the opening of
figures from the records at Washington:
court were: H. E. Hamlin, A. F. Burni Of the total of 2,778,301 men enlisted in
b*m, B. T. Bowie, John A. Peter*, Henry
the Union army, 2,160,796 were under
M. Hall, Georre B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L.
twenty-one years of age. Of these, 1,151,F. Giles, D. E. Hurley, R. E. Mason, W. E. 438
were under eighteen; 844,891 were unE. •?.
Fulton J.
Walsh,
Whiting,
der 17; 231,061 were under sixteen; 104,987
O.
P.
Cunlied man,
Ellsworth;
were under fifteen; 1,523 were under fourBucksWUey C. Conary,
ningham,
teen; 300 were under thirteen, 225 ^ere
E.
B.
8.
Charles
H.
L.
Demay,
Clark,
port,
under twelve; 38 were under eleven, and
Wood, B. E. Clark, A. H. Lynara, E. N. 25 were under ten.
pnly 618,511 were over
Benson, H. L. Graham, George E. Googins,
twenty-one, and only 16,071 were over
Bar
Forrest
B.
M.
Conners,
Harbor;
Harry
forty-four.
Snow, Bluebill; George R. Fuller, SouthEllsworth was particularly fortunate in
went Harbor; Jerome U. Knowles, Northhaving, as the speaker on “Abraham Lineast Harbor; P. L. Aiken, Sorrento; Percy
Hannibal
E.
coln”, Hon.
Hamlin,
T. Clarks, Stonington; Raymond Fellows,
son
of Lincoln’s vice-president,
who
Msrcellus
Charles H.
Bartlett, Bangor;
touched all too briefly on his personal
Coggan, Linus Coggan, Boston; J. L. recollection of
Lincoln, w hom he had the
Patterson, Belfast.
good fortune as a child to know in the inThe grand jury, which wss empanelled
timate home life in periods of relaxation
at the October term, retired to its room
from the cares of office. Col. Hamlin paid
Tuesday morning, after the roll was called. an
eloquent tribute to Lincoln.
The jury is as follows:
The vocal selection by Miss Myrtle
0***0 JURY.
Monaghan, “The Songs My Mother Used
Judsou A-. Austin, foreman.Ellsworth to Sing,” was
pleasingly rendered, and
J. M. Qerrish, clerk.Winter Harbor
most

twice

|

appropriate.

James W. Black.Deer Isle
I
Fulton J.
Kedrnan, the next speaker,
Frank K Blaisdell.Franklin
'was assigned the subject “Our Foreign.Swan s Island
Addison F. Bridges....
George W. Bulger.Cranberry tales born Citizens”, but he departed from the
tribute to the men
Fred X. Delano.
Verona subject to pay
Edward W.,Douglass.Eden orthe Grand Army.
He said he felt honArthur M. Grindle...-..Peuobscot ored to speak with a congressman, with
M. K Hinckley.Bluebill : an
ex-attorney-general of Maine, and an
Boy R. Homer.Buck sport ex-mayor, all of Ellsworth, but he felt
Seth R. Hntchins...Orlattd
more honored to be in the company of the
Jen ness McGown.
Ellsworth
men of the Grand Array.
Returning to
Martin II Moore...Mariaviile
Frank L Sawyer.Brooksvilte i his subject, he said there was pretty genJohn A. Somes...Mount Desert erally a false impression as to the charHe
Peter G. Sumner.Amherst acter of our foreign-born citizens.
Alton H. Trundy .Southwest Harbor had found more real patriotism, more real
Maynard H. Young...Laiuoiue love for their adopted country, among the

|
|
!
|

The traverse juries
follows:

were

organized

| city, than among the
went to school

the Grand

TRAVBRSR JURY.

Henry A. Butler, foreman.Hancock
Dedham
George W. Brewster
....

Willian H. Bunker....Gouldsboro
Frank S Call.Ellsworth
H. C. Dodge.
Eden
Grafton 8. Googins.East brook
Wilson A. Googins.Waltham
Brooks W. Grindle.Brooksville
Wilford L. Jo^ce .Swan’s Island
Archie E. Long.Bluehi!)
Delmout L. Perry.Sorrento
Joseph W. Hetnick.:.Trenton

John L. Grindle....

Bucksport

F F. Haskell.Sullivan
William S. Holmes.Mount Desert

1

federal law

on

woodcock,

open

season

be-

|

ginning October 1 instead of September
15.
It was pretty generally understood
The remainder of the forenoon was oc- |
! that in this form the law was to pass,
cupied by the calling of the docket and
j The House, however, amended the law
assignment of cases.
a, regards
Hancock county, cutting the
The case of Nellie L. Billings vs. Edith
fifteen days of! the other end of the open
G. Snowman, a petitio » for partition, |
ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.

trial to-day.

went

on

ville

case

^°8gan

This is

involving family

a

Brooks-

dlssention.

A Coggan appear for plant iff;
Fellows A Fellows for defendant.

Mrs. Exe-Is your husband still troubled
insomnia? Mrs. Wye—Not so much.
^ith
Whenever I hear him tossing around
I tell him 1 think 1 hear a burglar
Rights
downstairs and he immediately dozes off.
—Boston Transcript.
The Blood Is the Life.

\

The blood is tt^e life because it is the nutritive fluid If the blood becomes very Impure,
the bones, the muscles and other
parts of the
body are impaired and finally become disused. blighter variations in the quality of
the blood, such as are often
brought about by

breaching

the bad air of unventilated rooms,
have equally sdre though less plain ill effects
on the uervous
system.

Persons chat have any reason to believe that
their blood is not pure should begin to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla at once. This medicine
has done more than
any other in cleansing,
enriching and revitalising the blood and givstrength and tone to all the organs and

ing
functions.
If you
on

having

-Adet.

to be
Hood's.

want

entirely
Accept

satisfied, insist
no
sirbatltue.

season, so that the open time on partridge
in this county will begin on September 15,
as heretofore, and close on November 15,
This will give
protection to “budders”,
the temptation for the man

instead of December 1.
two weeks

more

but will leave
in

the woods the first two weeks of the

partridge
cock.

season

to shoot

protected

wood-

__

EAST LAMOINE.
George Young, is home from Hull’^
Cove, wheje he has been working.
Capt. N. D. King and wife, who have
spent the winter in Boston, are home.
Clarence Deslsle is home for * short
stay before going to Northeast Harbor for
the

summer.

Miss Taylor, of Sullivan, who taught
school here last year, has returned for the

spring

term.

fingers of his
wood-sawing ma-

Dyer Young had three
right hand cut off in
chine last Friday.

a

Capt. George Gault, who fell from a
staging while employed at Lily Bay, and
injured his foot quite badly, is home.
George Gault, jr., who is employed at Lily
Bay, is also at home.
N.
April 12.

SATURDAY

Matinee and

Evening

Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch ]
A World Film

Rice.

in five parte.

j

by Alice Hegan
Corporation production ]

Photoplay of the great

novel

AMHERST.

_

Mrs. Edmund Giles died Saturday after
an illness of
several weeks.
Deceased
leaves a husband and four children—Mrs.
William Davis, of Ellsworth Falls; Miss
Florence Giles, Hollis and Walter, of this
town, besides a sister and four brothers.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon.
The floral offerings were many and beaut itul. The family has yie sincere sympathy
of a wide circle of friends.
C.
April 12.

BEATRIZ MICHELENA

<WHttSW>66S OP TMC CABBAGE fATCH

inexhaustible fond ot kindheartedness is
Mrs. Wiggs’ chief and unfailing asset.
Two plots run through the photoplay—
the domestic troubles of dear old Mrs.
Wiggs and the tragic adventures of Lovey
Mary. At points of the storyt however,
the two plots interweave.
The joys and sorrows of the lowly home
at the Cabbage Patch are well suggested,
and circus life is convincingly illustrated.
B atriz Michelena as “Lovey Mary” and
Blanche Chapman as “Mrs. Wiggs*’ have
fine acting chances. The photoplay has
been well put on, money not being stinted
to secure good setting and a capable act-

Hundook Co navy Ports.
West Sallivsa
Ar April 8, sch
—

ASTBURY-At Sedgwick, April 8, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas Astbury, a daughter.
AUSTIN—At Lamoine, March 18, to Mr and
Mrs Hollis E Austin, a daughter.
I Louise

has the

[Byron W.jr.]
COLBV—At Stonington, April 5, to Mr and
Mrs Floyd H Colby, a daughter.
CROSSMAN—At Bar Harbor. April 6, to Mr
a son.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Stella Carter has employment atSargentv
ville.

Myrtle Nevells

is

visiting

and Mrs Richard Crossman, twins, a son
and daughter.
KENT-At Swan’s Island, March 22, to Mr and
Mrs James E Kent, a son.
At Ellsworth, April 10. to Mr and
LORD
Mrs Pearl H Lord, a son. [Shirley
M A YO—At Jamaica Plain. Mass, April 7, to
Mr and Mrs Norman H Mayo, a son.

Swan’s

in

Island.
Mrs. Harry Thurston spent several days

—

Wilson.]

last week in Camden.

Evelyn

Mrs. Edwin Allen and daughter
have returned from Walpole Mass.
Arthur

Dority

has vacated

to his home

return

house to

Hooper
in Sedg-

the

wick.

Orrin Han scorn has returned from
Lewiston, w here he has been visiting his
son

Earle.

services were held in the Baptist
church on Sunday because of the illness
of the

pastor, Mrs. Sarah Treworgy.

The many friends of 1. M. Allen are
sorry to hear of several serious attacks of

Mr. and Mrs.
grip in his household.
Allen and the latter’s mother are so ill as
to require the services of a trained nurse.
OBITUARY.
shocked
and
This community was
saddened when word was received on
Wednesday, April 7, that Joanna, wife of
Curtis Durgain, of Bangor, had passed
away, after a critical surgical operation at
the hospital where she was taken from her
home on Winter street but two (Jays be-

winter she

much

spent
to

time at

who

was

—

—

22

SHE

fill.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Willis Bunker spent
last week in Bar Harbor.

a

few

The Easter concert postponed from
was held Sunday evening.

days
last

Sunday

Arthur Joy will
from Bar Harbor
was

expected.

not

be

able to return

hospital this week,

as

Mrs. Roy Bulger fell last week and dislocated her shoulder. She will not be able
to use her arm for four weeks.
Rooney.
April 12.
LA HI KB CAN We AK HIIOkM
One size smaller after using Allen’s FootEase. the Antiseptic powder to be shaken into
the shoes for tired, swollen, aching, tender
feet
It makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
Sold everywhere,
Qives rest and comfort.
2Ac
Ask for Allen’s Foot-Ease. Don't accept
any $ub§iituU.

COULDJOT

Substantial Foods Until
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

j

j

heard expressions of
I
deep regret that so faithful a friend, so
and
mother should be
loving a wife
taken away leaving a place that no one
can

Small Town Girl—A Society Drama
■April
COMING""

“The Gentleman from

20

NUGGETS.

GOLD
Heated In

a

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

Bunsen Flame.

By what process is a nugget of gold
compacted into form in which it is

Mississippi

PLUMBING,

Thoy Will Blister and Explode When

Another curious fact is that when a
nugget is heated in a Bunsen flame
explosions take place on its surface.
Blisters are formed which continue to
swell until they burst with a sharp re
port, and bits of gold are violently
scattered about. It Is evident that the
nuggets contain either gases or some
liquids or solids which are easily converted into the gaseous form, the expansion of which produces the explo
slons.

Work and

Twenty Years' Experience.

EDWARD R, BRADY,
Grant St.,
Me.
Ellsworth,

Telephone 5—5.

FUR

COATS

Don’t buy before looking at the

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large line of Mackinaws. Repairing Done
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•«|)
eAV, NO WAKHH:.
All klndtt of laundry work done at short notice*
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl
Kstey Building. State St..

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
Cash

paid for United States postage
stamps ,before 1870. Must not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
George A.

Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.

Commiaaton ffieretjanta.

ms
L/

BOSTON

Emission merchant

1

WANT

Live

mandrake

kidney remedies, uva ursi, juniper
berries and pipsissevva; those great
stomach tonics, gentian root and \s iid
v
*y hark; and other good’remedies,
just what physicians prescribe.

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

J)R GEO.'A. PHILLIPS,

Took

some

CO.
Kllsworth, Me

^tofcsetonai Catos.

EAT CLARION.

years ago I took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla for ulcers of the stomach,
from which I had suffered for a long
time, and derived great benefit. When
afflicted I had to live on milk and water and even these things distressed
Hood’s
mo greatly, but after taking
'Sarsaparilla I could eat what 1 chose
distress.
without
“I cannot say too much in favor of
I certainly am
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
as fond of it as in ye&rp gone by.
if I miss taking it during a spring, l
always go to it before the sunpmer is
1 “have not had one or those
over.
horrid ulcers of the stomach since I
ii’ st took it, 22 years ago
My whole
family take it every year.”
Hood's
Sarsaparilla contains, bes: lea sarsaparilla, those great a’.terives, stillingia and blue flag; those
great anti-bilious and liver remedies,
and dandelion; those great
that

PRICES

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

THE—,

Sunapee, N. H., Feb. 15,1915—A reaident of this town. Mrs. S. J. Thuiber,
makes this statement as to the great
medicinal merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.:
“I believe it my duty to state

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

A Matter of Compeneation.
Work Is liked, not fop its own sake,
but for what can be accomplished by
means of it.—Albany Journal.

HbheriifUTtrut

Sho

The

is

—

Ellsworth, aged 51 years,
RICE-At Birch Harbor, April 9, Mrs Rose
(Smith) Rice, aged 60 years.
STINSON—At Rockland, April 4, Mrs Nacmi
G SticAon, formerly of Swan’s Island, aged
77 years.
WHITE —At Sullivan, April 6. Mrs Mary
(Doyle) White, aged 88 years.
YOUNG —At Lamoine, April 9, Nelson W
Youug, aged 69 years, 11 months.

r

.i

FRIDAY

aoutniMumua.

daughters—Mrs. Jesse Weasel, of North
Sedgw'ick, and Mrs. Fred Weasel, of
Brooksville, and ofle son—Ira, of Bangor.

one

Cape Rosier, April 9, Ira Hugh
Manson. aged 10 years. 6 months, 19 days.
At Melrose Highlands, Mass,
PHILLIPS
April 13 Aianson M Phillips, formerly of

j

ill be hard for them to recover.
She leaven, besides her husband, two

from every

days.

M ANSON—At

program

■

—

v
Brooksville#
Philena M.
At Surry, April 9,
GASPAR
widow of Allen Uaspar, aged 75 years, 4
months, 21 days.
At West Brooksville, April 10,
GREEN
Maria Dodge, widow of Leonard Green,
aged 70 years, 9 months, 12 days.
GROSS—At Oceanvil'e fStoniugton), April 10,
Mrs Lelia J Gross, aged 51 years, 5 months,

a

funeral was held at her former
home, attended by Rev. Charles Hargrove,
of Bluehill, who spoke fitting words of
comfort and sympathy. The many beautiful floral emblems, the
presence of
former neighbors and friends, showed the
nigh esteem in which she was held, while

Night

..

—

formed many new friendships.
No danger^was apprehended when she
was taken to the hospital, and her death
was a shock to her family, from which it
w

■■

—

—

Key

THURSDAY

Sometimes a mass worth
found?
In anthan $5,000 is found.
more
BARTLETT—Db MY ER—At Franklin, April j swer to the
question there is cited the
Rev Cl Mayo, Miss Marion B Bartlett
lo^y
to*El wood M DeMyer, both of Eastbrook.
attempt of an investigator in AustraCALL—DOW—At Sfc \ndrew, N B, March 13,: lia to ascertain the workings of naMiss
B
Camilla
A
Call
to
Rev
E
by
Wyllie,
j ture in this respect. This investiga.Samuel L Dow, both of Hancock.
At
COLWELL
COLE
Prospect Harbor,! tor. says the Science Siftings, cut and
April 10, by Rev R C Dalzell, Miss Genevieve sliced and polished gold nuggets with
Frances Cole to Clarehce Bartlett Colwell, ;
the sole purpose of ascertaining just
both of Prospect Harbor.
HENDRICK—BILUNGS—At Little Deer Isle, j what was their structure.
April 5, by Rev George Smith, Miss Rita G
The first thing he discovered was
Hendrick to Sheridan B Billings, both of
Deer Isle.
that there is one curious point of re
ALEXANDER
At Ellsworth,
HIGGINS
semblance between nuggets and meApril 7, by Rev Rev R B Mathews, Miss teorites.
Both when polished and
Higgius, to Charles W
Josephine H
Alexander, both of Ellsworth.
etched with chlorine water exhibit, a
crystalline structure.
In the case of meteorites the lines
thus exhibited on the etched surface
AUstoa, Mass, April 10, Miss
[ABBOTT—At
are called Widmanstatten figures, and
Margaret Abbott, of Castine.
BONSEY—At Ellsworth, April 13, Edmund
their presence is held to be one of
6
14
months,
77
years,
dayrf.
| Bonsey, aged
the most Invariable characteristics of
BONSEY—At Ellsworth, April 14, Hannah, I
those metallic bodies that fall from
wife of Edmund Bonsey, aged 69 years, 8
But it is not
mouths, 13 days.
the sky to the earth.
BREWER—At Bar Harbor, April 10, Edward
meant to be Implied that gold nugL Brewer, aged 81 years, 8 months, 10 days.
gets have fallen from the sky be
CONNER—At Penobscot, April 9, Mrs Mary
Conner, aged 87 years. 6 months, 2 days.
cause they exhibit a crystalline strucAt
DAVIS
Biuehill, April 6, Edward H
The
ture recalling that of meteorites.
Davis, aged 33 years, 3 months, 6 days.
resemblance is apparently only superDORITY—At Sedgwick. April l, Austin H
ficial, and the crystals of the nuggets
aged 70 years, 28 days.
0 Dority,
DURGAIN—At Bang, r, April 8, Joanna E,
differ in form from those of the me
wife of Curtis Durgain, formerly of North
teorites.

husband,
the legislature,and there

her

Augusta with

representative

her

of

The Master

JIARltlKD.

—

No

I

Ella.1

BILLINGS—At Penobscot. April 6, to Mr and
Mrs Raymond D Billings, a son.
CATLYN—At Ellsworth, April 10, to Mr and
Mrs Byron W Catlyn. of Portsmouth, N H,

sentiment.

heart-appealing

TO-NIGHT

[
1

Lsvolts,

BORN.

advantage of being
It has already been
a success in advance.
shown to critical audiences and by them
approved for its wit and tenderness and

picture

;

Esstport
Sid April 10, sch Sequin. New York
81d April 11, sch Annie P Chase, Newport

ing force.
The

j

Amateur

MARINE LIST.

wick Baptist church, and could always be
Partridge Law.
| Some surprise was expressed in Hancock depended upon to help in its work. Eight
j county at the form of the partridge law years ago her husband changed his busi| as dually passed, as related to this county, ness and moved to Bangor,‘and there she
church work and with j
and some misunderstanding is |ikely to identified with
the\ social life of the
city, and made !
j arise.
j The law reported by the committee on many warm friends. During the past 1

inland flsh and game Included Hancock
county among those counties in which the
law was changed to conform with the

FELLOWS BLOCK

ODD

officiating._

The

;

• CPBR2VUMERAKIKS.

in Ellsworth.

Slim TIEITIE

1

Ex-Mayor Charles H. Leland spoke for
Army, briefly reciting the history of its organization, founded on the : fore.
Mrs. Durgain was a native of Bluehill,
bonds of friendship formed during the
trying days of the war.
| but had been a resident of this place
The exercises closed with the singing many years, coming here at the time of
She was widely known,
of the “Star Spangled Banner”, by Mrs. her marriage.
and loved by all. She was of a buoyant,
E. J. Walsh, the audience standing.
After the exercises at Society hall, the sunshiny disposition, and quick to repost and guests repaired to Grand Army spond to every call made upon her for
She strewed the
hall, where a delicious banquet was served sympathy and help.
by the relief corps. The floral decorations I pathway of her family and friends with
for the tables were donated by Miss M. A.
blessings and encouragements, and her
Clark. Small American flags were appro- social life was kept so full of cheer that it
was a delight to all to be with her.
priately used as favors.
She was a member of the North Sedg-

W'esley Bowden, foreman.Castlne

Walter L. Bird...i-Eden
Augustus E. Birlem.Cranberry Isles
Gilbert Carter.Brooklin
F. Homer Hutchins.Orland
George P. Leach.Penobscot
Charles E. Monaghan.Ellsworth
Daniel W'.Torrejr.Deer Isle
K- E. Torrejr.Winter Harbor
Frank E. Turner.Tremont
Charles L. Webb.Stonington
Jerome Young.Surry
SRCON.

population of New York
boys with whom he

foreign-born

as

riasr TR4VBKSR JURY.

J.

eloquenl

SMttttaimretft

ELLSWORTH.

DENTIST
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

STKTSON

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement Telephone
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
nace—if it is a

Sold by

Bangor.

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street.

Yes—Many People

have told
after

us

the

same

eating, gases,

story—distress

31 CENTRAL STREET,
BANGOR, MAINE
1962-M

BLDG.

ALICE

II.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Trust Co., of PortAgent Union Safe Deposit
aim, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Bonds
Oliver
typewriter
Typewriter;
Agent
supplies
Cor. Main aud Water Sts. (over Mcoro’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth* Me.

heartburn. A

Dyspepsia
Tablet
before and after each meal will relieve
you. Sold only by us—25c.
E. G. Moore.

“OLD STANDBY”
Since 1873, this “good old standby”

of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds in it now.

Hancock Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth

T)R.

WILLIAM SEMPLE
OSTEOPATH

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
Telephones 1888 and 708-1
The newspaper

which hat

no

uniform

for advertising apace, and is satisled to take what it can get for it, i« a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—LawrenoeburK (lnd.) Press.

rate

,

COUNTY NEWS.

Cards have been received here

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
The Methodist aid society held

Friday

sale

afternoon

good patron-

with

B. Cowen, of North Falmouth. The marriage will take place at an early date.
Miss Pierce is a former Seal Cove girl,

age*

Saturday, Mrs. L. E. Williams acted as
substitute librarian, Mrs. Lemont being

ter

of Rev. E. N.

Pierce

J. B. Mason has been seriously ill for
two months of nervous prostration, fol-

of
is

Sawyer is at home for a few
weeks from the Hebron sanitqrium, where
she has been employed two years.
Miss Helen

graduate

a

and

pretty Easter concert was given by
Methodist Sunday school on Sunday
evening, April 11. In spite of the showers
it was well attended.

hearty
friends here.
April 9.

to

j den,

cold,

by

their

N.

is home for

a

visit.

s

Portland paper says:

speaker

who

aroused

more

more

has

Seldom

addressed

enthusiasm

or

cordial welcome than did

He said in

any

a

relief went up all over the country.
The tired business man discerned a period
of rest during which be could try to adhimself to the

which

recent

conditions

new

national

legislation

people;

to

remove

his

see

mother

w

ho is

on

are

plentiful

account of

so

factory, but
sickness, help is

at

the

much

scarce.

What has this last

The blacksmith shop which has been a
landmark for so many year*, was torn
down last week.

Roy

Donty,

8.

who

came

home to at-

tend the funeral of his father, returned to
Boston

these

lines?

Congress

with
sur-

It has had

a

busi-

Bunker, of Goulds boro,
spent several weeks here with her

brother, George Havey, returned

j

stairs

I

Monday.
Mrs.
one

Fred

day last

Bowden
week.

fell

down

Fortunately

April

bones

no

broken, though she received
shaking up.

were

a

Barker French is ill of pneumonia.
Miss Annie Dyer, who has been work-

ing

j

severe

in

Ellsworth,

Clow’s mill
the

tire

damage

12.

was
was

caught tire Thursday, but
extinguished before much

done.

E. A. Ashe

H.

has

from the road and

SOUND.

and store

School began March 2ft; Miss Grace Day,
*

of

Eddington,

along

is

visiting

a

former teacher

Tracey.
Master Fred Springer, of Lamoine, is
visiting his grandparents here.
Norton Tinker has begun work for
Alice

Loren Kimball at Northeast Harbor.

Sidney Bracey is home from Swan’s
Island, and has employment at Seal Harbor.
Herman Salisbury has moved his family
from the Jones Tracey farm into the Ped

Sargent house.
April 3.

Spec.

Mrs. Homer is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Walter Biake.
Louis

family
Mrs.

Man Dering

will

soon

move

his

into the Morris house.
Alice

Kodick

and

two

sons,

Hemon and Scott, have been very ill of
& »P-

George Bracey has gone to Seal
to be with his father, who has

Harbor

employ-

ment there.

Ralph McRusick came from Rockland
recently to visit his father. On returning
he was accompanied by the old gentleman, who has been in poor health all winter.
M.
April 12.
SEAL COVE.

form

has declared that

terfered

so

much with the

moved

his

building

store
on a

back

piazza

room.

third.

No

party has

as

has

the

calamity nowler, being

They point

violent lan-

an

optimist by

to their Increased

majority

or about

j

For Infanta and Children

In Uss For Over 30 Years

ZSZ.t&eegs;

Mrs. Bessie Galley and Master Fred, of
Bernard, have been visiting her uncle,
beater Smith.

Miss Mary Leonard, who has been at
for a short visit, returned to Northeast Harbor Saturday.
home

The entertainment at the schoolhouse
evening to obtain funds toward

Monday

A. L.

Keef and wife

new

house at the

have

moved

into

William Galiison has returned from
Brownville, where he has been employed.

bet

on

that

great

succesa.

Nearly
G.

12.

EAST SURRY.

If the founda-

proposition?

governor to be
know

that

strength

was

cumstances.

fight

on

We

sure.

who live

showing of

the

Consulting His Taste.
he
In
his
domestic
Patience—Is
tastes? Patrice—No; he prefers those
foreign dishes —Yonkers Statesman.

remarkable

under the cir-

We

that

know

governor bad little

or

nothing

that

protective plat-

industrial and

—

people as the Bixtyever proposed such
and far-reaching
democratic in this

I

am

not much of
me

a

diagnosis of the
thing. If you gel a
rect

believe that
case

is the

a

country.

Price 50c, at all dealers.

j

for

ask

Personally appeared before

m

tbisttife

of Septemfber, 1900,
Mr-.
H. J price,
who sub*inbed the above statement
made oath th«t the same is tn.
m -uts
stance and in fart.
R. A. I'M HT,
Notsrv Public.

tai

Swamp*Root Will Do

For You
<r A Co.,
cents to Dr. K
>. Y., for a •* pie sue
bottle*.
It will convince any v. You
will also receive a booklet of valuable m:;i* \*« and
formatiou, telling about thbladder.
Wben
writing, be sure to
WsKKLY
mention
the
Eluiwohhi
Americas.
Regular fifty* *nt and one*
dollar aifte
bottle* for *ai«' at alt druf
•tom.
ten

Send

Binghamlon,

For
Bread
Cake

or i

Pastry!)

Don't simply

kidney remedy-gel Doan’s KidFills
the
same
ney
that
Mr. Lord
bad. Foster-Milburn Uo., Prop*.,
Buffalo,
a

—

N. Y.

Just order a sack of
William Tell Flour

Rheumatism in Ankles

and you needn’t worry
about baking day. Bread?

One Bottle of
Rheuina
Believed
Woman Wbo Could Not Walk.
Marvelous as this story may seem, it
is absolutely true; but this is
only one of
the many almost magical
cures
tbat
Kheuma is performing these days. Use of
bottle s ill convince any sufferer.
Mrs. Gertrude Kozel, Smltbtield,
Pa.,
writes:
"j hacj rheumatism for over a
it
settled in my ankles and I could
year;
not walk.
I have taken one bottle of
Kheuma and do not hare any more
pain,
and I can again walk at w ill.
O. A. Parcher and all
druggists sell
Kheuma for 50 cents. It is guaranteed to

Always light, fine ami white.
Bi~
Cakes and pies?
The best yon ever tasted!
Besides, william Tell goes
farthest—worth remembering when living is SO
high. Think of all thi-,
-nd instead of ordering
‘flour" order

one

cor-

whole

any case of any kind of
money back.
Gratifying relief comes in

cure

reliable

rheumatism

or

His

the United States has practical

t-ntflhj

markably short time, tnd after taking
them, 1 enjoyed much better health.
The
cure has lasted.”

doctor, but my ob-

to

v

E. P. Lord, Kll.worth Falls, Me., says:
“I had acute attacka of backache, especially severe spells when I stooped or lifted.
When haring one ot these spells three
years ago, I decided to try Doan's Kidney
Fills, and got a supply at Moore's Drug
Store. They removed the trouble in a re-

time.
servation leads

bed ten week, »)*«
of Swamp-Hoot
of
hours I could ••*.. that j
^
been irreally tienetited.
I continued „
uae Swamp-Knot until I had used
„V(nl
bottlea when 1 really fell ih,t my oM
trouble waa completely cured. and]
„
poailive tbat any person aufl, nn* vitl
kidney or liier trouble can lie cured bt
the uae of tbit preparation.
lam now in the heat of health,
letkr
than I have been tor ten yeara r more.
I
do not know bow to expri--- mined
n
atronttly aa 1 deair
deaire, in layer of Dr.
Kilmer's
..r
utv
Swamp- Root
it aaved my life sod that ray goon healtl
in due entirely to this Krtat r»
I
heartily recommend it to tv- ry suffcfw
and am confident they can r**» 1 have been.
It i* a pba*ur- for
Kentletucn, to hand you tbm re* ntinod*
ation.
MHS. M. J. PKU'fc,
1408 Center St.
Portsmouth, Otno.

Prove YVliat

to

The congres- j
The total democratic!
sional vote has.
congressional vote has been slidiug down
hill for the last three elections, as follows:
The Statement of This KIN worth
1910, 70,500; 1912, 67 000; 1914, 61,000.
The corresponding republican vote is,
Falls Resident Will InterIn
1910,67,500; 1912, 72,000; 1914, 78,000.
est Our Readers.
1914 1 count the republican and progresas it was on national
sive vote as one
issues and will be on all other issues next
Oar neighboring town, Ellsworth Kill.,
time. The republican vote on governor
shows a steady gain also, from 64,600 in point, tbe way in the word, of one ot it*
19l0to 71,000 in 1912and 77,000 in 1914 (com- most
respected residents:

national plat-

j

in

nae

I wetter to

issues.

with national

do

been

becan the

twenty-four

Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
liiughMititoti, X. Y.

aWjtttisnnnua

Stajk*

our

1 have derived from the u«. „( s
Koot. I had been » aoff. rer for
more ihi
twenty yeara from kidney and i»
trouble and araa almoat
cooata.uly treatri
by the moat eminent pbv*.
could only give me temporary
relief i

here

republican

We understand ourselves and each other
control of our rivers; that it can prescribe ! better than we did.
We are working in
LAMOINE.
the terms and conditions under which harmony for the good of the party, and
Flora
Mrs.
Stratton Bard, of Dorchester, dams
may be erected, as a necessary co- j that means the good of the country.
Mass., will teach the school in this district, rollary.
Some one has called the republican
It could compel all our dams,
which begins to-morrow.
now built without
government permis- j party the moat potent power of practical
Albert Whitaker and wife, of Everett, sion, to be taken out. I am bound to say progress the world has ever seen, and I
Mass., have returned to their old home. that this is not democratic doctrine ex- believe that to be true,
it is^ip to ua,
Their many friends are glad to know that clusively.
Senator Root,
the greatest men of this generation, to continue its deThus
far the republican
they expect to remain permanently.
authority in the country, has held the velopment.
R. H.
same.
But it illustrates my point that the party has been right on every great quesApril 12.
democratic party has traveled a long way tion, faced squarely every crisis that has
8TONINGTON.
from the strict construction doctrines of arisen, and stood for true liberty and the
welfare of the country, and now, reinVoluntary petition in bankruptcy has its founders.
The last word, however, in administra- | vigorated, reinforced, united and debeen filed in the United States district
court by Matthew and Salvino Latty, as tive folly along these lines was the propo- termined, we face our co mmon political
individuals and partners of the firm of sition for the government to buy f30,0Q0,- enemy, and unless ail signs fail, in two.
Latty Brothers Granite Co., of this place. 000 worth of vessels and go into the ship- year*1 time the administration of oar
ping business. This was the most earn- affairs will be in the bands of men who
Liabilities, |26,8B8; lifted suets, *387.
_

a

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hamilton have returned to their home here after being
called to Lawrence, Mass., by the sudden
death of Mr. Hamilton’s mother, Mrs.
Benjamin F. Hamilton.

tion for the rest of the President’s claim
is no stronger then his conclusion is of
little value. Maine elected a democratic

publish what it thinks best, except trade
The administration has gone into
the railroad business on a large scale in
Alaska, tbe first time in tbe history of the

holds that

organ was
realized.

f20 was
eighty
April

president by
majority
electoral college.
Is anything the
matter
with their
reasoning? I think there is. Take Maine.
We know something about that.
The
President says Maine went democratic, and
puts its six electoral votes in the democratic column for 1916. What odds do you
suppose a Maine democrat would want In

secrets.

Point.

new

a

1 wlab to inform you of the crt-ai

had

Albert Smith and wife, of Southwest
Harbor, are with V. D. Smith and wife
for a few weeks.

in

diagnosis
little
grip.
.Some of the rural credits propositions anybody can look in the dictionary and
home from Pretty
Walls is
Arthur
who
been
has
ill of grip, is
daughter,
(fortunately killed or at least postponed) see what ought to be done. The republiMarsh, where he has been employed at better.
would have exhausted the treasury and can party was certainly sick in 1912. If
Gapt. W. H. Freeman’s.
Capt. J. G. Martin, who has been in given us a “war tax” every year. Govern- there had been an agreement as to
Mrs. 9. D. Harper, who spent the winter
Rockland getting his vessel ready for sea, ment guarantee of farm loans will have a the exact cause it might have been cured
here, has returned to the home of her is home.
strong democratic
backing next De- then, but experts disagreed and the
granddaughter, Mrs. George Robbins, at
cember.
country suffered. Call it a complication
Miss Let tie Johnson is at her home here.
The attitude of the government toward of diseases. It was certainly that. A
She plans to make this her home nearly
Rheumatism Yields Quickly to Sloan's
our water powers is very disquieting to a j complete rest seemed to be a safe
thing to
Too can’t prevent an attack of Rheumatism all the year.
citizen of Maine.
The secretary of war order and it was taken with great resnlts.
E.
from coming on. bat you can stop it almost
April 12.

CASTORIA

wife.

bined republican and progressive). These
Elwyn Wilbur, who has been car- Congress.
Beginning with the new tariff law, figures indicate the handwriting on the
Mrs. Guy Butler, has returned
home. Ruby Cousins is working in her which they passed, and ending with the wall.
The. President, in his tabulation of
shipping bill, which they tried desperplace.
record shows that their other states, makes the same error as in
Elwood DeMeyer and Marion Bartlett ! ately to pass, their
theories and declarations Maine, using gubernatorial and in some
were
married
in
Franklin Saturday. traditions, past
be trusted than their plat- cases legislative figures, and only takes
Their many friends wish them much are no more to
form, and the latter they regard no more congressional figures when nothing else ia
happiness.
available. But the real basis of republithan “scraps of paper”.
Gem.
April 12.
| Protection is unconstitutional! The can confidence is
beyond that. The demdemocrats proceed to protect the indus- ocrats haven’t won on their merits. All
FRENCHBORO.
Mrs. Rebecca Robinson, of McKinley, tries of the Booth and rip us wide open in they had to do was it ait tight and vote
the North. Their Federal Trade commis- the ticket. The republicans did the rest
is visiting here.
sion is enough to make Thomas Jefferson by dividing. The democrats had no manMrs. Mary Elia Lunt, two children and
torn over in his grave. It is given auto- date from the people. They had a streak
Glen Lunt and Wilbur Carter visited in
cratic power over the business of this of lock. Any mandate there was pointed
West Tremont recently.
conntry. Its powers are so far-reaching the other way. Thirty-four states voted
Schooner Laura Marion was here last that it leadB the
Washington Post to re- for protection in 1912. The democrats of
week with butts for Gny Parker.
The mark that the knowledge and
ability re- the country carried only fourteen states
fish business will soon be resumed by
quired by the five members of this com- by a majority vote of the people of those
Emery and Everett Parker. It waa form- mission are “greater than those required states.
erly owned by C. E. Melntire.
of any court in the United States, not exSix million, three hundred thousand
Miss Leiha Carter, who spent the winter cepting the supreme court, and greater people voted for Presideut Wilson and
with her sister in Portland, is home. Her than are possessed or expected of Congress ! 7.600,000 against
him. The people were
sister, Mrs. White, came with her, and itself”. Its function is to regulate com- against the democratic party and its
spent one night, going to McKinley to see petition in the business of tbe country policies and its leaders then and they are
her mother before returning to Portland. and prevent its
Cor- against them now. All the people who
being “unfair”.
Q.
porations, business syndicates, partner- were against them before are against them
April 8.
ships anil individuals come under its juris- now, and thousands more whose eyes have
HANCOCK POINT.
diction. It bas power to inspect all books been opened in the last two years. They
Mr. Shaw is working for S. J. Johnston. and papers, compel written reports and won’t make two bitea at the cherry next
their

ISY

in the

a

—WONDIHPOL MY

PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Nathan Gray, of Penobscot, i# visiting her parents, George W. Haynes and

Senate and to the fact that they held a
majority in the House in an off year.
President Wilson in bis Indianapolis
speech claims that the figures of the
November elections applied to a presidential year would elect a democratic
n

TIN WIKS IN BID—HNINT PHYSICIST FAILED

unborn.

for

Arthur Lounder is ill of

Sloan's Liniment gently apimmediately.
or muscle penetrates
plied to the sore joint
in a few minutes to the inflamed spot that
It soothes the hot. tender,
causes the pain.
swollen leeling, and in a very short time
brings a relief that is almost unbelievable
<iet a bottle of
until you experience it.
Sloan's Liniment for 25c. of any druggist and
have it in the house—against Colds, Sore and
8wolien Joints, Lumbago, Sciatica and like
ailments. Your money back if not satisfied,
but it does give almost iustant relief.

in harmony with the iipirit and traditions of this srreai country, and sympathise with’its aspirations and development, knowing that in its progres* and
destiny there are limitless possibilities
and hope and freedom for millions yet
•re

the

paternalistic, socialistic
measures

more

—

form in a tariff law is unconstitutional.
But no Congress that ever lived hAs infinancial affairs of the

is

a

on

Sharp Williams from
even

—

wonderful op-

bank

used

Mrs.

ing

teacher.

Miss Grace Hobart,

here,

is home.

national
democratic

John

Mississippi

nature, and I will not go into details that
we are all familiar with.
It is not necessary to speak of falling revenues and the
of diminished
coming treasury deficit
bank clearings and increased failures; of
of
poor business and the unemployed
the harassed business man and the undiminished cost of living. We htveourown
experiences to fall back upon?
But wnat of the future? Everywhere I
find the republicans confident that we
shall carry this State and the county in
1916. This feeling has been growing (or a
year and waa much stimulated by the
elections of last fall. On the other hand,
the democrats, and vocally their leaders,
profess to get great comfort out of the result of the same elections.
They hailed
the September result in Maine as a victory.

plenty of time. It came
into being with a majority of the same
political faith in both branches and a
President of the same party, aod I will

was against a
ground. The

LOWELL FERTILIZER PL40JI Mvtst St. IMm, Km.

Jh

use

my place.”
Senator

no

party of strict construction of the
constitution and for state rights. Jackson

EASTBRQOK.

home

fraa booklet.

guage.
What has been the result of two years of
democratic malfeasance of office? I ira

the

Mrs. Rosetta

our

these words near the close of the
“Whenever I think of the horrible mess that I shall be called upon to
present to the country on behslf of the
democratic party, I am tempted to quit

F. 8. Holmes and wife, who have been
visiting Mrs. Holmes' parents in Malden,
Mass., are home.
April 12._Spray.
Capt. Yetts Cain, of Rockland, was in
NORTH SULLIVAN.
town Sunday, called here by the death of
Mrs. Annie Wentworth has been ill of his sister, Mrs. David Bridges.
H.
grip.
April 12.
Beatrice Gordon has gone to Surry to
HALL QUARRY.
teach.
A floe Easter concert was given Easter strictly by party.
who
has
been
Miss Rosa Havey.
visiting
Everybody knows now tne tariff bill
evening by tbe young people at the chapel,
in Carroll, is home.
democratic caucus
under the management of Mrs. Luella was framed; that the
and the democratic members of the ways
Mrs. Ada Williams spent several days Perkins.
Program: Singing; Apostles’
and means committee bnilt tbeir own bill
last week in Bar Harbor.
creed; recitations, Doris Hodgkins, Louise
and apart from the republicans,
Annie Chamberlain, of Hancock, was a
Morns; hymn; exercise, Solomon Mer- separate
and when it was finished called in their
week-end visitor at Zemro Hall's.
chant, Eugene Merchant, Emmet Harkins;
fellow members and allowed them to look
Grant; tableaux.
Mrs. Mary Robertson is |visiting |her recitation, Caroline
I happened to
Azalea Morris, Caroline Grant; recitation, it over for a few momenta.
sister, Mrs. Jessie Robinson, in Bangor.
be a member of the committee on insular
Donald Hodgdon; hymn; recitation, Ruth
W. R. Havey has returned from a trip to
and aaw the way the Philippine bill
six girls; recitations, affairs,
•
•
New York, Philadelphia and other cities. Hodgdon; anthem,
•
It was typical
Charlie Hodgdon, Lena Morris; hymn; was framed
Mrs. Barbara Taylor, who has ;been in
measures passed or atrecitations, Harry Merchant, Leola Rich- of all the threat
Massachusetts and Canada during the
ardson; solo, T. L. Harkins; march and tempted to be passed by this Congress.
winter, is home.
It is said that opportunity knocks once
tableau, fourteen boys and eight girls;
Tfcere was a loud
at every man’s door.
Alex Taylor, who has spent the winter exercise, Charlie
Hodgdon, Eugene Merat the democratic door in 1912,
with his daughter, Mrs. Lettie Guptiil, at
chant; recitation, Clarence Harkins; knocking
but did they hear it?
West Ellsworth, is home.
hymn; reading, Mary Robinson; anthem,
It seems to me that the democratic party
Mrs. Edward Jellison and daughter six girls; recitations, Harold Gonzales.
back on its ancient tradiElsie, who have spent the winter with Valerie Hark ins; hymn; recitations, Harold began by going
1 was taught that the republican
relatives here, have returned to East- Gonzales, Wallace Grant, Eddie Mills; tions.
was for a strong centralized governbrook.
recitation, Aurora Gonzales; exercise, ! party
ment, believing that the reserve power
Mrs. Mina Moon Bunker and infant Ruth Hodgdon, Valerie Harkins, Lena
was lodged in the people who could exl^ola Richardson, Aurora Gonson, Gordon Foster, of West Goulds boro, Morris,
ercise it through their representatives in
are visiting
her mother, Mrs. Angelia zales; hymn; benediction.
Congress: that the democratic party was
Spec.
April 12.
Moon.

who has

farbgVg

TtodlSgsgtktba

It will MU yon Jnat how to gat tba boat
mails,
if wtarw not rspesssmtsd in yast locality, arrito ws for tins

Sand for

the

o»

tions

say, what I believe to be true, that they
were backed by the good will and the best
wishes of the right-thinking people of the
country, regardlesg.of party. They have
been in almost continuous co-operation
•
for two years.
If any credit is to die attached to their
accomplishments the democratic party is
entitled to it—if any blame, that party
must take it, because legislation has been

Monday.

sa
Kjtssre:
umJSS!

piaaasvanabataStheauaadapaedaad«emirtn.r-~
dam
SSZSXJSZ!!*?

session:

and

portunity

TOUR FERTIUZKR WAS AHEAD."

"
I •» pkaaad to mu* to rsa that I ratal 7t bamfe of
fflurun of ux acn. anas laeo Its. <4 Sapmtor Tnr'Ubw
about tho anna dan. aaS uaad another aat* of fcrwfaar. aoatlas
ma man ■>.—-r~»
ananas .ma
aad onlx sot s* barn*. Roth
la my ludtmaat Dan
a la anry particular, aad etlhe am
ran
and
(mtlisar
abaad.
rour
PR* would pap
<1,

governing faculty inherent in
the democratic party. We don’t have to
prove it.
They admit it. I heard the
chairman of the committee on approprialack

impedi-

done

un-

roske us long for a James O. Blaine
or an Elihu Boot.
The poorly balanced fiscal policy and
extravagant appropriations illustrate the

may exist to their activities
and well being; to finance the activities of
the national government by raising the

of

Then give toot Usd a chance—give it plenty of plant food from
start to finish. Too often a crop is a failure because the fertilU
ser used does not supply enough plant food or does not suddIv it
when needed. Lowell Animal Fertilisers meet these demand.
perfectly if used as directed. They are active all the time

tion

ments that

stimulate the normal

humiliation ia too

Mexican

FERTILIZERS

WANT A GOOD CROP?

and

pleasant for any American to think of.
The foreign policies of the administra-

roundadiim.
The function of Congress is supposed to
be to pass such laws as are necessary to
the prosperity and welfare of the country;
to adapt national legislation to the progress, advancement and changing conditions of the

ordinary

the

equalled.

The

sigh of

just

ANIMAL

recognized
functions of government the democratic
party has shown an incapacity seldom or
never

March 4

LOWELL

powers of government.

using

In

received a
Mr. Peters.

extiansion
ness aod trade; to curb the depredations
of the wicked and unscrupulous, but always to foster and promote that liberty,
political and social, which we inherited
from the fathers and which distinguishes
us from many of the old world nations,
like Germany, for example.

A.

of the

club

part:

Congress adjourned

When

has

this

Capt. C.

Clams

swallowed a powerful drag, instead of the
solution her father, Dr. Phillips, had prepared for her. For a few days her condition was critical, but it is now believed
she is out of danger.

Club Cast Week.

Congressmen John A. Peters, of Ellsworth, Monday of lest week addressed the
Porttsnd club st Portland. Of this cpeech

necessary money from taxes so laid as to
burdensome to the people; to
be least

ill.

mistake

Summary of Address Before Portland

Cecil

town last week to

tory of music.
Mr. and Mrs. Horn, of Manchester, and
Miss Sarah Driscoll, of Boston, were called
here last week by the critical illness of
little Elsie Pnillips, who, intending to
a

of

Conary, who has been ill,
narrowly escaping pneumonia, is better.
Ernest Cole, of Lynn, Mass., was in

Miss Emma Holmes is spending her
Easter vacation in Providence, R. 1., the
guest of Miss Elizabeth Dyson, who is
giving a house party to several young
ladies, all students at the Boston conserva-

for

wishes

Rollins, high school teacher, has
returned for the spring term.

summer.

medicine

becoming

and

Mrs. L. W. Guptill, who has been quite
ill, is out.
R. B. Means, who is employed in Cam-

public lit^ary.

i^onths, with
niece, Mrs. Newcomb, of Massachusetts, as a companion, hut will return to
The Cedars to visit her daughter during

take

She gave
nurse, graduating

teacher.

SEDGWICK.

her

the

classical institute

good

have the

Mr. Foster, principal of the high school,
spare hours freely given bis services
to the revising and readjusting of the
back

Higgins

successful

was a

has at

Mrs. Dresser has decided to go
her homeinOrland for a few

of

Mr.
in that vocation.
very successful
Cowen is a contractor. The young couple

the

books in the

Capt. N.

of the late

up teaching to become a
from a Boston
hospital

A

Mrs.

wife.

Pierce and

daughter

daugh-

a

Harper. Mr. Pierce vaa a former pastor
Miss fierce
Tremont Baptist church.

A.

lowing grip.

was a

She is

popular.

well known and

grip.

ill of

announc-

ing the engagement ©f Miss Mary A.
Pierce, of Pottersville, Mass., to Sheldon

food

a

It wee
tion that failed of panwe.
“strong-armed” through the House end
died in the Senate only after resistance to
the last ditch. The determined tight put
op by republicans saved us from this
crowing disaster. Democrats can never
again chide republicans for centralization

health.

ip

aW)frti*inunt*.

eatly pressed of toy presidential proposi-

PKTKRS AT PORTLAND

Mrs. Harper, ia much improved

Atlantic.

a

day,

William Tell
Flour

be-

starts to rid the entire
ous

uric acid at

C.

system of poison-

W. QRINUAL

You Can

Enjoy Life

Eat what you want and not be troubUu
with indigestion if you will take a _

once.

D¥affi*

FRECKLE-FACE.

j
1

Sun and Wind Bring Out
Ugly Spots.
Bow to Remove
Kaslly.
Here s a chance. Miss
try

a

remedy

Frecale-fsce,

for

before and after each meal. Bdd o^J
by ua—25c a box.
E. G.

to

freckles with the guarantee of a reliable dealer tbat
it will not
cost you a penny unless it
removes tile
freckles; while if it does give you a clear
complexion the expense is trifling.

worst

than

one

needed

for the

Be sure to ask the
double strength othine

scription
back if it

druggist for the
as this ia the
presold under guarantee
of money
fails to remove freckles.

home

_

‘•money-catching”.

patrons who desire
get yours to-day.

same.

Han. Co. Swines BANK.

to

Belter

Ellsworth

Notice.
Pauper
C>t>
contracted with

Rarely

ounce

case.

Moors

WE LOAN A BANK
for

Simply get an ounce of othine
double
etrength-from any druggist, and a few
applications should show you how
easy
it is to rid yourself of the
homely freckles
and get a beautiful
complexion.
is more

A

HMUCOMK, MAYNfcft

Kheuma acts at one time on the
kidneys, stomach, liver and blood, and

cause

oj/^o
for lboff _i0.
worth
IAVINU
support and
need aaaiatauce during flv* year?
to

th*
care

iy
of
re*'d*“
og Jaa. 1, ISIS, and are
"
lawurth. I forbid all person* truatinf
%
ia
aa
there
account,
plenty
my
d accommodations to care for the
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news.

Bounty

BAST OBLAND.
Alatuoosook April *■
le«
TW i<*
wife are visiting
L*f Koche and

at

j,m«

for.Joeeph Pat-

i» at work

ffOBof Sorry, 1« employed at the
J,r Oaaper.
millire
bar baa atarted hie mill, sawHenry Pan
* staves.
Dorr is visiting her grandparents

pemaquld.

recently visited his par-

tnoross Dorr
ltf St Pemaqnid.

Winifred Gray has returned to
teach.
jpietom' to
and wife, of New York,
Joseph Patterson
summer,
,bert' for the
and ;wite
Wiley
(j.
g

imden,

from

here

are

for I he summer.

is spending her vacaHiss Grace Gibbs
her [wrents, E. C. Uibbs and
Mj .itti

ifeUorr
Hr. and Mrs. Thomas

March.27.

irn

of

the birth

gcontrri.Uilations on

recetv-

are

a

son,

*,

M.

Anril 6.

DeKoche ta In Nashua, N.
Mr*.
»ll«l there! by the illness of her
Iber.
wife are at home from
K. H. While anil
in Boaton.
mil with their eon llarry
James

M,s, Harriet I'arker baa recovered from
Hines*.

r

Several summer cottage* in Ibia vicinity
re been broken into recently.
Mra. Alice White begins her acbool at
prth Penobscot to-day.
W J. Soper wa« wateringlhi* horaea at a
when they suddenly
ook Thursday,

singbimdown and trampling
They ran
him. injuring!him severely.
out three miles before being stopped.
M.
April 12.
«

OTM.
A Bang r exploring |i«rty were guests
the Warren place for diuner last Wed-

Mliy on their way

Ellsworth.

to

Qeorge J"hnaon is the first in pre pi ring
ound lor .e as. Others who will plant

Ve«st, Portuguese laborer! employed by
tb« T. M. Nlebolaon Fiib
Oo., got into an
argoment over tba prlxa light at Havana,
and tried to Mttle it with
oroekary, raiding w»Ur end finally knivaa. King was
badly scalded a boot tba legs, and both
men were more or leaa cat
up, requiring
the attention of
pbyeiciaLS. The men
were arrested and fined.
Vegas paid his
One, but King, who will be laid ap several
days because of his scalded feet, thought
It cheaper to spend the days of bis convalescence in Jail in lieu of One.

Bucknam.
Woodlocke.

5.

Atwell Kdgeearly marketing are:
K. L. Urover and
n. 1 .Salisbury

Davis.
_

Liranvilh Jt llison

lost

Ivory Hr

a

visiting

i-

n

IV

'i.

from

mtst

I L. Fogg
ve.

s

of

Eddington, returned

visit

a

tun, Abram
an

friends in Klls-

ine.
at

the

home of

to. had

Hull'a

*bile

trip

IP.rigor and Clifton,
at E. L. Urover’a

.den.

teguests lor
t Monday.

..tuner

Hi rni'n three

ir«. l.teu

of

e-n on an aulom

bedhtm. II

bis

Mariaville.

Warren,
I Mr. Phillips,
in

sister—Mra.

Stevenson, of Brewer; Mra. John
ipkins, < t Trenton, and Mrs. James
ed

orb. of l.n>wurih
oar

wire

—

visitors at

last week.

her

a

ilen Warren, wile and little son are
mug Mrs. Warren's sisier, Mrs. Fred
lls' ll, at

Brewer,

beloie

i.er

departure

New York city, where Mr.
aenson is in busineaa.
ipii. a..
Davis.

reside

in

Washburn,

*“• thrysial

returned to

Hutchins

baa

gone to

Edward F. Brady, of Ellsworth, plumber,
has been employed at Schiffelin’s Point

(or conference

ley.

mother,

80CTH PENOBSCOT.
Miss Lida Perkins has returned to EdMrs. Ellen
a

new

Mlaa Ethel Gray, of the 17. of M., has
Orono.

re-

turned to

Owing to the storm tbe Easter
was postponed until April 11.
April 5.

concert

an

arteaian well

dug.

eveo-

Tbe spring term of school begins to-day,
taught by Miss Grace Stover.

leuben Grindle

The Sunday school children gave an
Easter concert April 11—a pleasing pro-

bements made

is

on

borne

Friday

having modern

im-

bis home.

Lowell is recovering Irom but ill?

gram.

|r*. Wilhv Grindle, who
P* grip, is improving.

baa been

[pril 12._

quite
U.

Bl CKSPORT.
echo ot the

Johnson-Willard tight
M excitement in Hucksport la&t W'edP*T oTi 'ii Joseph King and Antonio
r

DEDHAM.
Mrs. Dorm Littlefield is visit ing in Lincoln.
Miss Marcia Burrill is in Portland attending the C. E. convention.

Nights

enjoyed by those in good health.
Perfect digestion, clear system,

weeks

EECHAM’S
PEIS

Sale of Aar kkdicbei. the Wert*
everywhere, h heave. 10a. Ik

LUNG HAIR or
ITCHING SCALP

4°u
.,w

unsightly

**»*».

jour

w

ife, of Hancock, visited Mrs. Tracy’s parents, J. F. Cowing
and wife, last week.
Alfred Tracy and

April

pure blood upon which sound
Ith depends, will be
given you by

1

E. Johnson is spending a tew
ith relatives in Isle au Haul.

Mrs. C.

William Sleeper aud wife, of Milford,
are guests of Horace Estes, Mrs. Sleeper’s
brother.

itmm'.innnui.

od

L.

12.

April

iiu

hair,

ujulici

how

w

12._B.
MAK1AV1LLE.

John Pool is ill.
is

Mrs. Ralph Foster, with little daughter,
visiting her husband s parents at Am-

herst.
Dr.
at

Harbor, was
Wednesday. They are
large quantity of maple sugar.

C. C. Morrison, of Bar

bis

making

farm
a

Schools begin to-day, with the same
as last term-Miss Hester Clark,
grammar; Miss Beulah Hooper, primary.
teachers

Willard E. Clark, who has been at N. R.
Collar’s at Beecbland through the winter,
is now boardidg at the home of Charles E.
Smith.
Much interest was taken in the entertainment by the Hiawatha Moving Picture Co., Friday evening, when Mr. Hasfeature, Mr. Letner
tings had, as an added and
with his trained pony
dog.
Echo.
April 12.

L.

_

[• The orse had its leg broken by a
k while
standing in tbe grange stable,

a

recovering

|

Mrs. Carrie Cbadbourne, of Waterford,
is spending a few days here.

lomer Lowell loat

are

grip.

tbe

George Leach Is having
-ave

Tom looked about him.
“Where?”
"At the table by the middle window.”
“Oh!”
"She has a lovely hat"
“How do you know they are bride
and groom?”
“How do I know? Everything Indicates It”
"What for Instance?”
“Well, In the first place, she Is conscious. She looks just as I felt when
you and I dined at the Summerset
House the day after we were married.”
“What else?”
“Look!”
The bride’s glass stood midway between her and the man. He took It
np and sipped the wine In It The lovelight shone In the eyes of both. He
gently moved his own glass toward
her, and she, too, sipped, with a repetition of the love glances.
“Very Interesting,” grunted Mr. Aldrich, resuming his paper.
,
The walten brought the dinner. Mr.
Aldrich was In the midst of the. financial article, and his wife, not caring to
wait for him to finish it, helped him
to the viands, then helped herself.
They ate the first course In silence, and
while waiting for the second Mr. Aldrich resumed his paper.
"Tom,” said Mrs. Aldrich.
“What?”
“Look.”
He followed her eyes in the direction
of the supposed bride and groom.
"Well?"
“Don’t you see?”
“No, I don't.”
“They are holding hands under the
table—on the other side—next to the
window.”
“Touching,” said Mr. Aldrich and resumed his paper. A page of advertisements of women's wear was exposed
to his wife.
She bent forward and
scanned it.
When the next course came on Mr.
Aldrich had finished the commercial
reports and helped the viands. The
only remark made during this course
by the husband was, “The market
closed strong;” the only one by the
wife was, “Is my hat straight?”
Between the third and fourth courses
Mr. Aldrich looked at hia watch, toyed
with bis wineglass and made one remark: "I shall sell Mop tomorrow.
Good sale, I'm sure.”
The wife replied, "I bought one yesterday.”
Meanwhile the wife’s attention was
divided between the ladies' hats—she
was thinking of buying one—and the
bride and groom.
‘Tom,” she said presently, “look.”
Again he turned his eyes, poising a
mushroom on his fork while doing so.
The bride and groom had risen, and
the groom was holding the bride’s coat
for her. As she slipped it on her he
folded it about her in a manner to denote excessive tenderness.
She looked
up into his eyes dove-like.
“Why don't yon ever show me such
attention?” asked Mrs. Aldrich.
“Because I don’t wish to attract the
attention of a restaurant foil of peo-

Miss Olive DeBeck is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Cousins, in Bangor.
past week.
Miss Hazel Coombs, of Ellsworth, is
Arthur Johnson, of Houth Uouldsboro,
bas moved bis family here into Milton visiting her parents, E. E. Coombs and
Johnson’s house.
Mr. Johnson will be I wife.
employed on U. Q. Bunker’s farm.
Reuben Williams and wife are visiting
Owing to bad weather, the Easter pro- | their daughter, Mrs. Clarence Stratton, at
gram was given on April 11, at the Ash- Hancock.
ville Sunday school.
Primary class No. 1 I Mrs. S. T. Goodwin went to Bangor
gave an interesting program, with several Sunday to see her son Harry, who is in the
selections by others.
Thanks are ex- hospital.
tended to Mrs. Frank Bobbins, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Harry Lincoln, of Dennysville, is
Bobbins and Mrs. Carpenter for flowers.
in town, called here by the illness of her
Phoebe.
April 12.
Mrs. Clarence Morse.

during

lo teaci

lev. Mr. Laili will 1

about her, admiring or condemning the apparel of the ladies at
other tables, while her husband read
an evening paper.
“Tom," said the wife, “there’a a
bridal couple over there.”

Edward, youngest child of Percy DeBeck and wife, is ill.
A. O. Clark is in Ellsworth sharpening
for the rock crusher.

summer.

Herbert Q. Grindle baa purchased
automobile.

baa

looking

E.

The Wednesday club will meet with the
president, Mrs. W. M. Pettee, during the

In. Uilliam
Alitn U viaiting ber
Ifaier, Mr Earl Grindle, la Bangor,
liai Nelli -( loy, ol Buckaport, ia viaV be it.
In. Annie Sprague
button to teach.

Mr. and Mr*. Tom Aldrich were dining at a restaurant. They bad been
married ten years. Mrs. Aldrich sat

Mrs. Eva Scammon entertained the X.
C. Thursday.

Clyde Pettee, wito and young Bon, of
are visitors at E. Hanna's.

Mrs. Nettle Gray is with
Perkins.

V A.

from

is home.

Ictiool »lll bugle to-day; Mrs. Alice
I ite Usiher.

Interpori

H. Q. Wooster and wife

Justin Johnson, who hu been teaching
at

dington.

NT KlH PENOBSCOT.

By F. A. M1TCHEL.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Pel fast,

irth and lxm

AFTER

will reside.

A8HVILLE.

of bla beat

one

last week.

we

TEN YEARS

PROSPECT HARBOR.

ding Saturday evening, April 10, when
Francis Perkins is quite ill, having had their only daughter, Genevieve Frances,
several severe hemorrhages Within a few was united in
marriage to Clarence Bartdaya.
lett Colwell.
The ceremony was perMr
M. E. Dresser baa opened her formed by Rev. R. C. Dalzell, the single
home.
ring service being used. The couple were
unattended.
Only the immediate relaD.
April 12.
tives were present. The bride’s dress was
white net with embroidered organdie,
PENOBSCOT.
Capt. R. H. Perkins went to Boston last over white silk.
The bride is one of the leading and
week.
ladies of the village, a
Mrs. Willard Bowden is visiting her sis- popular young
graduate of Coburn, and has for several
ter, Mrs. Ella Leach.
years been employed summers as bookCapt. J. B. Sellers is in Boston getting keeper for E. T. Russell Co. The groom,
bis vessel ready for the season’s work.
who is the son ol Capt. and Mrs. G. W.
Frank Hutchins has opened a Hah mar- Colwell, is interested in business with
ket In the store Just vacated by Austin his father.
Bridges.
The couple were the recipients of many
Little Alice Littlefield, of Castinc, is vis- valuable end useful gifts.
Following the
iting her grandparents, Moses Littlefield ceremony refreshments were served. At
this junction the couple were given an imand wife.
serenade by friends who surMiss Delraa
Clement and
nephew, promptu
bouse and continued until
Lawrence Bridges, are in Springfield, rounded the
the appearance of the bride and groom at
Mass., visiting relatives.
t be door.
Capt. C. M. Perkins and crew went to
Mr. and Mrs. Colwell will leave early in
Ne» York last week to take charge of the
tbe week for South Hancock, where they
schooner Carrie A.
April

here

ATLANTIC.
Nearly all the boats are now off, and
either flshlngor lobatering. Lobsters
scarce

and

prices

are
are

low.

N. B. Trask and family are spending the
week-end with Mrs. Trask’s Bister, Mrs.
Laura Smith, at Swan's Island.
J. E. M.
April 3.

ple.”

A Prompt Reply.
A. temperance lecturer wag describing to his audience how his life had
been Influenced by total abstinence.
“You know," he said, "that I am now
head of my business. Four years ago
there were two men In our office who
held positions above mine. One was
dismissed through drunkenness, the
other was led Into crime and Is now iu

prison, and all through that evil drink,
Now,
the invention of the wicked!
what I ask is," he cried, "what has
raised me to my present high position?”
"Drink!" was the unexpected reply
he received from a member of his audience.
Dishes.
Washing
"Yes, some of us fellows keep house
at the fraternity home.”
“Don't you hate to wash dishes?”
“We don’t have to. We have plenty
of candidates for the fraternity, and
ilish washing is great as an initiation
stunt”—laju’svllle Courier-Journal.
the

It’s Mutual.
“Where shall we go?”
towns.
and
adjoining
“Let’s visit the Joneses.”
help to people in this
“But they have no children, and our
April 5.
Willie doesn’t like them."
CASTINE.
"Well, it's a standoff.
They don’t
Willie either.”—Baltimore
Graduation parts at the normal school 'like our
American.
have been assigned as follows: Gertrude
M. Conant, Winterport, valedictory! Dora
Left at ths Post, So to Speak.
F. Goldrup, Yarmouth, salutatory; May“He was a loyal employee of the postnard F. Douglass, Destine, class history;
Maude E. Dubay, Sherman Mills, Flor- office for thirty-one years."
and Arlettie M.
“Faithful to the letter.”—Philadelence M. Cole, Winterport

Whooping Cough
of Pine
it_everyone knows the effect
Dr. Bel.’. Pine-Tar«e.t. on
relief
quick
which
bringB
a
remedy
is
onev
Cough, loosens the mucous,
ir
and lungs,
•othea the lining of the throat
less severe.
makes the coughing spells
not
family with growing children should
Keep it bandy for all Cough.
druggist.
at
2ftcyour
,d colds.
Tonic.
fcleetric Bitters a Spring

Touch..
Whooping

S

/ipatu!

phia ledger.
When there Is much light the shadows nre

deepest—Goethe.
-:-

Her Bridge.
“The
“What’s her bridge Bket”
one
Bridge of Sighs—makes every

gasp.”—Life.

But Mrs. Aldrich did not hear. She
had caught sight of a hat that pleased
her.
to go with my tailor
‘‘Just the
made suit. I wonder where she got it.”
But at that moment the bride and
groom sailed past her, the bride looking as if she were facing a battery of
all the eyes in the restaurant, as Indeed she was, and the groom looking
defiant.
“I wonder,” remarked Mrs. Aldrich,
“why brides and grooms are so conscious of being observed and yet so
bent on giving themselves away, especially in public rlaces.”
"Because they can't help it,” replied
her husband.
When the repast was finished and
the bill was called for Mrs. Aldrich
said:
“Do you remember that first dinner
we had together after our wedding at
the Summerset?”
“The Summerset?” trying to rejnember.
“Yes.
Y'ou said to me. ‘Anything
more, sweetheart?’ and when I replied
‘Nothing' you said. 'Don’t you think
you would like an Ice?' and when I
said ‘No’ again you said. ‘A little cordial to top off with?’ And when I declined that you kept on asking me if
I would have this and have that”
“How I must have bored you!"
As he made the last remark the waiter laid the bMl before him.
He did
not dispute it, but looked as if be
would like to. though the charge waa
moderate.
"Do you remember, dear,” asked his
wife, “how at the Summerset, knowing that we were a bride and groom,
they stuck you for $19.55 when the
tost wasn't more than $7.25?”
“For heaven's sake, Edith, how have
you managed to keep those figures in
your head so many years?”
Mrs. Aldrich made no audible reply,
but she made one Inwardly. It was
this:
“How is it that men so soon forget
that which should be nearest to theta
hearts?”

ttAng

The saw mill of Henry Frost is sawing
is a great
long lumber and Bpool bars, and

Richardson, Clinton, essays.

NEWS.

COUNTY

Several parties were given daring the
week in honor of Hiss Genevieve Cole.
Wednesday evening Hr. and Mrs. W. F.
Brace entertained at dinner, with additional gaests in the evening.
Among the
out-of-town gaests were G.
Prescott
Cleaves an?Twife,of Bar Harbor; James Gillanders, of Boston, and Hiss Julia Qaptlll,
of Goulds boro. Friday evening Hr. and
Hnr. A. L. Btroat gave a party tor Hiss
ORLAND.
Cole, which included her schoolmates and
There will be an Easter concert at the young friends. Games were played and in
Congregational church Sunday evening, the untangling of the cobweb, Hiss Cole
was drawn to the dining-room where she
April 18.
Mrs. Leah Page and children have been was happily surprised by a china shower
which inoladed many handsome and usevisiting in Oaatine.
f
ful odd pieces ol china aod glass. Miss
Clifford and Carolyn Bennett are ill of
Frances Wood, of Bar Harbor, was one of
pneumonia.
the guests of the evening.
Thompson Leach, Mrs. Nancy Hntchina,
Bpecial Correspondent.
April 12.
Colon Qenn, Wallace Heath, Mrs. R. F.
Trim and little Luther Bridges are all imOOLE-COLWELL.
proving after being seriously 111.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Cole
Several of the town schools will begin
was the scene of a pretty but quiet wedApril 18.

mb, Rot

iery Willey.
April 5.

COUNTY NEWS

I

If Mothers

NOHTH B KOOKS VITALE.
W. A. Garno bu moved into hia
borne.

new

Miss Mary Harris ia a guest at tbe parsonage.
Mrs. Florence Cain ia very ill at Webater’a hospital, Oastine.
Willis Johnson and wife have returned
to Lincolnville.
m.
,.

Harry Green iet home from Webeter’a
hospital much Improved in health.
Frank Babsou ia driving on tbe stage
~

route between Brooksville and Penobscot.
g At a.special meeting of Bagaduce lodge,
F. and ArM., iwo candidates, were given
tbe second degree.
jia«

ijugene~Limeburnef

Onl> Knew

How

is out'of town this

frequently cbildren softer from
worme they would take more preoautiona
against this common ailment of child*

jBk

hood.

Urown folks also have

worm*

very frequently. Sign*

ol worm*

are:
Deranged
farred
atomacb,
tongue,
belching, variable appetite,
I Increased thirst, acid or heavy
Trade Mark br**thi naoaaa, enlarged abdomen, variable bowel action, pale face ot
leaden tint, blnieb rings around eyes,
itching of nostrils, languor, irritability,
disturbed sleep, grinding of teetb, irregularity of pulse.

Over 60 years ago my father discovered

formula of Dr. True’s Elixir, tbe Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. This
remedy ibas a world-wide reputation as
tbe one safe and reliable remedy for
tbe

worms

and stomach disorders.
At dealand (1.00. Advice free. Write

36c, 60c
week.,, Sidney Bnow"has charge of bis ers’,
me.

stable in bis absence.

3.T-h —gggm

Mrs. Maria Green died|8aturday after a
KmTTTlTiess. Services will be held to-day,

Ankara, Maine.

b

ftev. WTlTTlradeen officiatin';.
"~3cFooT» in district No. 2 commence

Hcgal Noting.
to-

day; A. H. Gottjteacberofgrammar, and
BeraTcei&now, of prima'ry7_ Ella Gibson,
of Bangor, wlli teach at No72%.
April 12.

C.
BEECH HILL.

Mrs. Harry tatty and son Drexel are
guests of her mother, Mrs. Delmont Richardson.

Mrs. Annie Carter visited her aunt, Mrs.
Boland Carter, in iamoine a few days of
last week.
Miss Florence iTrott and Mrs. Annie
Carter attended tbe teachers' convention
at West Eden Monday.
Leaf.
April 12.

atrtjmumrre;*

Bf»ciniEHn
Nothing has

equaled

or

ever

compared

V with the medicinal fate
Soott's Emulsion to

■ in

arrest the decline, invigorate
the blood, strengthen the
pS, nervous system, aid the app>etite and restore the courage
of better health.
m
■

Soott'm Cmutalon is
pore
pur homlttl build-

ing food,

V'

alcohol

without

or

opiate.

TRY IT 4
I

14-41

Kmm;
Central
Railroad

QUARRIES, FACTORY

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

on

'/VtAjtU.

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location tor a new start in life.

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,

or FORECLOSURE.
Eben A. Gott, of Stonington,
Hancock county. Maine, by his mortgage deed dated November 6. 1919, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 491, page 586, conveyed to tbe Buck sport
Loan A Buildirg Association, a corporation
located at Bncksport, in said county, certain
real estate thus described in said mortgage:
Two certain parcels of real estate, situated
in said Bucksport, and bonnded and described as follows, to wit:
First lot. Beginning on the westerly side of
tbe county road leading from the Fella, socalled, to Long Pond settlement on the
southerly line of what wt»s originally lot
numbered one hundred and four (104) in tbe
seventh range of lots in said Bncksport;
thence running northerly on the westerly
side of said road about twenty-one (91) rods
to a point which is two rods southerly of the
middle of the width of said lot numbered one
hundred four (104); thence running westerly
on a line parallel with the said lines of said
lot numbered one hundred four (104) to land
formerly owned or formerly sold to Israel C.
and Enoch Page; thence sontberly on the
line of safd Page's land as formerly run out to
them, which line is on what is called Mast
Hill, to tbe southerly side line of said lot one
hundred four (104) which separates it from lot
numbered one handled three (108), thence
easterly on said soutHlrly line to the county
road, tbe bounds &rst mentioned, containing
fifteen acres more or less, with the buildings
thereon standing.
Second lot. This lot adjoins first above described lot and is sitnste on road leading
from the Falls (so-called) to the Long Pona
settlement, is two rods wide and adjoins the
field formerly of Howard E. Small on the
north, and is the same premises conveyed to
said Howard E. Small by heirs of Peter Clair,
by deed dated January 25, a. d., 1910 and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 467,
page 842.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of such breach of condition the Bucksport Loan and BuildiPg ^Association claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Buckspobt Loan A Building Association.
by W. C. Conary, its attorney.
Bucksport, Me., March 24.1915.
NOTICE

WHEREAS.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles W.
of Sorrento
of
80,
1908, conveyed to (ieorge H. Qrant, of Ellsworth, county of Hancock and State of Maine,
certain lots or parcels of land situated in the
town of Sorrento in said
Hancock county.
State of Maine, bounded and described as
follows:
Lots number 8, 4, 6, 6. 7, 8. 9. JO. 11,12, 13,
and 14 in section 4. of division 1 according
to plan of lands of the Frenchman’s Bay Lana
& water Company, made by Gilbert E. Simpson, surveyor, and recorded in the registry of
deeds in said county of Hancock in plan book
No. 1, p-ge 44. Bounded on the west by Arey
street according to said plan, and bounded on
the north, east and south by three unnamed
streets or ways according to said plan, said
mortgage deed being on record in the registry
of deeds for said county of Hancock in book
448, page 497, to which reference is hereby
made.
And whereas the said original mortgage to
said George H. Grant and the debt thereby secured was by the said George H. Grant on
Sept 29, 1908 duly assigned to E. R. Conners
by assignment recorded in book 464, page 166,
and by E. R. Conners to the Hancock Count/
Savings Bank by assignment dated Oct. 9,
1908, and recorded in book No. 607, page 47,
and by the Hancock County Savings Bank on
Nov. 25, 1914, duly assigned to the undersigned, Frank L. Trundy and C. E. Hale, by
assignment recorded in book 610, page 462.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage bas been, and is now broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, we claim a foreclosure of said mortFrank L. Tbundy.
gage.
C. E. Hale.
Dated April 6,1915.

Sargent,
Hancock
State
WHEREAS,
county,
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated March

and

Good

Await

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.

Farming Land
Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention

are

when addressed to any agfent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

MOTHERS
and Grandmothers for
Over 100 Years Have
used and recommended

Johnsons

^liniment

Lottie P. Crabtree, of Camas,
"YITHEREAS,
IV Sanders county and state of Montana,

by her mortgage deed dated February 7. a. d.
1912 and recorded in Hancock county, Maine,
registry of deed, book 488, page 27, conveyed to
W. W.Jellison, of Hancock, county of Hancock. and State of Maine, a certain lot
or parcel of
land situated in said Hancock, and bounded and described as fellows, to wit: All of section D, as per plan of
Gilbert E Simpson made a. d. 1888 and comprising lots numbered 1, 2,8, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 as
per said plan, said section and lots being
Bounded on the south by the town road, leading to steamboat wharf, on west by avenue, on
north by avenue, and on the east by town
road known as Shore Drive; also two other lots
in section C. of said plan, Nos. 5 and 6,
bounded on south by land of ^Charles Campbell's, on the west by said Shore Drive, on the
nr rth by avenue and on the
east
by tide
waters
of
Frenchman’s Bay, being
the
same premises conveyed by John G. Crabtree
to Ivory H. Crabti ee by deed dated Dec. 10, a.

d. 1898, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds book 330, page 503, and the
same premises conveyed by the said Ivory H.
Crabtree to bis wife, the said Lottie P. Crabtree, March 19, a. d. 1906, and recorded in the
said Hancock county registry of deeds, book
438. page 292; and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
W. W. J ELLISON.
Dated this 6th day of April a. d. 1915.
subscribers, Arthur G. Rotcb. of

New
of New.Uassachus-tis, hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament and memoranda thereto of
THOMAS MORGAN ROTCH, late of
Bedford, and Henry W. Palmer,
THE
ton, both of the commonwealth of

BOSTON,
said commonwealth, deceased,
aud
given
bonds as the law directs; and that they have
appointed Edward B. Wears of 26 Mount Desert street, in the town of Eden,
county of
Hancock and State of Maine, as their agent
within the said State of Maine. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement and all indebted thereto are requested to make pfyment immediately.
Arthur O. Rotch.
March 16, 1915.
Hunky W. Palmer.

aicai aiu
a your irrucifiat
ivruir
tor /A\
4 hl-chou-ter's
•*» 1
1*1 lls In RedI and laold n.etalUc\^r/
sealed with
s_
Bine Ribbon.
Tsks no other.
^
Her. Huy of your
Tour

l>lain»ii(TTlrund/jfV\

I

I

boxes,

l)ram<*L AskfmCIIU'irKli.TF.SI
DIAMOND KRt.Nl>
f-» 85
years known as Bett, Safest. Always Reliable

SW f) By WMifilSTS FVFPVUHFDf

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK
This bank not only affords unquestioned protection for savings, but
adds to all deposits at a liberal rate
of interest.

Hancock Co. Savings Bank, Ellsworth

-PARKER’SHAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
60c. and

$1.00 at Druggist*.

HMHE subscribers, Bernard H. Fowle and
JL Benjamin S. Minor, both of Washington,
D. C., hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament, with codicil, of
MATILDA W. STANTON, late of WASH-

INGTON,
in the District of Columbia, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. And that
they have appointed Edward B. Wears,
of

Bar
as
Harbor,
their
agent within
State of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement*
and all indebted thereto are requested | to
make payment immediately.
j
Bernard H. Fowls.
Benjamin S. Minor.
March 81,1915.
the

PT1HE subscriber hereby gives notice thal
JL be has been duly appointed adminia*
trator of the estate of
f ISAAC H. EMERY, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the name
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.v
Daniel G. Hall,
Northeast Harbor.
March 23,1915.
_

flUbllUfllRUBtl.

Making

the Little i

Farm

E. B. GARDNER &

Barnyard Straw Crowned

Pay
*

With Wreath of Flowers.
►

By C. C. BOWSFiELD

Insurance

It Is

»ime for progressive farmers,
especially those with small places near
town, to get ready for money making

JETS A

ASSETS, DEC. 81. 1914.
Real rotate.
9 837.107 08
19.9<9.M0 87
Stock* and bonds.
1.97MH W
Oaah in office and bank.
2.0340107 49
Agents' balances.
113.887 70
Interest and rents.
4A25 3#
Bills receivable.
spimsn cueatioti.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

roll hack the corners of a mortgage
quicker than the strawlierry lied If
enough be planted so that the whole
family and the neighliors can be employed, especially In picking time. Fit
the ground early In April the same as
for com. Mark one way as for com;
then set the plants about sixteen inches apart and cultivate as for cum and
hoe whenever there Is n sign of weeds
or crusty soil.
It takes aliout 7.000
plants per acre when set as directed.
When the blossoms appear the first
summer pinch them off.
I>o not try to
secure fruit from the plants until the
second season.
As cold weather comes on lie ready
to give the strawberry field a thorough
mulching. If It is done too early the
plants will be smothered and hurt. It
is not applied altogether as a winter
protection, for strawberries are defiant of cold. It is the mulch that equalizes alternate freezings and thawings,
which upheave the plants.
The material to use in covering the
beds or rows of plants is anything in
the way of coarse vegetation that is
free from weed seeds.
Clean straw
and coarse grass are of this character,
but there may be weeds in the straw
or grass. Timothy hay la always troublesome because of the seed it contains, and coarse manure that has any
considerable proportion of timothy is
objectionable on that account Marsh
grass or cattail flags are frA from
anything that is troublesome. The refuse from sorghum mills can be used
with good results. It lies close to the
ground and if not put on too thickly
will serve the purpose of keeping the
strawberry plants from feeling the
violent changes of winter, retain the
moisture in the soil and keep the berries clean the following summer. Cornstalks. piite needles, tanbark and cottonseed hulls can be utilized in this
way.
There Ls a growTh* market for gooseberries und a bright future for all that
will lie raised.
This fruit does best
on a good sandy loam.
Tlants should
be set six by eight feet, thus requiring
1,210 plants [ier acre. The first season potatoes, lieans or any low growing crop may lie planted between the
rows.
Give thorough but shallow cultivation
As to varieties, the Downing
gives.liest satisfaction.
Buy only extra good year old plants.
Profits are
fully -gs good and often lietter than
with strawiierries.
They should liear
some fruit the second year from plant-

ing.
Blackberries are profitable if rust
docs upt nttck the canes. There seems
to lie.no cure for rust.
Set the plants
4 by 6 and give deep culture.
We prefer the Ivlttatinny, as they seem more
Blackberries do
hardy than others.
best on a lightish and rather sandy
soil.
They mast be planted in rows
and kept well cultivated.
The pruning of the blackberry Is different from
If
that of most other small fruits.
yon cut back the canes severely yon
are likely to remove a large portion of
the season's crop.
But you can thin
out the shoots where they are numerous and cut out the dead shoots.
Red and black raspberries should be
set 6 by 6. which will require 1.210
plants pqr acre. These plants must
have shallow culture, as their roots
are all near the surface.
Many fine
plantations are almost ruined by deep
culture.
The crop Is profitable when
picked on time and neatly marketed.
A grower can pay for his land in a single season with a good crop of berries.
Currants are easy to grow and market. They pay at the rate of $300 to
$500 an acre. '1 he average price should
be $3 per bushel, and 100 bushels to
the acre Is only a fair crop.
Bach
currant bush ought to pay 25 to 50
cents above the cost of picking.

What Caaarini, th» Futurist, Says
About Har Clothing.
Oasarinl. the clever futurist, who has
made It his business or an Important part of bis business in America
to study femininity, thinks that there
is ;• needless amount of debate as to
the sphere of woman.
"Woman has a sphere," he says.
»
“Fancy for a moment a world without the ornament uf woman's art—the
art of her hair, the art of her physical
beauty, the art of her clothes. How
stupid It would be. how unthinkable!
“Tes. I know that man once was the
highly decorated animal, and you know
what the world was then. Civilization
really datps from the time when women
became the decorative element.
Man's clothes now are not ‘dress' at all.
Woman is the melody; man is the ac-

companiment.
“Of course there always will be people who will insist that clothes are
merely for utility. Foolishness! Even
a man, and certainly a woman, qp a
desert island would think of clothes as
something more than mere covering.
“In human society clothes become .a
language. The rasbest objector will be
found following either a present or a
past fashion—talking the clothes language of bla kind. Not to do so is to
be misunderstood, to be separated. In
this language woman has charge of
the elegances. It is she who adds the
higher beauty. It is she who adds the
whimsical. Whatever may be said of
her sense of hnmor, she has a keen
sense of hnmor as to clothes.
She
grasps the art value, the diversity and
surprise value of the whimsical, never
committing the absurdity of taking
clothes solemnly, as so many men do.”
To Remove Fruit Staine.
Fruit stains will be eradicated easily
if one will wet them with a little camphor before washing. Then wash and
the stains will disappear.
Glycerin
may be used in a similar manner, being sure in both cases to use it before
water touches the stain.
For grease stains there is nothing
better than eucalyptus oil. This may
be used on delicate fabrics without
injury, as it will evaporate rapidly,
leaving no mark.
To Dry the Back.
Strips of Turkish toweling cut from
towels that are beginning to show
wear may be used to pull buck and
forth across the back or l>e hemmed
into wash cloths and still give plenty
of wear.
0~---

WOMAN’S WORLD.
5..^.......
Oregon has four women
thauffeure.

professions^

In China the mother-in-law
boss of the house.
It is

claimed

country

spend

is

the

that women of this
85 per cent of the

wealth.
In the field at harvest time In Poland
far more women are to be seen than
men.

The University of New Mexico has
established a department of household
economics.
There are 106 colleges in the United
States exclusively for women, with
nearly 20,000 students.
Twelve women are making a canvass
of the most remote parts of England
•or recruits
for Lord Kitchener’s
army.
Owing to the depression caused by
the war female servants are the only
kind of labor wanted in the British
colonies.
After women got the vote in New
Zealand waitresses who were formerly
paid 8 shillings a week received 25

shillings.

admitted.

Admitted assets.

923.884.587 28
284.040 24

■a«ttord, com».

baltiiiori, Maitland.

ASSETS DEO. 31, 1914.

i

928.400,52898

All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
surplus over all liabilities.

8S4 109 98
5,000.000 08
6.688.448 99

Aggregate, including capital and surplus.
$33,400,536 9*
8nrplus for policy -holders, $ 11,606.443 30
Losses paid in 96 years,
144.PM6I It
E. B. GARDNER ft SON. Resident Agents.
BUCK8PORT. MB.. Agency.

t

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

$9.1*6,02*
7WA37

admitted,

HOME

Elbridge G. Snow, President.
ORGANISED ISfig.
Cash capital.
$ 6.000 000
KJ’S 539
Cash assets. January 1. 1915,
Liabilities (eseept cash capital), 16,610 065

Surplus

as

regards policy-holders,

13.703 474

Conflagration Proof.
Marine-Inland and Ocean,

Use and Occupancy
Automobile pm j p% R— Commissions
Profits
Windstorn
1 1C f"
■
Bail
Rente
Tourists’ Bsggsge
Parcel Post
Sprinkler Leakage
Registered Mail
Sixty years of fair d sling Asee resulted
intbelsrgtst fire insurance company in
America.
Insist upon the Best.
E. B. GARDNER ft SON. Agents,
BUCKSPORT, MAINE.

Real MUU,
Mortgage loan*.
Collateral loan*.
Stock* and bond*,
Caah In office and bank.
Agent*' balance*.
Bill* rwfltabl*,
Interest and rent*.

j

CO.,

HARTFORD FIRE

9

1.MOOO
927,600 OP
».ooo no
5.321,*26 47
attj*»u
>tp.ni 11
11421166
KS.UI6I

|

McrtftMtt loan*.
Collatcrti loan*.
Blocks a ad bonds,
Osh In offlc* and
Agents* balances.
Bill* rfctlTab!«,
Interest and

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premia ms,
AU other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

surplus. 96,706,199 67
SON, Agent*.

9,640494 00

Collateral loan*.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Ascot*' balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

BUCKSPOBT, ME.

141.011 m
1*4 no 00
10.00 00
lSAH.on as
7W.29S40
ws.rr so
noAM n
AS. too 00

• 14.6C 6.067 41
42.454M

•14.863,412 96

surplus,

E. B. GARDNER A SON,
BUCKSPOBT. ME.

USriUHCB

COMPANY.

W. 1914.

Real mum,

Admitted assets.
• 14A63.613M
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid )o*4es.
• A63.7M78
5.467.449 10
Unearned premiums.
250.000 00
All other liabilities.
S 000.000 00
Cash capital.
over
all
406 9»
5,273
liabilities.
Surplus

23

sarplu.. tM.OMjw, M
SON. Ag.uU,

ASSETS DEC.

$

estate.

^1 or (gage loans.

1,219.051

Borrow, MAM.

Total liabilities and

Total liabilities and surplus. 917.698,192
E B. GARDNER A SON. Agents.
BUCKS POUT. MB.

ifsax

B. B. OARDNRR *

CO.,

INSURANCE

admitted.

Tout II.MIlUr, .ad

BO,TON
PHOENIX

•1S.107.1SO

8-tas

BUCKS PORT, ME.

Real

927.5tt.192 23

ren»st

Admitted assets,
*■
s
LIABILITIES DEC. *J. UK.
Net anpaid losses,
I l.*4.CT
Unearned irerainms.
I4.»! ,«S!
All otbsr liabilities,
lA'W'J
r'aab capital.
1000.000
Surplus o,.r .11 ll.bllltiM,
7.041,II

ASSETS DEO. 31, mi.

SI, 1914.
9714,396 07

bank.

96.769.199 67
Admitted aaaets,
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1914.
9 969,773 19
Net unpaid losses,
4.061,9*2 68
Unearned premium*.
106.990 00
All other liabilities,
1.000,000 00
Caah -apital.
1,00,133 63
Surplus over all liabilities,

CO.,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

«, IHi.

Rcii

or BSBTrOUD, COBH.

ASSETS DEC. Si. 1914.
Real estate.
tl,175,000 00
1.700 00
Mortgage loans.
iijw.’aooo
Stocks and bonds.
8,217.29? «1
Cash in office and bank.
1.190.044 00
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
296.084 96
Interest and rents.
194,94017

COXII.

ASSETS DEO.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

Total liabilities and turpluk, 98.464,096 M
E. B. GARDNER A SON. Agents,
BUCKS PORT. ME.

INS.

INStKANCt (0<>

■AMTTOaD,

K. B. GARDNER &

niv rose.

Solicited

Or on* asset*.
Deduct item* not admitted.

Total liabilities and

AU other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

INSURANCE CO.

XBW TOIK.

S£l82XC

tS.464.CM 80

LIABILITIES, DEC *1. 1914.
Net unpaid losses
tl.«71.775 IS
Unearned premium*,
S.0M.0C1 CO
Volontarj reserve for contin-

THE CONTINENTAL
THE

715.008
1.000
79.399
MBS 171
1.1W.7S3
1.4M.S92
4.800
81005
lil,7W

Rea! estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and banka,
Agents* balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Admitted ukU,

LIABILITIES. DEC. tl. 1814.
Net unpaid losses.
9 1,037 854 70
9,890.8(3 94
Unearned premiums.

TUB CONNECTICUT TIKE INS.

ANTY CO..

ASSETS, DEC. SI. 1S14.

President.

B. J. Sloan, Secretary.
Capital paid op In canto. 98.000,089.

WOMAN’S UNIQUE'SPHERE.

IS CRATES.

ncorporated 1819.

Wm. B. Clark.

Correspondence

| I JilTEI) STATED FIDELITY A GIAK-

Commenced business 1819.

Variations of the sailor hat are man;,
and now is the time when women are
making their selections of hats. Every
woman loves hats.
Ever; woman goes
forth to buy a new hat with a pleasurable feeling in her heart which only
the prospective purchase of a hat Inspires. She likes to order a new suit
She likes to [Hire over fashion magazines and papers in search of a new
style for her evening gown. The possession of new gloves, shoes, silk stockings or blouses fills her with joy. But
hats stand alone in their glory. They
occupy a niche in her mind which Is
theirs, and theirs only.
That hat shown in the illustration Is
of brown barnyard straw, braided In
wicker effect and worn with a decided
slant
The crown Is of sand colored
velvet encircled with a wreath of flowers and fruits in varied colors.

STKAWBKRKIKK

INSURANCE COMPAH1,
liKTVOU), COM.

I

for Hancock an.d Waldo

Agency

Connection.

Telephone

•with frnits.
These products properly
belong In any thorough system of mixed farming, and they can 1« made to
pay $200 to $400 an acre net.
Small fruit growing Is peculiarly
adapted to those having large families. Small fruits well planted In perfectly straight rows and kept well cultivated make a most pleasing picture
A fruit
as well as a profitable crop.
garden eouneeted with any home can
t>e made an attractive object.
From a commercial standpoint for
the beginner there is no crop that will

SON,
Counties

I 866.340 91

Mortfife lotM,

416.600 «
30.000 00
MU.ATI 09
4M.711 83
494.SO* 29
7»
St .060 4*
2.WSS0

Collateral loan*.
Stock* rod bond*,
CMb In office »nd btnk,
Agent*' balances.
Bill* rMclvftblt.
Interest and rent*.
All other asaep,
Groa* assets.
Induct Item* not
Admitted

admitted,

sssets,

LIABILITIES DEC. tl.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premium*,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and

surplus,
SON.

E. B. GARDNER A

Agents.

tBUCKSPORT. ME

We represent the best

companies in the world, and for 58 years have
promptly paid all losses.

1856--

BUCKSPORT, MAINE-1915

1

RAILWAY ENGINES
Speed of Fast Locomotives and
How It Is Attained.
BIG

WHEELS

A

NECESSITY.

But Equally Important Aro tha Staam
Valves, tha Orataa In tha Firaboa and
tha Ability to Malta Staam Rapidly.
Other Vital Factor*.
The average peraon thinks that the

bigger the locomotive apd the greater

driving

wheels the
the diameter of Its
faster It will go, and In the popular
mind these are the only reasons one
engine can “run faster" than another.
The locomotive, a though obe of the
simplest and best known of machines,
embodies numerous devices not visible
to the eye of the casual observer
which are most vital elements In Its
For example,
efficiency and speed.
much of the power of the big express
engine depends upon the steam valves
and the grates In the firebox quite as
much as it does upon the mere bigness of the driving wheels.
At the
same time It la true that large wheels
In ordinary fast running are a convenience and fn the very highest
s[>*-(-<Is a necessity. It becomes necessary, of course, to lighten the load as
the wheels are enlarged and Increase
the speed, which Introduces the second phase of the problem—the grates
and heating surface.
Fast engines, to continue their work
for a long time at a stretch, must
make steam very rapidly. To accomplish this the heat of the Are must
come in contact with the water at a
A large fire!*)!
great many points.
Involves a grate of large area to admit
air to the fire—a difficult matter since
hut a small distance separates the
wheels, the Width of the firebox being
thus limited, while the length must
Come within the limit to which the
fireman can throw his coal.
\ third factor Is the counterbalance,
the solid filling fixed between the
spokes of tbe driving wheels opposite
the connecting rods. This is to balance
the weight of the cranks, parallel rods
and connections and. in addition, the
force on the wheels of the Weight
of the moving piston in the cylinder.
Lacking this balance the wheels would
roll too rapidly when the rods and connections were moving downward and
too slowly when they were moving upward, thus causing a Jerky motion.
"However, as the Influence of the
weight is varied by the centrifugal
force, which. In turn, is greater or less
according os tbe speed is high or low.
It happens that a counterweight which
Is suitable at a speed or forty or fifty
miles an hour produces an injurious
"pound” on the rails at seventy-five
miles an hour.
It follows, therefore, that tbe weight
must be heavier than the rods and con

nectlons because a part of Its office Is
to balance the piston and other parts
that slide hortsontnllj and are uninfluenced by centrifugal force. As the
speed increases the downward motion
of the weight, as that part of the
wheel rolls over to the front, makes
the wheel with its load press down
upon the rail with so mncb more force
than It does when the weight la moving upward on the other aid* that the
effect upon the rail la aa If a heavy
blow were delivered upon It with a
hammer.
Bo to use an engine successfully at
the highest speed It is necessary to
make .the counterweU-ht lighter than
would* be correct f moderate speeds.
The light weights are not necessarily
dangerous at the lower speed, but their
use would cause unnecessary wear and
tear on the engine and the track and
In some cases would even cause unpleasant Jerks upon' the paaeenger
For this reason faat engine^ are
cars.
seldom built unless they can be used
In fast service all the time.
Properly proportioned valve openings are absolutely essential to a fast
engine. These admit the steam to the
opposite ends of the cylinder alternately, aa the connecting rod moves
first forward and then backward, and
In a fast engine they must admit a
large volume of steam very quickly.
The valves must be moved so as first
to open one passage and close the other and then us rapidly as possible close
the first and open the second.
It will 1* noticed by even the most
casual observer that the opening to
let the steam out of the cylinders Into
the smokestack Is several times as
large ns that for admitting the "live"
steam.
Hut even with this It requires
a considerable umount of iiower to
force the steam out with sufficient
quickness. This mtist be done In the
fraction of a second.
There are many engines that can get
steam
Into
the
cylinders quickly
enough and that are otherwise all
right for high si>eed, but which are
not so arranged to get rid of this
steam which has been used and Is
only In the way. It Is this rapid expulsion of the “dead" steam that makes
the vigorous puffs at the top of the
chimney that seem to Indicate that
the locomotive Is doing a tremendous
amount of work.
It should be remembered, however, that this nolee la not
the result of real work, but only of
this after operation, which engine
builders would avoid. There la a class
ft locomotives, those arranged on the
“compound system," In which the puffs
are so faint that the engine would
seem to be doing nothing at all.—
Washington Star.
No pain, no palm; no thorns,
throne; no gall, no glory; no cross,

no
no

crown.

Net Superstitious, But—
He—Are you superstitious when thirteen persons sit dowD to the table at
the same time? She—Well, not auperitltions, but I am sometimes worried
If I have cooked only enough for ten.—

Her Tribute.
When Mr. Gladstone *M at the
height of hN fame a sturdy old Tory
Scotchwoman, who detested bla principles. hut who was curtooa concerning
bis oratory, decided to attend a political meeting for the sake of hearing
him. But “that something gade mlcht
come o’ twn hours spent in sic company." she took her knitting along.
Vi hen, the next day, a friend asked her
opinion of the great liberal leader, she
gave It honestly:
"Jeon, there's nae dpot ass’, the
mon'a a wonder. Me garred me drap
twa stitches in Tam mat' sock."
Precaution.
"Do you think yon can support my
daughter in the style to which she has
been accustomed?"
“1 think so," replied the -earnest
young man. "But maybe we'd better
lice with yon a few yearn so that I
can find out exactly what lt'a like.”—
Washington Star.
In One haaaon.
He—Your sister said she couldn't
dance.
She—Well, can she?
“Yea; I made her. We hadn't been
on the floor a minute when I stepped
on her foot
Yon Just ought to have
seen her."—Yonkers Statesman.

EAST BCLUVAN.
Herman Joy, who has been ill, ia out.
Mra.

Sidney Doyle

ia

visiting in

Bar

Harbor.

Clyde Pettoe

and Mra. Pettee, of Bellaat,
visiting relatives in town.
In the death ol Mra. Mary Doyle White,
tbe leal ol a well-known family passes
out.
are

Kenneth Paul, waa born to Mr.
Mra. Kenneth Bragdon in Cocoa,

A son,
and

Florida, April

5.

Mra. Walter Young and "daughter
Winona are visiting Mra. Young’s sister,
Mta. Charles Doyle.
Howard Hunker and wile are||again octhe West house alter
spending
the winter at Tunk Pond.

cupying

Dunbar’s mill commenced the season's
sawing Monday. It will be a short season, owing to the lack of snow.
lira. Theodore Johnson

was

called to

Jonesport recently by the serious illness
of her brother, Mr. Lakeman.
The shop built by the Halls lor
storing
grain, when they were lumbering in this
place, b«a been moved by Roland Orcutt to
be used tor a blacksmith shop.
There will be a supper and entertainGrange hall Thursday, April 15.
Proceeds lor pastoral support. Mrs. E. E.
Hragdon and Mias Mina Crann have
charge.
April 13.
H>
ment at

AULEM’S

FOOT-EASE fee the TROOPS
,IKk‘«» °l Ailen’s
the antiseptic powder to shake Foot-Ease
into youi
•b®**- »'« being used by the
German ant
Allied troops at tbe front, because
it rest!
tbe feet and makes
walking easy. Hole
i&c
For FREE sample,
addresi
V?'rr"here,
P
Allen 8. Olmsted,
N.
Y.
UBoy,

COUNTY NEWS.
WK8T EDEN.
W. P. Higgina baa gone to Bar Harbor
*
(or the season.
J. Lea Fort baa been in Bangor recently,
returning borne in a new auto.
Chpt. W. W. Loot, who baa been on a
Babin* trip with Walter Richardson, ot
Oak Hill, is borne.
K. 8. Ha

id or

baa returned from Banjor

hospital, and la slowly gaining.
Mrs. Webstar La land, ot Trenton, it
with her daughter, Mre. E. 8. Haroor
M.
April 12.
BROOKSV1LLE.
Fradk Oott and daughter Marie, who
base been 111, are out.
Mias Han nab
WilB* Cbatto s.
a

Cbrter la

at

employed

Mias Villa 8aunderaghas returned trotu
eielt at North UlnebUl.
School In district No. S commenced to-

day; Mlaa Beatrice Roberta, teacher
April 12.

A

flbbmuanmw

NINETY
Hale and Hearty
G. W. 'Heath, of South Windham,
Maine, is 90 years ‘•young”~-aiul still

hearty. For 00 years, he has
used “I- F.” Atwood's Medicine, and
his
personal recollections of Mr.

hale and

Atwood are very interesting:
“For indie than 00 years ’I. 1

At-

wood’s Medicine has been a !Amity
remedy in my household. At the ;ige
-ix
of 90, I am still using it, and n
children use it from time to time. I
bought it first from I,. F. Atwood
himself in 1850, when he sold it from

house to house. I hope others get ss
llie
I much benefit as 1 have from the
of this medicine."

(Signed) G. W. Heath.
T.arge bottle, 35 cents. All Dealers.
Trial Hottle-FBEE—From l:s.
FortF.” MEDICINE CO.,

“L.

land,

Me.

DEPOSITS INVITED

The PHE8TIOE enjoyed aod due to «
Year’s satisfactory service should ne
sufficient endorsement of this ban* lor
those contemplating a Savings Baa*

Hawick Co. Savisis Barit Ellsworth
What Is the Boot Remedy For

Constipation?

This is a question asked us many tun**
The answer it

each day.

be^satiafsf^

We guarantee than to
to you. bold only by us, 10 centsE. G. Moors.

